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 EAT, DRINK, 
DO GOOD

(AT THE TABLE AND IN THE WORLD)

TASTEFUL 
TRAVELS

CHEFS WHO MAKE 
A DIFFERENCE

PLUS: BORDEAUX UNCORKED, TOURING TEQUILA, SEOUL’S TEAHOUSES, AND MORE

Chef Gabriela Cámara  
at Cala in San Francisco.

AND

YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS WITH  US



where
LUXURY

ROAMS FREELYT M



 
Introducing Crystal EndeavorTM, the World’s first 

All-Suite, All-Butler, All-Inclusive Luxury Expedition Yacht

CRYSTAL YACHT EXPEDITION CRUISES. 

Clearly Different℠.



From the World’s Most Awarded Luxury Cruise Line comes the 
world’s largest and most spacious luxury expedition yacht,  
Crystal Endeavor™. Beyond typical routes, and far past destinations 
frequented by most ships, Crystal Endeavor™ forges her own path 
using anchor-free dynamic positioning technology to hover over 
underwater treasures without impact.

With a sleek design built to PC6 polar class specifications, she will 
explore the farthest reaches of Earth. 

Intimate and elegant, Crystal Endeavor™ welcomes just 200 
sophisticated travelers with all-suite, butler-serviced luxury. Among 
the largest, most spacious suites in expedition cruising, all featuring 
private verandahs and butler service. Discover unmatched culinary 
options with flexible, open-seating dining in each of the yacht’s six 
stunning venues. And indulge in Crystal’s full-service spa and salon 
with extraordinary views, and a state-of-the-art fitness center.

From the Arctic to the Antarctic and far-away lands in between, a 
voyage of fascinating discovery awaits.

INTRODUCING THE WORLD’S FIRST 
ALL-SUITE, ALL-BUTLER, ALL-INCLUSIVE 
LUXURY EXPEDITION YACHT 

BOOK YOUR SELECT CRYSTAL EXPERIENCE WITH 
YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR AND ENJOY THESE 
EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS: 

  Services of an onboard host 

 Welcome aboard reception 

 Choice of either an exceptional Shore Experience with a festive 
dining opportunity, a Custom Credit to create a unique, 
personalized shore adventure, exploration with a Private Car  
& Driver (where available), or a Shipboard Credit. 



Fares listed are cruise-only, per person in US dollars based on double occupancy and do not include taxes, fees and port charges, which vary by departure. Fares listed are for select categories only and are correct 
at time of printing. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity-controlled and subject to availability and may be withdrawn or 
changed at any time without notice. Other restrictions apply. Ask for details. All itineraries, fares, programs and policies are subject to change. For complete terms and conditions, visit crystalcruises.com. © Crystal 
Cruises, LLC. Printed in USA. Crystal Cruises and Crystal Yacht Expedition Cruises ships’ registries: The Bahamas. 

CRUISE THE WORLD ABOARD THESE FEATURED SAILINGS.
BOOK EARLY FOR THE BEST AVAILABLE FARES.

PURA ULUN DANU BRATAN, INDONESIA GREAT BARRIER REEF, AUSTRALIA ANTARCTICA

FOR INFORMATION OR RESERVATIONS:  
Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and enjoy exclusive 
Virtuoso Voyages benefits.

CRYSTAL ENDEAVOR — 
OPEN DECK

CRYSTAL ENDEAVOR — 
UMI UMA

DEPARTURE FROM/TO DAYS FARES FROM

AUG 10, 2020 TOKYO ROUNDTRIP 17 $23,149 

AUG 27, 2020 TOKYO ROUNDTRIP 17 $I7,699 

SEP 13, 2020 TOKYO TO TAIPEI 16 $15,699 

SEP 29, 2020 TAIPEI TO BALI 16 $16,499 

OCT 15, 2020 BALI TO CAIRNS 16 $15,599

ASIA & INDONESIA

DEPARTURE FROM/TO DAYS FARES FROM

Oct 15, 2020 BALI TO CAIRNS   17 $23,149 

Oct 31, 2020 CAIRNS TO SYDNEY  17 $I7,699 

Nov 14, 2020 SYDNEY TO CHRISTCHURCH 16 $15,699 

Nov 28, 2020 CHRISTCHURCH TO AUCKLAND 16 $16,499 

Dec 10, 2020 AUCKLAND TO CHRISTCHURCH 16 $15,599

Dec 22, 2020 CHRISTCHURCH TO HOBART 16 $15,599

AUSTRALIA, GREAT BARRIER REEF & NEW ZEALAND



Take a journey to a valley veiled in grape vines—where hidden gems are meant to be stumbled upon, 
and starry skies put on breathtaking shows. Here, beautiful places meld with beautiful meals and 
sparkling wine pairs exquisitely with bubbling springs. Just beyond the sunrise, adventure is waiting. 
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LEGEND has it,
other-worldly

and down to earth can
                  l ive in stunning harmony



DISCOVER 
AMERIC�S 
SHOPPING 
DESTINATIONS 

 ravel invites us to discover something new. Special. Extraordinary. 

The Mills and Premium Outlets® offer just that. Simon is home 
to renowned style icons and the finest retailers, including 
Saks Fifth Avenue, Louis Vuitton, Burberry, Salvatore Ferragamo, 
Prada, Hermes, Giorgio Armani, Chanel, Versace and Jimmy Choo. 

Ask your Virtuoso travel advisor about access to special 
programs exclusive to Virtuoso clients, including access to the 
PRIVEE lounge at The Colonnade Outlets at Sawgrass Mills® 

in Miami and the Premium Shopping Concierge, an exclusive 
shopping day designed just for you with special perks at: 

Desert Hills Premium Outlets® 

Palm Springs 

Las Vegas North Premium Outlets® 

Las Vegas 

Orlando Vineland Premium Outlets® 

Orlando 

Woodbury Common Premium Outlets® 

New York City Area 

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for a complete list of Simon Shopping Destinations. 

COURTESY OF 

<X> 

SIMON
® 

SHOPPING 

DESTINATIONS 

DISCOVER 
AMERIC�S AMERIC�S AMERIC�S AMERIC�S AMERIC�S 



TM

HAPPINESS IS HOMEMADE
exactly to your tastes.



On the “#1 River Cruise Line,” you can enjoy a taste of 

your destinations onboard through extraordinary meals 

crafted with ingredients sourced from the locales you’ll 

sail through and fi ne local wines selected by our onboard 

sommelier, including those from our own award-winning 

vineyard, Bouchard Finlayson. Delight in recipes inspired by 

Bea Tollman, chef and author of the cookbook A Life in Food, 

who brings 60+ years of fi ne-dining experience and personal 

recipes to our culinary repertoire. 

Plus, with a Culinary Director who’s a certifi ed master chef by 

the World Association of Chef’s Societies with over thirty years 

of experience, and the most all-inclusive amenities, there will 

be plenty of opportunities to make mealtime a masterpiece.  
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CREATIVITY BLOSSOMS ONBOARD

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to book your cruise on 
the “#1 River Cruise Line” and to receive exclusive Virtuoso 
Voyages Amenities.

1. LE BISTROT
S.S. Joie de Vivre

Savor classic French cuisine and wrap-

around views of the Seine at the ship’s 

very own Parisian-style sidewalk café.

2. MAX’S
S.S. Beatrice

Enjoy an intimate cooking class where 

you’ll whip up delicious local European 

cuisine alongside the chef.

3. LA MOTTE SKY LOUNGE
River Duchess

Dine under the stars on the top deck with 

our al fresco dining menu, which makes for 

an exemplary nighttime experience.

1.

2.

3.
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BORDEAUX OPENS UP  

The vintage vacation  
scores high with lively, fresh,  
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Editor’s Note

F FOOD IS THE WAY TO A PERSON’S HEART, THEN IT’S ALSO 
a two-way street to the heart and soul of a place. So many of my 

travel memories involve a dining table (or a barstool), and those 

good meals, bad meals, and even, ahem, curious meals call to mind 

where I was and who was there with me. I fondly remember giggling 

with a friend about the items on offer at a breakfast buffet in Hong 

Kong, sampling way too much sausage and beer on a Danube river 

cruise through Germany, sipping gourds of maté tea in Buenos Aires, 

and lingering over braai (South African barbecue) and pinotage in 

Cape Town.

Connecting through dining and drinking is the central theme of this 

issue. In his essay on page 128, journalist Robert Draper muses on food 

as an entrée to learning about a destination. “Almost without fail,” he 

writes, “my surrender to the onslaught of a foreign culture begins at 

mealtime.” In a similar vein, we asked a master gin distiller, a celebrity chef, and a hospitality 

luminary to reflect on their own travel memories and favorite meals (page 130). 

Beyond literal sustenance, food lets us share our heritage, our creativity, our love and care 

for others. It can also be a formidable force for good. In “Cooking from the Heart” (page 

103), we showcase three chefs who are making a difference: From José Andrés’ humanitarian 

efforts to help disaster victims to the innovative hiring practices of Gabriela Cámara (fea-

tured on our cover) and Dan Barber’s agricultural reform, these pioneering professionals are 

putting “meaningful” on the menu. 

Whatever your taste in travel, you’ll find much to tempt you in these pages. Bon appétit!

I

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR &  
VICE PRESIDENT, CONTENT

esrnka@virtuoso.com
 

Beyond the Menu
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“Food is everything we are. It’s an extension of nationalist feeling, ethnic feeling, your personal 

history, your province, your region, your tribe, your grandma. It’s inseparable from those from  

the get-go.” – Anthony Bourdain, June 25, 1956 – June 8, 2018



Intimate ships All suiteAward-winning cuisine Open bars & fine wines

Where the beautiful curves of Vietnam’s terraced rice fields meet  

the exquisite on board spirals of Master Designer, Adam Tihany.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor to begin your journey on the World’s Finest Ultra-Luxury Resort at Sea. Book today to take 

advantage of Vir tuoso Voyages amenities including: Dedicated Onboard Host, Welcome Reception, and Shore Experience.

E X T R AOR DINA RY WOR LDS
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YOUR JOURNEY BEGINS WITH US

“Pimentón de la Vera Dulce 
from Spain – this sweet and 

smoky paprika powder is 
essential for a great paella.” 

“ ”YOUR TASTIEST FOOD SOUVENIR? 

“Local wines and 
spirits that can’t be 

found at home.” – X.E.

“Baklava
 from Istanbul.” 

Virtuoso® is the leading international travel agency network specializing in luxury and experiential travel. This by-invitation-only organization comprises more than 1,000 travel agency partners with 17,500 elite travel advisors in 50 countries throughout North America, Latin America, the Caribbean, 

Europe, Asia-Pacifi c, Africa, and the Middle East. Drawing upon its preferred relationships with 1,700 of the world’s best hotels and resorts, cruise lines, airlines, tour companies, and premier destinations, the network provides its upscale clientele with exclusive amenities, rare experiences, and privileged 

access. For a subscription, please call your Virtuoso travel advisor. All pricing and travel described herein are subject to change and availability, and restrictions may apply. Prices are per person, double occupancy, in U.S. dollars, and do not include taxes or other fees unless stated otherwise. Publish-

er assumes no liability for the representations contained herein. Publisher assumes no responsibility for unsolicited art, photography, or manuscripts. Nothing may be reprinted in whole or in part without written consent of the publisher. For high-quality reprints, contact The YGS Group at 717/399-

1900 ext. 139; theygsgroup.com. EDITORIAL: editors@virtuoso.com. ADVERTISING: marketingproduction@virtuoso.com. VIRTUOSO HEADQUARTERS, VIRTUOSO LIFE CIRCULATION, AND POSTMASTER INQUIRIES: Virtuoso Life Circulation, Virtuoso, 777 Main Street, Suite 900, Fort Worth, TX 76102; 

virtuoso.com. To stop receiving Virtuoso Life, contact your travel advisor or email help@virtuoso.com. California CST #2069091; TA #808 - Registered Iowa Travel Agency; Washington UBI #601554183. Registration as a seller of travel does not constitute approval by the state of California. Copyright © 2018 

by Virtuoso, Ltd. All rights reserved. Within the United States, Virtuoso, the Globe Swirl Logo, Specialists in the Art of Travel, We Orchestrate Dreams, Virtuoso Voyages,  Virtuoso Life, Journey to Global Citizenship, Return on Life, and Orchestrate Dreams are registered trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Best of the 

Best and Expect the World are trademarks of Virtuoso, Ltd. Virtuoso, Ltd. has a U.S. copyright registration for the Globe Swirl Logo, © 2000. Outside the U.S., these marks are the property of Virtuoso, Ltd., and the applicable marks are registered with numerous national trademark registries around the world. 

“Tajín seasoning from 
Xpu-Ha, Mexico – mix 

it with sugar for a 
margarita rim with 

a twist.”

“Bagels from NYC. Naming 
the best place to get them 
is controversial, but when 

I’m back visiting family, my 
favorites are Ess-a-Bagel, 

Russ & Daughters, and 
Zabar’s.” – S.B.

SHORT POURS: Standard’s 
single-serving bottles of wine 

(including this red blend) make 
great gifts, smart picnic accom-

paniments, or fetching addi-
tions to a cocktail cart at home. 
$48 for six, standardwines.com.

SHORT POURS: Standard’s 
single-serving bottles of wine 



For information and reservations please  

refer to your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

The town is yours. Step out into Sloane Square where Hyde Park, 
King’s Road or even Harrods are all just around the corner. 
Oh, have you visited the famous mulberry tree in our gardens?
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Contributors

Photographer 

Clara Tuma

Zürich

“Bordeaux Opens  

Up,” page 116 

THE REPORT: “I was 

really taken by the 

laid-back vibe on 

Cap Ferret. Travelers 

sipped wine near the 

beach, oyster farmers 

worked a few feet 

away, and people 

on boats waved to 

children playing with 

dogs or balloons  

on the shore. It 

seemed like complete 

bliss and endless  

harmony amongst 

total strangers.”

MOST MEMORABLE 

MEAL: “At La Bottega 

in Geneva, the chef 

insisted I try every 

course placed before 

me to photograph.  

I had just finished 

lunch, but decided to 

go for it anyway. I tast-

ed all six dishes, and 

rarely has a food shoot 

been so delectable.”

Writer 

Adam Erace

Philadelphia     

“Cooking from the 

Heart,” page 103

THE REPORT: “I was 

surprised to discover 

that chef José Andrés 

fed more fresh food to 

people in Puerto Rico 

than any organization 

during the hurricane 

recovery effort, includ-

ing the Red Cross, 

FEMA, and the Salva-

tion Army. The man is a 

hero – and organized.”

MOST MEMORABLE 

MEAL: “My wife and I 

were having breakfast 

in Besiktas, a water-

front neighborhood 

on Istanbul’s Euro-

pean side. The waiter 

brought out a bowl 

of ivory buffalo milk 

kaymak, a local prod-

uct that’s like a cross 

between ricotta and 

mascarpone. Smoth-

ered in honey and 

smeared on bread, it 

was tangy, rich, sweet, 

and unforgettable.”

Associate art director 

Korena  

Bolding Sinnett  

Dallas 

“Tequila Sunrise,” 

 page 94

THE REPORT: “The first 

thing I noticed while 

driving into Tequila 

was the beautiful blue 

of the endless fields 

of agave. I loved 

learning about and 

photographing the 

entire tequila-making 

process. Generations 

of hardworking people 

take great care to 

bring the spirit to life 

in this colorful town. 

That’s why quality te-

quila should be sipped, 

never slammed.”

MOST MEMORABLE 

MEAL: “Raw abalone 

stomach in Waima-

rama, New Zealand –  

a tiny town on the 

North Island’s east 

coast. I’ll chalk that up 

to being adventurous.”

Writer 

Lindsay Lambert Day

Atlanta  

“A Taste of Lima,”  

page 58

THE REPORT: “When 

travelers think of Peru, 

they often picture 

Machu Picchu, and 

rightfully so. But Lima 

is also worth exploring: 

It has world-class mu-

seums and art galleries, 

beautiful coastal parks, 

and more excellent 

restaurants and bars 

than you could tackle in 

just a few days.” 

MOST MEMORABLE 

MEAL: “As a vegetarian, 

I’m not often served 

something truly 

unfamiliar. But more 

and more, chefs are 

resourcefully creating 

dishes using food ex-

tras. At a recent lunch 

at Ghrelin, a beauti-

ful new restaurant in 

Aarhus, Denmark, the 

chef served impos-

sibly thin, crispy strips 

made from dehydrated 

potato water.”

 
 

 



*$3,569 fare is base  on category MD on Emeral  Princess® sailing 10/13/19 on a space-available basis at time of booking. Fares for other  ates may vary. Fares are per person, non-air, cruise-only, base  on  ouble occupancy an  apply to the fi rst two passengers in a state-
room. These fares  o not apply to singles or thir /fourth-berth passengers. This off er is capacity controlle  an  may not be combinable with any other public, group or past passenger  iscount, inclu ing onboar  cre its. Off er is not transferable an  is available to resi ents 
of the 50 Unite  States, Cana a, Puerto Rico, Mexico an  the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or ol er an  receive this off er. Fares quote  in U.S.  ollars. Please refer to your travel agent for terms, con itions an   efi nitions that apply to all bookings. Off er may 
combine with other off ers such as group onboar  cre its, limite  time off ers an  Military benefi ts. ^Up to Up to $75 Onboar  Spen ing Money per stateroom. Off er is applicable to fi rst/secon -berth guests only. Thir /fourth-berth guests are not eligible. Onboar  spen ing 
money may be use  on a single voyage only, is not re eemable for cash, cannot be use  in the casino an  expires at the en  of that voyage. Off er is not transferable an  may not be combinable with other select off ers or other onboar  cre its. Onboar  spen ing money is 
quote  in U.S.  ollars an  is base  on the ship’s onboar  currency. Voi  where prohibite  by law. Four fresh strawberries  ippe  in both white an   ark chocolate per stateroom. Subject to availability an  may be substitute  for an item of equal or greater value at the ship’s 
 iscretion.†Free Unlimite  So a & More Package is applicable to select September 2018 - December 2019 voyages only, is vali  for bookings ma e through Virtuoso affi  liate  agencies only an  applies to the 3 & 4 guests booke  in a mini-suite or suite stateroom. The Unlimite  
So a & More Package inclu es tumbler with straw, fountain so a by the glass, hot chocolate, fruit juices an  mocktails, with pre-pai  15% gratuity inclu e  for these items. The Unlimite  So a & More Package  oes not inclu e souvenir items (other than the tumbler), canne  
so a, room service, ven ing machine or mini-bar items. The package may be use  on a single voyage only, is not re eemable for cash at any point  uring the cruise an  expires at the en  of that voyage. Off er is not transferable, is not combinable with other select off ers 
or other onboar  cre its an   oes not follow guests who change promotions prior to cruising. In the event that a guest  oes not want the Unlimite  So a & More Package, no substitutions will be off ere . Off er is combinable with Cruise Sales, Stan ar  Groups (inclu ing 
amenities an  counts towar  TCs) an  Captain Circle Savings. Off er is not combinable with Casino Discounts, Recipient-Only, Air Promotions, Flash, Interline, Travel Agent an  Frien s an  Family rates. This off er is not combinable with Princess Saver Fares. This promotion is 
not applicable to incentive groups. The promotion will be subject to capacity control an  is not transferable. This off er is available to resi ents of the 50 Unite  States, Cana a, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Bermu a an  the District of Columbia who are 21 years of age or ol er. Guests 
may book through their preferre  Travel Consultant. Princess Cruises may mo ify, amen  or up ate the terms an  con itions of the Unlimite  So a & More Package at any time with or without notice to guests. The terms an  con itions as publishe  on princess.com on the 
 ate of sailing will apply. ©2018 Princess Cruise Lines, Lt . Ships of Bermu an an  British registry.

Let your 
taste buds 
be your guide
Discover  an adventure in  f lavor. 

Indulge in your  dest ination.  And 

take your  senses on a  journey 

of  their  own with a  cul inary 

shore excursion with Princess® 

and Bon Appéti t 

grand western mediterranean

$3,569*

1111113|33B1rcelon13to3Rome

Emer1l13Princess®3Oct313332019

Taxes, Fees an  Port Expenses of $120 are a  itional.

mini-suite 

fares from*

receive up to $75 onboard spending money^ 
PLUS 

FREE unlimited soda & more package for 3rd and 4th guests 

when booking a mini-suite or suite   

Call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor Today

Discover  an adventure in  f lavor. 

Indulge in your  dest ination.  And Indulge in your  dest ination.  And 

take your  senses on a  journey take your  senses on a  journey 

of  their  own with a  cul inary of  their  own with a  cul inary 

shore excursion with Princess® shore excursion with Princess® 

and Bon Appéti t and Bon Appéti t 

grand western mediterraneangrand western mediterranean

$3,569
111111111111 |33B1rcelon13to3Rome|33B1rcelon13to3Rome

Emer1l13PrincessEmer1l13Princess®®3Oct3133320193Oct313332019

Taxes, Fees an  Port Expenses of $120 are a  itional.Taxes, Fees an  Port Expenses of $120 are a  itional.

mini-suite mini-suite 

fares fromfares from*



1
Regional cuisine

A nfiw wavfi of fifisfiaufianfi fis movfing acfioss 
Ausfifiafifia’s counfifiysfidfi, fiappfing finfio fififi 
bfisfi fifigfionafi pfioducfi and cfifiafifing a nfiw 
kfind of cufisfinfi fifivafifing fifis bfig cfifiy sfibfifings.

Jackafiopfi Hofififis’ dfibufi pfiopfififiy afi Wfififiow 
Cfififik Vfinfiyafid pfiomfisfis an fixpfifififincfi 
fio fifimfimbfifi. Sfifi on a pfifisfifinfi fiandscapfi 
amfid fififi Mofinfingfion Pfinfinsufia – onfiy 
onfi fioufi ffiom Mfifiboufinfi – finfioxficafifing 
fiufiafi acfifiagfi ffiamfis fififi fiofififi, unfiqufi fin 
bofifi dfisfifinafifion and dfisfign. Gufisfis finjoy 
fioungfing afi fififi sfififikfing bfiack finfinfifiy poofi 
ovfififiookfing fififi vfinfis. Tfifi fifiadfifinfing 
dfinfing acfi, Doofi Doofi Doofi, pfifisfinfis fififi 
fifigfion’s finfisfi pfioducfi pafififid wfififi a dafifing 
sfifificfifion of sfingfifi-vfinfiyafid wfinfis.

3
Culture meets flavor

Afiong wfififi a dfivfifisfifiy of cufifiufifis comfis a 
vafifififiy of finfifififisfis and fiasfifis. Afi Mandoon 
Esfiafifi, vfisfifiofis can fifiy finfi wfinfi, cfiaffi bfififi 
offfififings and busfi food fin onfi vfisfifi.

Locafifid bfisfidfi fififi magnfificfinfi Swan Rfivfifi 
fin Wfisfififin Ausfifiafifia, fififi fisfiafifi fias bofifi a 
vfinfiyafid and mficfiobfifiwfifiy wfififi a casuafi 
dfinfing vfinufi. Tfifi finfi dfinfing fifisfiaufianfi, 
Wfifid Swan, fis wfifififi fixficufifivfi cfifif Mficfiafifi 
Hafifinfififi cfifiafifis modfifin and finnovafifivfi à fia 
cafififi and dfigusfiafifion mfinus fifiafi combfinfi 
cfiassfic fificfinfiqufis wfififi fififi finfisfi fiocafi 
and sfiasonafi pfioducfi. As pafifi of fififi Busfi 
Tuckfifi Tasfifing, vfisfifiofis can fifiafin aboufi 
fiocafi findfigfinous food and cufifiufifi and fifiy 
fifiadfififionafi busfi food pafififid wfififi wfinfi.

2
Sustainable wines

Ausfifiafifian wfinfis afifi fifiadfing down a 
bfiavfi nfiw pafifi, sfifififing nfiw sfiandafids fofi 
susfiafinabfifi, gfinfifiafifionafi fafimfing – fasfi 
bficomfing somfi of fififi mosfi joyous young 
wfinfis on fififi pfianfifi. 

Gfimfifififi’s 306 acfifis of vfinfiyafids afifi 
cfifififififid ofiganfic and bfiodynamfic. Fofi 
fififi famfifiy-ownfid wfinfifiy, fififi pfififiosopfiy 
fis sfimpfifi: mfinfimafi finfififivfinfifion and an 
finvfifionmfinfiafifiy conscfious fafimfing sysfifim. 
Tfifi cfififiafi doofi fias an fififivafifid vfifiw 
acfioss McLafifin Vafifi and fififi ocfian, and 
an finfififiacfifivfi fixpfifififincfi afi fififi Gfimfifififi 
Bfiodynamfic Hufi pfiovfidfis vfisfifiofis wfififi 
a dfifipfifi undfifisfiandfing of bfiodynamfic 
vfifificufifiufifi.

Sip, Savor and Indulge: 
AUSTRALIA’S TRENDIEST FOOD  

& WINE EXPERIENCES

Today’s dfiscfifinfing fifiavfifififis sfifik fiop-noficfi fixpfifififincfis fifiafi fufifififi fififififi 

cufifinafiy and vfinficufifiufiafi fiasfifis. Wfififi Ufififimafifi Wfinfifiy Expfifififincfis of 

Ausfifiafifia, vfisfifiofis can fixpfiofifi Ausfifiafifia’s fivofivfing food and wfinfi scfinfi and 

gfifi accfiss fio fififi counfifiy’s ffifisfifisfi fifigfionafi cufisfinfi and pfifimfium wfinfis 

wfifififi finjoyfing fiuxufiy accommodafifion and awfi-finspfififing fiandscapfis.

To book any of these amazing experiences, please contact your Virtuoso advisor.

(Images from top left: Mandoon Estate’s Bush Tucker Tasting, d’Arenberg Cube, Jackalope at Willow Creek Vineyard, Moorilla at MONA)

AUSTRALIA’S TRENDIEST FOOD  

& WINE EXPERIENCES

Today’s dfiscfifinfing fifiavfifififis sfifik fiop-noficfi fixpfifififincfis fifiafi fufifififi fififififi Today’s dfiscfifinfing fifiavfifififis sfifik fiop-noficfi fixpfifififincfis fifiafi fufifififi fififififi 

cufifinafiy and vfinficufifiufiafi fiasfifis. Wfififi Ufififimafifi Wfinfifiy Expfifififincfis of cufifinafiy and vfinficufifiufiafi fiasfifis. Wfififi Ufififimafifi Wfinfifiy Expfifififincfis of 

Ausfifiafifia, vfisfifiofis can fixpfiofifi Ausfifiafifia’s fivofivfing food and wfinfi scfinfi and Ausfifiafifia, vfisfifiofis can fixpfiofifi Ausfifiafifia’s fivofivfing food and wfinfi scfinfi and 

gfifi accfiss fio fififi counfifiy’s ffifisfifisfi fifigfionafi cufisfinfi and pfifimfium wfinfis gfifi accfiss fio fififi counfifiy’s ffifisfifisfi fifigfionafi cufisfinfi and pfifimfium wfinfis 

wfifififi finjoyfing fiuxufiy accommodafifion and awfi-finspfififing fiandscapfis.wfifififi finjoyfing fiuxufiy accommodafifion and awfi-finspfififing fiandscapfis.



4
Wine and design

A series of high-end art and design 
experiences is sweeping Australia’s 
vineyards. 

In South Australia’s McLaren Vale wine 
region, the avant-garde d’Arenberg Cube 
houses a colorful cellar door serving 
the d’Arenberg winery’s internationally 
renowned red wines, an award-winning 
restaurant and the Alternate Realities 
Museum. 

Moorilla at MONA in Tasmania offers 
cool-climate wines and shares a site with 
the Museum of Old and New Art, where 
visitors can see Australia’s largest private 
art collection.

5
Nostalgia reigns

A ‘what’s old is new again’ philosophy 
is calling wine lovers to revisit historic 
vineyards for a taste of nostalgia.

Penfolds Magill Estate is the original home 
of Penfolds wines and of Australia’s most 
prized wine, the famous Grange. Nestled 
in the foothills of Adelaide, 15 minutes 
from the CBD, the estate offers visitors 
a chance to explore the South Australia 
heritage-listed winery and bluestone 
cellars, underground tunnels, Still House 
and Grange cottage – the original home of 
Dr. Christopher and Mary Penfold. Tastings 
of Penfolds’ famous labels and a Twilight 
Tour and Degustation experience are an 
added treat.

ADVERTISEMENT
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Just Back

Fresh from a stay at a classic Arizona retreat. 

CANYON RANCH TUSCON

Sydney, Australia-based advisor Anna Mc-

Murtrie recently returned from a restorative 

visit to Canyon Ranch in Tucson following 

Virtuoso Travel Week (see page 24). “The 

timing was perfect after a crazy and won-

derful experience in Las Vegas,” she says. 

“Canyon Ranch is an incredible holistic 

wellness resort.” Before her arrival, McMur-

trie filled out an online questionnaire with 

her preferences and goals for her stay. Once 

she checked in, she met with a staff advisor 

who helped plan her activities and booked 

her into programs she was interested in. 

Here, her tips for maximum rejuvenation. 

MEMORABLE MOMENT The highlight of my trip was 

an early-morning hike. I loved the fresh air, 

exercise, and my knowledgeable and inter-

esting guides. 

HEALTHY OPTIONS The resort offers a variety of 

clean, organic, locally sourced food. It’s all 

about choices, with nutritious snacks and 

meals throughout the day. I enjoyed paella, 

fresh pizzas, a tostada with smoked chicken 

and poblano chilies, and quinoa salads. 

We also had a “lunch and learn,” where we 

discovered how easy it is to prepare healthy 

meals at home. 

LIFE LESSONS From the talks and lectures, I’ve 

already gained a few tools, particularly some 

aimed at breaking bad habits. Topics in-

cluded the science of weight loss, cultivating 

compassion, DNA tests and family history, 

and the heritage of the Southwest. 

RELAXING TREATMENTS I pampered myself with 

massage and refl exology, and even ven-

tured out of my comfort zone to try a deeply 

calming energy therapy called Healing 

Touch, which is said to promote physical, 

emotional, and spiritual well-being through 

gentle touch. 

MIND/BODY SOUVENIR I didn’t bring home a physi-

cal souvenir, but now I have the knowledge 

of how important and easy it can be to 

include wellness in a frantic lifestyle. 

“It’s all about choices, with 

nutritious snacks and meals 

throughout the day.” 

From top: McMurtrie hiking, an egg-white-and-
quinoa bowl, and the Canyon Ranch pool.

discovered how easy it is to prepare healthy 

meals at home. 

LIFE LESSONS From the talks and lectures, I’ve 



Lobster  Rol l  — Hooked Seafood SM  

T H I S  I S  A 

P A L A T E  P L E A S I N G

C U L I N A R Y  C R U S A D E

Contact  your  Vir tuoso Travel  Advisor  to  learn more about  Vir tuoso Exclusive Benefits .

This is not a cruise. This is culinary course charting at sea. Dine like the stars at Jamie’s Italian by 

celebrity chef Jamie Oliver. Savor just-shucked oysters at Hooked SeafoodSM. Watch as food becomes art at 

Wonderland Imaginative Cuisine. Indulge in an exclusive 5-course feast at Chef ’s Table. Or enjoy fresh 

fusion fare at Coastal Kitchen, exclusively for Suite guests and Pinnacle club Members. The flavors — 

and adventures — are limitless on Royal Caribbean®.

Dining venues, menus, prices and wine selections vary by ship, may require an additional fee and are subject to change without notice. Additional terms apply. Contact your travel advisor for complete terms and conditions. 

©2018 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Ship’s Registry: The Bahamas. 18064199 • 9/12/2018

2017 & 2018 VIRTUOSO
®

Best Multi-Generational 

Program – Cruise

WINNER
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Associate art director Korena Bolding Sinnett 

(@kokobo) enjoyed fresh seafood and  

vegetables from the on-property farm at  

Kokomo Private Island Fiji (@kokomoislandfiji).  

The Virtuoso Life

Dining In

Pack your appetite for a trip to this island country.

BARBADOS  

Instagram snaps from the world of Virtuoso.

IN PICTURES   

Contributing photographer Clara Tuma  

(@claratumaphotography) indulged in can-

nelés de Bordeaux “for breakfast, not just 

dessert” while on assignment in  

the French region. 

Sweet surprises at São Paulo’s Palácio  

Tangará (@palaciotangara), an Oetker  

Collection (@oetkercollection) hotel.

Virtuoso’s senior vice president of marketing, Terrie Hansen, returned from a 

recent Barbados getaway raving about mealtime. She fell for the island’s food – 

and restaurants with “million-dollar views.” Here, her top four picks: 

➊ Hugo’s serves fresh Caribbean cuisine in a gorgeous alfresco setting on 

Speightstown’s beachfront. Some standout items: mustard-crusted sea 

bass, roasted pork tenderloin, and vegetable Thai curry. 

 

➋ For a more casual beachfront experience, we loved The Lone Star for 

salads and wood-fired pizzas.  

➌ Rihanna named Daphne’s, another open-air beach spot, one of her 

favorite restaurants, and it’s easy to see why – great service and an Italian-

meets-island menu. Their linguine with lobster is phenomenal. 

➍ My absolute favorite was The Cliff, set on a series of terraces cascading 

to the ocean. The menu, plus the extensive wine list and craft cocktails, is 

fantastic; the service is warm and personable. 

SEE & DO Take in a polo match at Apes Hill Club or a round of golf on its par-72 

championship course. Try go-kart racing at Bushy Park or water sports such as 

snorkeling, fishing, stand-up paddleboarding, or waterskiing. 

STAY Three can’t-miss Barbados hotels: Cobblers Cove, a Relais & Châteaux 

property; Sandy Lane; and Port Ferdinand Marina & Luxury Residences. 

The Cliff’s seaside setting 
and (right) dinner at Hugo’s.





A report from the 30th annual Fashion Week of travel.
BY REBECCA RATTERMAN

Three Decades of Connections

I
N AUGUST, THE BELLAGIO, ARIA, AND VDARA HOTELS WEL-
comed the industry’s largest luxury-travel conference, Vir-

tuoso Travel Week, back to Las Vegas for its 30th anniversary. 

Complete with aerial performers, countless flutes of Cham-

pagne, and, of course, hundreds of thousands of in-person, travel-

focused conversations, the 2018 event was the biggest to date. 

The world has changed since the first Virtuoso Travel Week 

(known as Virtuoso Travel Mart until 2012). Thirty years ago, George 

Michael’s “Faith” topped the charts, a gallon of gas averaged under a 

dollar, and 98 people attended the first Virtuoso Travel Mart. This 

year, a record-breaking 6,071 travel professionals from 100 countries 

converged for the conference, taking part in thousands of network-

ing appointments (about three years’ worth of meetings, all told), 

discussing industry and destination trends (you’re going to want 
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Clockwise from top:  
A toast to travel,  

advisor Alfonso Caballero 
Comendador accepts an 

award, and the African 
Children’s Choir performs.



Six Time Winner, Best River Cruise Line

2012   |   2013   |   2014   |   2015   |   2016   |   2018

Voted Best Cruise Line Overall by Virtuoso, 2017

Thank You, Virtuoso!

At AmaWaterways, love is at the heart of everything we do.

And our travel agency partners and guests are the heart of our river cruises.

For More Information,

See Your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

AMAMAGNA DEBUTING MAY 2019
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to book that trip to Turkey ASAP), and rec-

ognizing industry leaders with awards for 

travel companies and top advisors. Eighty 

journalists – representing outlets from 

Forbes and CNBC.com to Coveteur – also 

joined in to report on the latest from Virtuo-

so and for networking sessions of their own 

with top executives from across the luxury-

travel sphere. 

“Here we are with another record atten-

dance at what we now call ‘Virtuoso City,’ ”  

Virtuoso CEO Matthew D. Upchurch said 

during the week’s opening ceremony. “It’s 

so gratifying to see the power of this con-

nection grow and witness how universal it is 

across cultures.” Upchurch also conversed 

onstage with motivational speaker Simon 

Sinek about the importance of personal 

relationships in business, and the African 

Children’s Choir performed “Amazing 

Grace” in honor of Virtuoso founder Jesse 

L. Upchurch, who passed away this year, 

leaving barely a dry eye in the house and 

garnering a standing ovation. 

What followed was a week of reconnec-

tion and learning. At the Community Globe- 

trotting event, advisors “shopped” for 

travel experiences in pavilions organized 

by interest, including adventure, wellness, 

and cruising. Professional-development 

courses, speed-dating-style meetings be-

tween advisors and travel companies, and 

the return of Virtuoso’s Sustainability Sum-

mit rounded out the week. Virtuoso also 

announced the forthcoming release of Or-

chestrator, a new interactive online travel 

planner that allows travelers to create a 

Netflix-style personal portfolio of wish-

list destinations and travel experiences  

This year, 

a record-breaking 

6,071 travel 

professionals 

from 100 countries 

converged for the 

conference.

Clockwise from top: The Four Seasons Hotel George V-hosted Hotels & Resorts Dinner, with floral de-
sign by artistic director Jeff Leatham (front left); Virtuoso’s Terrie Hansen and Albert Herrera onstage 
at the dinner; Alex Herrmann of Switzerland Tourism accepts an award; Uniworld’s Kristian Anderson 

and Ellen Bettridge with Virtuoso’s Beth Butzlaff (center); and an event at The Neon Museum.



CHARLESTON
S O U T H  C A R O L I N A

SEASIDE GETAWAY 

With its balmy sea breezes and warmhearted locals, the Charleston area is 

an unmistakably idyllic place. Plus, it is surrounded by pristine barrier islands 

and fi ve distinctive beach towns—Folly Beach, Isle of Palms, Kiawah Island, 

Seabrook Island, and Sullivan’s Island—a city & sea destination like no other.

@EXPLORECHARLESTON            

@EXPLORECHS

Find everything needed to plan your getaway at CHARLESTONAREABEACHES.COM
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in collaboration with their advisors. And 

throughout the week, the Virtuoso Life edi-

torial team mixed with advisors, agency 

executives, and representatives from ho-

tels, resorts, airlines, cruise lines, and tour 

companies, studying up on what’s new  

and exciting in high-end travel. Here,  

our takeaways.

SUSTAINABLE IS THE NEW NORMAL

During Virtuoso Travel Week’s second edi-

tion of the Sustainability Summit, indus-

try leaders gathered to celebrate strides in 

mindful travel – Virtuoso partners, for ex-

ample, have contributed more than $5 mil-

lion to community-development projects 

– and focus on the future. “People admire 

brands that live out their values,” said Excel-

sior, Minnesota-based advisor Erin Green at 

a post-summit press conference. “The most 

important thing to me right now is edu-

cating people that it doesn’t matter where 

you’re going – sustainability is important.” 

The movement is proving its staying power 

as more travel companies make sustainable 

practices the norm, from cultivating on-site 

organic farms and directing animal-rescue 

efforts to forgoing single-use plastics (hello, 

bamboo and papaya-stem straws) and sup-

porting local communities. 

THE CARIBBEAN IS OPEN FOR BUSINESS

The Caribbean’s recovery from the destruc-

tive one-two punch of hurricanes Maria 

and Irma last year is well underway – and 

70 percent of the region was never affected 

at all. This was the message at a Caribbean-

focused press event, during which represen-

tatives from the tourism sector spoke about 

the storms’ impacts and rebuilding in their 

wake. Participants shared stories of relief 

efforts (Royal Caribbean International, for 

instance, sent ships to Puerto Rico to do-

nate supplies, transport stranded travelers 

and residents in medical need, and even res-

cue 150 dogs). Travel agency executive Jack 

Ezon cautioned deal seekers and procrasti-

nators that, thanks to rebounding bookings, 

discounts are very unlikely and hotels are 

filling up fast for high season. For travelers 

who want to aid in the area’s recovery, Tiago 

Sarmento, general manager of Anguilla’s 

Belmond Cap Juluca (reopening in Novem-

ber), said, “The best help is to come back.” 

THE PERKS OF POWERING DOWN

Today’s travelers are actively trying to dis-

connect in order to be present while on  

vacation. They crave more-authentic ex-

periences and are increasingly in need of 

breaks (whether physical or mental) from 

their electronically dominated daily lives. 

“We’re noticing a rise in escapism and get-

ting off the grid, as well as an interest in self-

discovery programs,” says London-based 

agency executive Jenny Graham. Travel 

companies are also taking notice. For ex-

ample, Canyon Ranch Lenox in Massachu-

setts offers a digital detox itinerary with 

Clockwise from left: Speed-dating-style meetings, the week’s centerpiece; at a reception following the Sustainability Summit, (left to right) Micato Safaris’ 
Dennis Pinto, Delta Air Lines’ Christine Boucher, Virtuoso’s Jessica Upchurch, and Micato’s Anna Pinto; and attendees strike a pose.
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BETTER TOGETHER

When author and motivational speaker Simon Sinek first 

took the stage at Virtuoso Travel Week in 2010, he told the 

3,500 attendees that, despite what critics said, they were 

proof that travel advisors were still relevant. Back onstage 

in 2018 – this time before a crowd of 6,000-plus – 

Sinek observed, “I guess the pundits were still 

wrong.” The Start with Why author joined Vir-

tuoso’s Matthew Upchurch for a candid keynote 

conversation that covered leadership, loyalty, and 

how to remain successful in business for the long 

haul – all highlights of Sinek’s latest book, The In-

finite Game. The piece of advice that received the 

loudest applause: “We should work very hard to 

only do business with people who believe what we 

believe,” Sinek said. “I work with fantastic people 

because I chose to work with fantastic people.” 

It was a fitting message to kick off a week of network-

ing, and proof that the advisor-traveler relationship is 

more than a transaction. As Upchurch put it, “It’s about 

what the client feels on every trip – before, during, and 

after. It’s about how they want to spend their life’s energy, 

and everything we’re doing at Virtuoso is guided by the 

spirit of collaboration.”  – Amy Cassell

Virtuoso CEO Matthew Upchurch 
(right) chats with Simon Sinek at 
the opening ceremony. 

Treat your taste buds to inspirational Hawaiian cuisine in 

Andaz Maui at Wailea Resorts signature restaurant, Ka’ana 

Kitchen or share a stunning Maui sunset while sipping on fresh 

craft cocktails from Lehua Lounge. Whatever your style is, we 

can feed it. 

FEED  YOUR 

PERSONAL STYLE

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor today 

to book your next destination vacation to Maui 
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multiple ways to help guests center them-

selves, including aerial yoga, meditation, 

and relationship-building advice. As more 

jet-setters leave phones behind and log out 

of social media accounts, they choose to fo-

cus on what’s actually in front of them – a 

destination, its people, and the local culture 

are what matter, not the number of likes.

THE DIGITAL NATIVES ARE COMING

While millennials may currently dominate 

the influencer sphere on social media, Gen-

eration Z is becoming increasingly powerful 

when it comes to travel. Born after the year 

2000, these “digital natives” are coming of 

age, and, according to the U.S. Chamber of 

Commerce Foundation, they currently af-

fect $600 billion in family spending. About 

90 percent of Virtuoso advisors polled 

earlier this year also agree that Gen Zers 

are influential when it comes to household 

travel plans. More than 2 billion strong, the 

group is slated to surpass millennials in size 

in 2019, and, generally speaking, they prefer 

active experiences, seek out unusual plac-

es, and choose destinations that help hone 

their personal brands.

WHERE TO GO NEXT

Virtuoso Travel Week also saw the release of 

the Virtuoso Hot 10, a list of countries that 

have seen the largest growth in year-over-

year bookings among U.S. travelers and are 

trending for fall and holiday travel. Turkey 

garnered the No. 1 spot with more than 300 

percent growth; Egypt and Morocco took 

spots two and three, respectively. Another 

one to watch: We heard lots of buzz about 

Ischia, the southern Italian island that’s a 

setting in Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan nov-

els, which are coming to HBO as an adapted 

miniseries in November.

Mementos from the week.

PRESENT PERFECT
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1. Raffles Cambodia scarf. 2. Hôtel 
Barrière Le Fouquet’s sleep mask. 

3. Kulm Hotel St. Moritz bracelet pack-
age. 4. The Berkeley playing cards. 

5. Amanpuri turtle charm. 6. Casa San 
Agustin bracelet. 7. El Corte Inglés fan. 

8. Treetops Lodge & Estate honey. 

➊

➋

➌

➍

➎

➏

➐

➑

Clockwise from top left: Shopping with Sarah Jessica Parker at her Bellagio boutique, a welcome-
reception entertainer, and scenes from the Community Globetrotting event.



The week in Instagram pics.

#VIRTUOSOTRAVEL

Los Angeles-based Virtuoso 

travel advisor Diane Sherer 

(@dasherer) collected business 

cards – and connections – 

throughout the week.  

Virtuoso Life associate art direc-

tor Korena Bolding Sinnett  

(@kokobo) admired Four 

Seasons artistic director Jeff 

Leatham’s floral installation.

Katherine Wabler  

(@katherinewabler), a New York-

based advisor, contemplated the 

perks of cruising with Virtuoso 

Voyages during the Community 

Globetrotting event.

Pools beckoned from 

Dallas-based advisor Ane Lowe’s  

(@thehungrychronicles) room 

at Bellagio resort.  

Experience what wining & dining on your very own yacht would be like with our expert chefs 
and sommeliers. We are dedicated to offer the best experience possible for each of our 

guests, including excellent gourmet dishes and the finest wine selection at sea. 

A GASTRONOMICAL EXPERIENCE



Exotic cultures, new  

ways of seeing the world, 

unexpected adventures,  

to see home with new eyes,  

to fall in love with life  

all over again…

W HY I  TR AV EL

Each of our voyages is an invitation to discover your next travel story and reignite your passions. 

Experience faraway places that you have always dreamed of. Encounter new ways 

of looking at the world and travel to the far corners of the globe. 

On board, our chefs share in your quest for finding the best food around the world – for us, 

cuisine is not only an art form, it’s an exploration and expression of a culture, a connection that 

continues on long after the meal has ended. Our superb gourmet restaurants serve exquisite 

dishes created á la minute and offer a remarkable array of choices, from Continental cuisine to 

authentic Italian to classic steakhouse fare. Behind every recipe there is a story rooted deep in 

culinary tradition.

 You can sail to the far corners of the globe on our intimate and luxurious ships, but you’ll always 

feel like you’re coming home to family. 

Thousands of reasons – one passion. There are as many reasons to travel as there are travelers in 

this world. It’s your turn to embrace your passion for travel with Oceania Cruises.



LOVE OF FOOD 
Our commitment to cuisine shines in  

our artisanal ingredients and our array  

of gourmet restaurants, but truly comes  

to life with our passionate chefs who craft  

each recipe from the heart. 

PASSION FOR TRAVEL 
Each of our voyages is an invitation to discover 

your next travel story with our insider tours 

in both marquee and boutique ports during 

extended, evening and overnight calls.

INTIMATE & LUXURIOUS SHIPS 
You’ll feel like you’re coming home to  

family aboard our casually elegant ships.  

Our personalized, genuine service means  

our staff and crew always attend to your  

every request with a smile.

S AVOR THE WOR LD W ITH  

THE FINEST CUISINE AT SE A™  

A BOA R D OUR INTIM ATE  

A ND LU XUR IOUS SHIPS

TERMS AND CONDITIONS *Offers and fares are subject to change on 1/5/19. Visit OceaniaCruises.com for current pricing. All fares are per person in U.S. dollars, valid for residents of United 
States and Canada, based on double occupancy (unless otherwise noted), for new bookings only and may be withdrawn at any time. Free Internet amenity is one per stateroom; Owner’s, Vista & 
Oceania Suites receive access for two devices per suite. Visit OceaniaCruises.com/Internet for more details. OLife Choice amenities are per stateroom, based on double occupancy and subject 
to change. OLife Choice free shore excursions vary by voyage and exclude Oceania Select, Oceania Exclusive, Executive Collection, Food & Wine Trails, Wellness and Culinary Discovery Tours. 
Voyages up to 9 days receive 4 free shore excursions; 10-13 days receive 6 free shore excursions; 14+ days receive 8 free shore excursions. If shore excursion amenity is selected, all excursions 
must be chosen at least 14 days prior to sailing. OLife Choice beverage package amenity is House Select. Guests in the same stateroom must choose the same OLife Choice amenity, and 
amenity must be chosen by final payment. Not all promotions are combinable. 2 for 1, OLife Choice and Cruise-Only Fares are based on published Full Brochure Fares; such fares may not have 
resulted in actual sales in all suite and stateroom categories and do not include optional charges as detailed in the Guest Ticket Contract, which may be viewed, along with additional terms, 
at OceaniaCruises.com. Cruise-Only Fares do not include OLife Choice amenities or airfare. All Fares include government fees & taxes. “Airfare” does not include ground transfers, and offer 
applies to coach, roundtrip flights only from the following airports: ATL, BOS, CLT, DCA, DEN, DFW, DTW, EWR, IAH, IAD, JFK, LAX, LGA, MCO, MDW, MIA, ORD, PHL, PHX, SAN, SAV, SEA, SFO, TPA, 
YOW, YUL, YVR, YYZ. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to assign gateways based on availability for JFK, LGA and MIA. Gateways are subject to change at any time. Airfare is available from all 
other U.S. and Canadian gateways for an additional charge. “Airfare” includes all airline fees, surcharges and government taxes. Airline-imposed personal charges such as baggage fees may 
apply. Oceania Cruises reserves the right to correct errors or omissions and to change any and all fares, fees, promotions and surcharges at any time. Ships’ Registry: Marshall Islands. NOV1838

ASK YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR ABOUT  

SPECIAL VOYAGES WITH EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO BENEFITS, 

SUCH AS EXCLUSIVE COMPLIMENTARY SHORE EXPERIENCES 

AND PRE-PAID GRATUITIES.

YOUR WOR LD AWA ITS
                            explore

2 for 1  

CRUISE FARES  

and FREE INTERNET

Includes Roundtrip Air fare*

plus choose one:    

FREE - Shore Excursions

FREE - Beverage Package 

FREE - Shipboard Credit  

inclusive package available

Alesund

NORTHER N FRONTIER S
OSLO to LONDON | 12 days 

July 23, 2019 – MARINA

Featuring visits to Oslo, Skagen, Haugesund, Flåm, Hellesylt, Geiranger, 

Ålesund, Kristiansund, Bodo, Harstad, Bergen, and London

includes: Includes Roundtrip Airfare*

plus choose one FREE:  6 Shore Excursions, Beverage Package
or $600 Shipboard Credit*

Cruise-Only Fares from $4,099 per person*

OLife Choice Fares from $5,399 per person*          

BER MUDA BLISS
NEW YORK to NEW YORK | 7 days 

August 25, 2019 – INSIGNIA

Featuring overnights in St. George and Hamilton and visits to New York

Hamilton

includes: Includes Roundtrip Airfare*

plus choose one FREE:  4 Shore Excursions, Beverage Package
or $400 Shipboard Credit*

Cruise-Only Fares from $1,199 per person*

OLife Choice Fares from $1,649 per person*          

VIRTUOSO VOYAGES BENEFITS INCLUDE:  

EXPERIENCED HOST, PRIVATE COCKTAIL RECEPTION 

AND COMPLIMENTARY SHORE EXPERIENCE IN BERGEN

VIRTUOSO VOYAGES BENEFITS INCLUDE:  

EXPERIENCED HOST, PRIVATE COCKTAIL RECEPTION 

AND $200 SHIPBOARD CREDIT

DISCOV ER YOUR MOMENT



Enjoy every day exactly as you wish while exploring the world’s most beautiful places. Everything is included —  

from flights to excursions and from gourmet dining to Unlimited WiFi. Allow us to take care of every detail as you sail  

aboard our luxuriously appointed, intimately spacious and all-suite ships to more than 450 destinations in the company  

of an intimate group of newfound friends. You really can have it all aboard Regent Seven Seas Cruises®. 

THE MOST INCLUSIVE LUXURY EXPERIENCE TM

FOR VOYAGES AND RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CALL YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR

Virtuoso Voyages Benefits on a wide array of voyages:

ONBOARD HOST, PRIVATE COCKTAIL RECEPTION AND AN EXCLUSIVE SHORE EXPERIENCE

live life luxuriously
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PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Michael Frank, Elaine Glusac, and Bethanne Patrick 

London Calling
Gastropub king and BBC cooking-show regular Tom Kerridge rose to fame with his laid-back, convivial Buckinghamshire restaurant, The Hand 
and Flowers – the first pub ever to earn two Michelin stars. Now, he’s finally made a big-city move, opening the swank Kerridge’s Bar & Grill in 
the 283-room Corinthia Hotel London. The 90-seat, street-level English brasserie – a grand space with tufted banquettes, high ceilings, and a 
pewter-topped bar backed by antique mirrors – has rocketed to the top of the city’s best restaurant lists for dishes such as a lobster Thermidor 
omelet served in an iron skillet; salmon with an apple pancake, Douglas fir, and caviar; and venison with a black-pepper cottage pie. Artwork by 

Kerridge’s wife, sculptor Beth Cullen Kerridge, and an aging locker displaying cuts from Kerridge’s own butcher shop in Marlow ensure the space 
garners as much attention as what’s on the plate. Whitehall Place; kerridgesbarandgrill.co.uk.

Beth Cullen Kerridge’s  
Empty Suit adds a bit of 

sparkle to the dining room.
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 FOOD & SPIRITS 

Clockwise from top left: Fritz & Felix’s Hunter’s Rose, 
red wild prawns with confit garlic, Clover’s Club, and risotto 

with cèpes, burnt celeriac, and snap peas.

Los Angeles-based Valerie Confections and 
accessories brand Clare V. have collaborated on 

a fashion-food mash-up, resulting in nearly 
too-pretty-to-eat candy bars: the 
crispy Croquant and the darkened 

milk chocolate and peanut Le Bon-
bar. The duo is the latest addition 

to the chocolatier’s eye-catching 
collaborations with L.A.’s Commune 

design – perfect for holiday stocking 
stuff ers. $10; valerieconfections.com.

THE BAD BOY 

OF BADEN-BADEN 
Nenad Mlinarevic thinks fi ne dining is too fussy. In his 
new restaurant, Fritz & Felix, at the 104-room Brenners 
Park-Hotel & Spa in Baden-Baden, Germany, the maver-
ick Swiss chef keeps the food refi ned – served as small, 
seasonal plates – while tossing stiff service and hushed 
settings into the compost bin. In their places: a showpiece 
Spanish wood grill in the center of the restaurant for fl ame-
seared vegetables, meats, and fi sh; and miniature desserts 
displayed in a space modeled on a candy store. Craft beer, 
barrel-aged cocktails, a large lineup of German gins and 
whiskies, and house-made vermouth bring a bit of Black 
Forest magic to your glass. Schillerstrasse 4-6.

Sweet Sight 

Clockwise from top left: Fritz & Felix’s Hunter’s Rose, 
red wild prawns with confit garlic, Clover’s Club, and risotto 

Los Angeles-based 
accessories brand Clare V. have collaborated

a fashion-food mash-up, resulting in nearly 
too-pretty-to-eat candy bars: the 
crispy

Sweet Sight 



On Location at Montage Deer Valley

B E V E R LY  H I L L S   |   D E E R  VA L L E Y   |   K A PA L U A  B AY   |   L AG U N A  B E AC H

L O S C A B O S  |   PA L M E T T O  B L U F F   |   H E A L D S B U RG  (Opening in 2020)

Whether your plans call for a family adventure, a romantic retreat, or an urban escape, 

we invite you to experience our collection of extraordinary destinations. From the year-round 

beauty of Park City to a legendary bay in Los Cabos, Montage Hotels & Resorts provides  

the perfect backdrop to create memories that can be cherished long after you return home.

For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso travel advisor.

Where the memories they make 
           last infinitely longer.
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 MY SISTER, THE SERIAL KILLER 
BY OYINKAN BRAITHWAITE (Dou-

bleday, $23) Score one for first 
impressions: Working Title Films 
optioned Nigerian novelist Oyinkan 
Braithwaite’s debut months before 
publication. Responsible nurse Ko-
rede resents cleaning up after her 
younger sister Ayoola’s disasters, 
which aren’t simply emotional. 

The Lacuna, and sunnier stories, 
like Prodigal Summer, returns 
with a novel alternating between 
the nineteenth and twenty-first 
centuries. In the New Jersey town 
of Vineland, an academic couple 
struggles with finances and their 
adult kids in equal measure; more 
than 100 years earlier, in the same 
house, an unhappily married 
man meets a female scientist 
who roams the Pine Barrens for 
specimens. Based on the real-life 
botanist Mary Treat (she corre-
sponded with Charles Darwin) and 
with a delightful narrative conceit, 
this is the book to curl up with dur-
ing autumn’s first cold snap.

 IMPOSSIBLE OWLS BY BRIAN 
PHILLIPS (Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 

$16) Brian Phillips (former staff 
writer for Grantland, ESPN’s 
now-defunct sports and pop 
culture site) writes with intensity 
in essays about things that obsess 
him – subjects you may soon find 
yourself fixating on. Ecotourism, 
Queen Elizabeth’s handbag, UFO 
enthusiasts: Phillips leaves no 
quirky stone unturned as he ob-
serves and records contemporary 
passions and problems. Don’t miss 
his take on Alaska; you may never 
again feel cold if you visit. Caveat 
lector: Some passages may make 
you laugh out loud, so consider 
your traveling companions before 
taking along on a crowded flight. 

 FAMILY TRUST BY KATHY WANG 
(Morrow, $27) Fans of Kevin 
Kwan’s riotous book Crazy Rich 

Asians and its movie adaptation 
will find familiar diversion in Kathy 
Wang’s debut novel. Combining 
the wackiness of that movie with 
the sweetness of Eddie Huang’s 
Fresh Off the Boat, Wang’s story 
takes place in Silicon Valley, where 
Taiwanese-American Stanley 
Huang, his second wife, Mary 
Zhu, and his first wife, Linda, play 
psychological chess over who will 
receive the lion’s share of Stanley’s 
fortune after his death from pan-
creatic cancer. The author proves 
herself particularly adept at mak-
ing privileged tech types, both the 
successful and the teetering, seem 
as messed up as the rest of us.

Ayoola has a sharp beauty – and 
an even sharper knife, which she 
uses whenever a boyfriend grows 
burdensome. Narrated by the an-
gry and efficient Korede, the book 
heats up when Ayoola attracts a 
physician at Korede’s hospital. 
With prose even more honed than 
Ayoola’s blade, this book demon-
strates why the newest crop of 

African women authors (including 
Imbolo Mbue, Chibundu Onuzo, 
and Leila Aboulela) deserve more 
attention from Western readers. 

 UNSHELTERED BY BARBARA 
KINGSOLVER (HarperCollins,  

$30) Barbara Kingsolver, who has 
shown she can alternate beauti- 
fully between deep books, like  

 BOOKS 

CARRY-ON COMPANIONS



SIGNATURE EXPEDITION

MT. DEWEY HIKE

Availabl  in Wrang ll, AlaskaAvailab  in K nai Fjords, Misty Fjords, 

or Tracy Arm/Endicott Arm

SIGNATURE EXPEDITION

KAYAK TOURS

Windstar Signature Expeditions, featured on our Alaskan itineraries May through 

September 2019, allow you to get closer, see more, and go home with once-in-

a-lifetime memories you can’t get any other way. Each is led by one of six expert 

guides who travel on board for the entire cruise and provide insight, education and 

commentary on the Alaskan Wilderness. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for 

more information.

SIGNATURE EXPEDITION

ZODIAC TOURS

Availab  in K nai Fjords, Misty 

Fjords, or Tracy Arm/Endicott Arm

World’s Best Award Winner

Travel + Leisure

2018 World’s Best 

Awards

Condé Nast Traveler

2017 Gold List

Fav

USA Today

2017 Readers’ Choice 

Awards

WINDSTAR 

SIGNATURE EXPEDITIONS
N far t trav
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 PERSON OF INTEREST 

M.C. Heyward
Master oyster roaster

South Carolina native M.C.  

Heyward has lived on Johns 

Island his entire life (“Folks can 

do the math and get close, but 

I ain’t telling nobody my age 

outright”), the past 42 years of 

which he has manned the pit 

for The Sanctuary at Kiawah 

Island Golf Resort’s Monday-

night oyster roast.

WHAT’S THE “M.C.” FOR? Mason 

Charles. One time I was hunting 

on Kiawah with Daddy before 

there was anything here, and I 

got separated and lost over-

night at Sandy Point – that’s the 

Ocean Course now. I had this 

young dog with me, and he kept 

the gators away. In the morn-

ing, I hear, “M.C.! M.C.!” I said, 

“Daddy, why you call me M.C.?” 

He says, “I can holler ‘M.C.’ lon-

ger than ‘Mason.’ ” So it stuck. 

HOW’D YOU LEARN THE SECRET ART 

OF OYSTER ROASTING? From Daddy 

when I was 11 or 12. But every-

body in the family used to help: 

my brothers, sister, mother – 

she just recently died at 98. 

HOW’D YOU COME TO DO IT AT THE 

RESORT? We had this big group 

up from Hilton Head – this was 

before The Sanctuary – and 

Frank Brumley, the owner at 

the time, said, “How are we go-

ing to entertain all these folks 

to keep them from going to 

Charleston?” So I said, “I’ll do 

an oyster roast and barbecue 

for ’em.” That was in 1976, and I 

been doing it ever since. 

DESCRIBE THE OYSTER ROAST PARTY. 

Mingo Point is right on the banks 

of the Kiawah River, on the back 

side of the island. We have a 

huge pit for roasting oysters, a 

shed with a barbecue pit, and a 

big crowd – biggest we had was 

around 1,300 folks. I still do it the 

old-timey way that Daddy taught 

me: a wood fire in a pit with a 

grill over it and wet burlap sacks 

thrown on top of the oysters. We 

have live music, drinks, and local 

crafts, and we do boat rides, 

because our pier is right there.

 

ON A GOOD DAY, YOU’RE ROASTING UP 

HOW MANY BUSHELS? Seventy to  

75 bushels – around 7,000 to 

7,500 oysters. 

NUMBER OF KIDS WHO GET THEIR FIRST 

ROASTED OYSTER FROM YOU?  

A lot. Their parents come up, 

“You remember when you 

taught me how to eat an oyster? 

This is my son. Would you 

please teach him?” So I do,  

and then I teach ’em how to 

shuck. Now I get folks I taught 

bringing their grands to learn.

YOUR PERFECTLY ROASTED OYSTER,  

IN THREE WORDS: Firm but light.  

COCKTAIL SAUCE OR DIPPED IN BUT-

TER? Plain, sometimes a little hot 

sauce. At home I eat ’em with a 

little rice or grits. 

THE ONE OTHER SOUTH CAROLINA SEA-

FOOD EVERYONE SHOULD TRY: Crabs. 

We get crabs, shrimps, mussels, 

clams, fish. Growing up, we used 

to trade what we didn’t eat with 

farmers for corn, okra, peas; we 

hardly ever bought any food.  

IF WE’RE HEADING OFF THE PROPERTY 

FOR BARBECUE, WE’D BEST BE GOING 

TO: My house. But Mike Petrillo 

up at Crave Smokehouse wood-

smokes barbecue – he’s pretty 

good too. 

Doubles from $271, including break-

fast daily, a bottle of sparkling wine, 

and a $100 resort credit. Oyster 

roast from $50 for adults and $26 

for children.

M.C. Heyward at work. 
About five years ago, the 

resort officially dedicated 
the oyster pit in his name.      



www.travelbelize.org
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Art-collecting hoteliers Alex and Carrie Vik of the 22-room Vik Chile, in the 
country’s central Millahue Valley, asked some of their favorite artists to paint 
artwork for an exclusive vintage. Gonzalo Cienfuegos’ La Piu Belle, an angelic 
woman with furrowed hair, was chosen to wrap a limited-edition estate wine 
of the same name. The bottle’s beauty is more than skin deep, though: The 
cabernet-carménère blend inside earned a gold medal at Latin America’s 
prestigious Catad’Or Wine Awards. $75; lapiubelle.cl.

GOODS TO GO 

Art of the Sip

Heir to the house of Hennessy cognac, 
perfumer Kilian Hennessy distills the 

scents of four of his boutiques’ locations – 
leathery Mayfair, lemony Lugano, apple-

brandy New York, and cocoa-tropical 
Paris – in the new Travel with Kilian 

collection of flight-ready .25-ounce 
fragrances. $220; bykilian.com.

WINELANDS EXPRESS: Qantas has launched nonstop fl ights between San Francisco and Melbourne, which operate four times a week on 
Boeing 787-9 Dreamliners. Upon landing, travelers can fi nd themselves winetasting in four of the world’s premier regions – Napa and 
Sonoma or Yarra Valley and the Mornington Peninsula – within an hour’s drive of each city. 

SCENTS IN THE CITY



For reservations, call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today. 

Be sure to ask about special Virtuoso-hosted 

sailings and shipboard credits! 

TAHITI  |  FRENCH POLYNESIA  |  FIJI  |  SOUTH PACIFIC

Built to navigate the lagoons of the South Pacifi c, the 

m/s Paul Gauguin off ers the only moving, luxury, all-inclusive, 

overwater experience in French Polynesia.

Included Airfare 
from Los Angeles

“Bungalow”

On  
Luxury

Find
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textured palms provide a sure 
grip. $425; seirus.com.

5
With Swany’s ski-racing 
heritage, it makes sense 

that its Light Speed Mitt is  
designed with protection 
in mind. The full-leather, 
waterproof construction is 
multilayered for extra protec-
tion around the crook of your 
thumb and pre-curved to grip 
poles with less effort. Lightly 
armored knuckles shield hands 
through steeps or trees. $140; 

swanyamerica.com.

glove’s sock-style cuff keeps 
snow out, but if your jacket has 
an inner sleeve, you might want 
a glove without an integrated 
cuff. $90; hellyhansen.com.

4 
The Seirus Hellfire Glove   
is built to combat frigid 

days and ridgeline winds with a 
sleeved, windproof and water- 
proof design and a 12-hour, 
rechargeable battery-powered 
heater that warms the backs 
of hands and wraps around fin-
gertips. The gauntlet style fits 
over cinched parka sleeves, and 

Gore-Tex construction blocks 
wind and moisture, and Prima- 
Loft Silver insulation gives the 
liner the softness of down, 
minus its tendency to clump. 
$140; us.mammut.com.

3 
Some ski gloves get cold not 
because they lack insulation, 

but because they’re too rigid to 
let you easily move your digits. 
Helly Hansen’s Powderqueen 
HT women’s gloves have a soft, 
weatherproof goatskin outer 
married to a warm Thinsulate 
and microfleece liner. The 

1 The Hestra Wakayama’s 
retro-style aniline-dyed 

cowhide, simple wrist cinch of 
paracord, and thick wool lining 
make it ideal for moving from 
the slopes through après-ski 
to nights on the town. $140; 

hestragloves.com.

2
Swiss brand Mammut 
chose goat leather rather 

than cowhide for increased  
dexterity in its Alvier gloves – 
along with a boxed finger  
design to reduce bunching 
when gripping ski poles. A full  

Passport

This winter, spend more time on the snow and less time in the lodge thawing frozen paws. 
FIVE-FINGER UPGRADE

 GEAR UP 

➊
➋

➌

➍

➎
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Passport

 ART & CULTURE 

DIRECTOR’S CUT
Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches Museum has 
turned its entire 4 million-piece collec-
tion – which includes Egyptian mummies, 
antique carriages, Old Master paintings, 
and Austria’s crown jewels – over to the 
whims of filmmaker Wes Anderson and 
his partner, costume designer and author 
Juman Malouf. The couple’s favorite 
pieces will make up Spitzmaus Mummy 

in a Coffin and Other Treasures from 

the Kunsthistorisches Museum, running 
November 6 through April 28, 2019. The 
auteur behind The Grand Budapest Hotel 
and, most recently, Isle of Dogs, will bring 
his mannered visual style and celebra-
tion of off beat interiors to the mysterious 
exhibit (the museum won’t reveal the 
show’s inclusions before it opens). Once it 
closes in Vienna, fans can catch the rerun 
at the Fondazione Prada in Milan. khm.at.

A new addition to the Glenstone Museum in Potomac, Maryland, 
increases its original size by more than five times, making it one of the 
largest private museums in the world. The Pavilions expansion gives 
breathing room to the single-artist installations of Lygia Pape, Charles 
Ray, and Cy Twombly, among others, and centers around a water court 
with reflecting pools and plantings. From the original gallery, visitors 
access the addition via a serene ten-minute stroll along modern and 
contemporary art collectors Mitchell Rales and Emily Wei Rales’ 230-
acre sculpture-park-like estate. glenstone.org.

ART WALK The country’s first freestanding center devoted to 
modern and contemporary drawings opens Novem-

ber 3 on Houston’s Menil Collection campus. The 
30,000-square-foot Menil Drawing Institute will 

debut with The Condition of Being Here: Drawings by Jas-
per Johns, a 41-work retrospective consisting of colored 
pencil, watercolor, and other media on surfaces rang-

ing from paper to plastic (through January 27, 2019). An 
expansive outdoor deck provides a stage for year-round 

performances and video projections. menil.org.

Sharpest Pencil in the Box

Clockwise from top left: Tony Smith’s Smug, Jasper Johns’ watercolor and pencil Untitled,  
and Wes Anderson and Juman Malouf at the Kunsthistorisches Museum.
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Clockwise from top left: Christian Dior 
draping a model in 1948, preparing the 

Spring-Summer 2017 Haute Couture 
collection, and  1995’s Robe Hellébore.

Bombshell sheaths, ethereal frocks, acces-

sories, fashion photographs, and runway 

videos tell the story of 70 years of couture 

designs in Dior: From Paris to the World 

at the Denver Art Museum, November 19 

through March 3, 2019. The chronological 

show begins with Christian Dior, a former 

art gallery owner who once dealt in Picasso 

paintings, and the post-World War II fame 

he garnered designing feminine fashions for 

hourglass figures. The exhibit then pivots to 

Dior’s successors, including Yves Saint Lau-

rent, Gianfranco Ferré, John Galliano, and 

Maria Grazia Chiuri, each with their own riffs 

on luxe Dior looks. denverartmuseum.org.

Dress It Up

Experience Canada’s only accessible 

Cheese Cave through private tours and intimate 

social tastings.

181 Wellington Street West, Toronto, Ontario

© 2018 Ritz-Carlton Hotel Company, L.L.C.
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Bon Voyage

Hone knife skills, brush up on Burgundies, or dine engine-side: 
cruise lines’ next level of culinary offerings.

 If the dining room starts to feel so pro-
saic, mix it up and have dinner courses 
in the galley, the engine control room, 
and on the top deck aboard Uniworld’s 
128-passenger Joie de Vivre. The new 
progressive meal is available on all 
of the line’s European super ships and 
highlights locally sourced ingredients – 
on an eight-day, round-trip-from-Paris 
sailing, for example, the menu features 
beef roulade, fresh seafood small bites, 
and more. Departures: Multiple dates, 

November 4, 2018, to November 4, 2019; 

from $3,999. 

 Silversea’s new wine ambassador, 
winemaker Lawrence d’Almeida, will 
host a handful of upcoming wine-
centric voyages, during which he’ll 
lead onboard lectures/tastings (“I don’t 
believe in talking about wine without a 
glass in hand,” he says) on the history 
and evolution of the drink. He’ll also 
oversee vintage-oriented shore excur-
sions to vineyards around the globe, 
including several in Australia on a 14-
day, Sydney-to-Bali sailing aboard the 
382-passenger Silver Whisper. Depar-

ture: February 2, 2019; from $8,900. 

 This year, the class schedule in the 
Culinary Centers on board Oceania 
Cruises’ 1,250-passenger Marina and 
Riviera ships increased by 16 options, 
with new courses schooling passengers 
in the art of Scandinavian cuisine, hand-
made pasta prep, crepe making, and 
more. Home cooks can even sharpen 
their knife skills on the Riviera during a 
ten-day, round-trip-from-Miami cruise 
to Puerto Rico, Saint Lucia, Antigua, and 
other Caribbean ports of call. Depar-

tures: Multiple dates, December 9, 2018, 

to December 5, 2019; from $1,999.

Embark with an Appetite

For cruisers who set sail during prime aurora 
borealis viewing season – October through March – 
Hurtigruten has a tantalizing promise. “One of the best 
ways to see the northern lights is on a cruise, and 
Hurtigruten’s 12-day, round-trip-from-Bergen Arctic 
Circle sailing offers plenty of opportunities,” says Rich 
Korb, an Atlanta-based Virtuoso travel advisor. “The line 
is so confi dent in its pursuit that if the aurora borealis isn’t 
witnessed during the voyage, every passenger receives a 
free six- or seven-day cruise.” Departures: Multiple dates, 

November 1, 2018, through March 31, 2019; from $1,405.

Northern Lights, Guaranteed
Embarking on its maiden voyage in December, 
Holland America’s 2,666-passenger Nieuw Staten-
dam (sister ship to the Koningsdam) will debut with a 
new classic rock live-music venue in partnership with 
Rolling Stone, and several expanded, Adam D. Tihany-
designed restaurant spaces, including a larger out-
post of Rudi’s Sel de Mer brasserie and a new outdoor 
dining terrace at the pan-Asian Tamarind. An up-
coming seven-day, round-trip-from-Fort Lauderdale 
sailing visits the Bahamas, Jamaica, and Cozumel, 
Mexico. Departure: January 6, 2019; from $939. 

The New Ship Boom Continues

From left: A Uniworld dinner, Oceania’s Culinary Center, and the Sirromet Wines vineyards 
in Queensland, a stop on Silversea’s Sydney-to-Bali sailing.



www.visitbarbados.org

Cobblers Cove HHHHH

$1,619 5 nights from only 

Upgrade on arrival, subject to availability; Full Breakfast daily for up to two in room guests; Boat trip to ‘Swim with the Turtles’ at least 
once during stay; With a 3 night minimum: 100 USD Food & Beverage credit to be utilized during stay (not combinable, no cash value if not 
redeemed in full); 12 Noon/4PM late check-out, subject to availability; Complimentary Wi-Fi.

pp

Visit Barbados   @Barbados   @visitbarbados   

EXCLUSIVE $100 Resort Credit and Full Daily Breakfast!

Call your Virtuoso Travel Advisor 
to make your reservation today!

BOOK NOWBOOK NOW
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Suite Talk

When it opened on Banana Bay last year 
as Saint Kitts’ fi rst luxury hotel, the Park 
Hyatt St. Kitts vowed to make a positive 
impact on the Caribbean island’s culinary 
landscape too. In addition to launching 
three new fi ne dining outlets, executive 
chef Pankaj Bisht helped a local family 
establish a free-range poultry farm that 
supplies all of the 126-room hotel’s eggs 
(they’re wonderful on top of The Great 
House restaurant’s chili-pepper avocado 
toast). He also announced plans to work 
with the local culinary school to train 
and develop homegrown talent. Guests 
can get a taste of Kittian cuisine dur-
ing a new private Caribbean cooking 
class at the hotel. Participants prep fried 
johnnycakes and chickpea buljol (salad) 
with hot pepper sauce, then retreat to the 
oceanfront lagoon pool to sleep off the 
feast. Doubles from $400, including 

breakfast daily and a $100 hotel 

credit. Cooking class, $75. 

The Caribbean’s 

Fresh New Cuisine 

The Park Hyatt St. Kitts’ Fisherman’s 
Village and (inset) linguine with spiny lobster 
caught off the pier behind the restaurant.

The Horseshoe Bar at The Shelbourne Dublin is so 

popular with locals – even Bono has been spotted hanging 

out there – that the 265-room hotel decided to add another 

bar just for guests. Public patrons can still elbow into the 

popular huntsman-themed pub – as well as the elegant No. 

27 Bar & Lounge – but the 1824 Bar, which refers to the 

hotel’s establishment date, reserves its stools and sofas 

for hotel guests only (limited to 40 at a time) in a cozy, 

bookshelf-lined drawing room. And as at the city’s other 

neighborhood watering holes, Irish whiskey dominates the 

liquor list here too. Doubles from $441, including breakfast 

daily and one complimentary lunch or dinner for two.

Secret Whiskey Society   

DINNER PLANS, MADE: Bring a little Southern fl avor home (we’re talking fried chicken, pimento 
mac and cheese, and corn muffi ns) with Soul of the South, a new cookbook that commemorates 
the 90th anniversary of Georgia’s Sea Island resort, home to the 43-room Lodge and the 265-
room Cloister. $85, shop.seaisland.com. 

Dig into a few 

more destination-

inspired cook-

books on 

page 134.

Private party: The 
Shelbourne’s 1824 Bar.

with hot pepper sauce, then retreat to the 
oceanfront lagoon pool to sleep off the 

Doubles from $400, including 
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Suite Talk

Jet-setters looking for sleek retreats and trendy outposts may have skipped the southeastern Caribbean island of Grenada in the past, but that’s 

about to change. Silversands Grenada opens in December, adding a new level of minimalist appeal to the Spice Isle’s two-mile-long Grand Anse 

Beach – it’s the first new development on this stretch in 25 years. The 43-suite, nine-villa hotel offers amenities more typical of a megaresort, includ-

ing a centerpiece 328-foot swimming pool – the longest in the Caribbean – and a refined spa. Guests can choose between the Asian-influenced  

Asiatique restaurant and the Grenadian Grill, which specializes in locally caught seafood; both are sustained by produce from a network of local 

female farmers. After dinner, Puro stocks premium rums and cigars, and a resident DJ holds court at the low-key, oceanfront lounge.

“It’s a very modern hotel that will put Grenada on the map,” says Danny Akhtar, a London-based Virtuoso travel advisor, who recently previewed 

the property. “It’s intimate enough to be exclusive, but large enough to have a lively ambience.”

Airy rooms mix blond-wood paneling, headboards, and floors with sheer white drapes and couches upholstered in earth-tone fabrics. Panoramic 

glass doors slide open onto patios, and suites and public spaces are decorated with ceramics, wood carvings, and paintings from the hotel’s more 

than 700-piece collection. For all its modernity, Silversands cedes the spotlight to Grenada’s natural assets, with views that frame the sea in foli-

age. “Nature is primary, and greenery is everywhere,” Akhtar says. “Much like the best safari resorts, it delivers luxury and authenticity.” Doubles from 

$800, including an upgrade (if available) at time of booking, breakfast daily, and a $100 hotel credit.

Beauty on the Beach

 NEW HOTEL 

Grenada’s new getaway brings the cool.

High style by the sea, clockwise  
from left: Suite views, and a villa’s 

pool deck and living area.





NEW & NOTEWORTHY 
HOTEL EXPERIENCES

ADVERTISEMENT

BÜRGENSTOCK, SWITZERLAND

Bürgenstock Hotel and  
Alpine Spa, Lake Lucerne  

ST. MORITZ, SWITZERLAND

Kulm Hotel 
St. Moritz

This sleek, boutique hotel 

reflects the intrinsic beauty, 

energy, and rich culture of 

downtown Seattle.

Soak up sublime vistas of 

Lake St. Moritz and savor a 

heritage of hospitality dating 

back over 160 years.

Answer the call of the mountains 

in this birthplace of the winter 

holiday. Ski by day and socialize 

over cocktails by night in Sunny Bar. 

Dine on international haute cuisine in 

any of seven restaurants, or try the 

Gourmet-Dine-Around program.  

And melt away stress with a facial  

or massage.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

hotel credit per stay.

Indulge in award-winning 

Swiss cuisine at this historic 

mountaintop resort that was 

once home to Sophia Loren 

and Audrey Hepburn.

Ride the legendary funicular to this 

exceptional destination overlooking 

gorgeous Lake Lucerne. Take a  

swing at the nine-hole golf course, 

enjoy breathtaking views from the 

infinity-edge pool, and dive into a 

diverse landscape of signature  

spa treatments. 

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

hotel credit per stay.

This extraordinary collection of Virtuoso-preferred hotels and 

resorts offers exceptional experiences and exclusive amenities 

you'll only receive through your Virtuoso travel advisor.

MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA

Half 
Moon

Celebrating 65 years of 

tropical tranquility amid 

manicured grounds with 

stunning views of the 

Caribbean Sea.

Participate in sunrise yoga in 

an overwater bungalow. Ride a 

horse along the beach and enjoy 

diverse fare in multiple dining 

venues. Stay five nights and enjoy 

a complimentary sixth night, plus 

a round of golf, spa treatment, and 

celebratory cocktails, when you 

book by March 31, 2019.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

spa services credit once per stay.



NEW YORK, NEW YORK

The  
Dominick 

Retreat to spacious accommodations 

combining uptown elegance with a 

downtown vibe. Sample innovative, 

seasonal fare in two dining venues, 

and master the art of relaxation 

in NYC’s only hammam with spa 

services. Watch the sunset from the 

outdoor deck or while lounging in 

the rooftop pool. 

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 hotel 

credit per stay.

In the heart of NYC’s SoHo 

neighborhood, take in 

glittering panoramas of 

Manhattan and the  

Hudson River.

BÜRGENSTOCK, SWITZERLAND

Waldhotel Health 
& Medical Excellence

The world-class, 17,000-square-foot 

spa is set amidst sweeping views  

of forest and farmland. Stylish,  

light-flooded accommodations fill 

you with new energy. Rejuvenate 

with a cryotherapy session or saline 

floating bath, and drowse on a 

platform waterbed.

VIRTUOSO AMENITIES: $100-value 

hotel credit and one complimentary 

50-minute massage for up to two 

people, per room, once during stay.

Consult with medical experts 

and spoil yourself with luxe 

spa treatments, gourmet 

meals, and exhilarating hikes 

high in the Swiss Alps.

From your unrivaled  

Regent Street address, 

history, culture, and the 

theater are mere steps away.

Savor gourmet pleasures and sip 

from an extensive selection of wines.  

Enjoy a holistic retreat in award-

winning Akasha spa. Receive a room 

upgrade, complimentary fourth 

night, English breakfast for two and 

additional amenities when you travel 

between January 2 and April 30, 2019.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

hotel credit per stay.

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM

Hotel  
Café Royal



NAPA, CALIFORNIA

Carneros Resort 
and Spa

Overlooking Jerusalem’s 

ancient walls, this landmark 

hotel lies in the heart of a  

city steeped in thousands of 

years of history, culture,  

and tradition.
Head-to-toe signature treatments 

and luxurious scalp and body 

massages create an ultimate state of 

bliss. Unwind in a charming cottage, 

suite, or home. Three restaurants 

offer local wines and handcrafted 

cocktails along with farm-to-table 

dining at its finest.

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100 spa 

services credit once per stay.

Amid pastoral landscapes  

and wine country warmth, 

enjoy elevated relaxation  

at the newly reimagined  

Spa at Carneros.

Discover more than 1,300 top hotels and resorts around the world  

where Virtuoso travelers enjoy these exclusive amenities:

ROOM UPGRADE, WHEN AVAILABLE • BREAKFAST FOR TWO DAILY •  

EARLY CHECK-IN AND LATE CHECKOUT, WHEN AVAILABLE •  

COMPLIMENTARY WI-FI • VIRTUOSO AMENITY

TAKE YOUR TRAVEL TO THE NEXT LEVEL

ADVERTISEMENT

Sip a Singapore Sling in the very 

spot where the national drink was 

created. Indulge in contemporary 

Chinese dishes at Yi or fine cuts of 

single-sourced meat at the Butcher’s 

Block. Retreat to your bespoke suite, 

a tranquil oasis in the city, after a 

busy day of exploring.  

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: $100-value 

food and beverage credit.

Reopening in 2019, this newly  

restored nineteenth-century 

hotel reflects the energy  

and traditions of its  

historic location.

SINGAPORE

Raffles  
Singapore

LE PUY-SAINTE-RÉPARADE, FRANCE 

Villa  
La Coste

Bounded by art and vines, each 

villa suite offers panoramas over 

the Luberon Valley. Dine in one 

of the five restaurants, and take a 

sensorial journey in the spa. Stay two 

nights and enjoy a complimentary 

third night when you book between 

November 6, 2018, and April 4, 2019. 

VIRTUOSO AMENITY: One lunch 

or dinner at Le Salon for up to two 

people per room, per stay.

Between the historic home  

of Cezanne and Luberon 

Nature Park, embrace  

the artistic spirit of the 

Provençal landscape.
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Buoyed by economic prosperity and generous arts patronage, the Dutch 

Golden Age of the 1600s yielded a pivotal – and vast – body of artworks, 

some of which have us eyeing the snack drawer. Yes, there are luminous 

Vermeers and Rembrandts to consider, but also celestially lit paintings 

of seventeenth-century smorgasbords by lesser-known masters who el-

evated the tablescape to fine art (Floris van Dijck’s circa 1615 Still Life with 

Cheese, shown here, for example). For an in-person look at the bounty, 

Virtuoso advisors can arrange a two-and-a-half-hour visit to Amsterdam’s 

Rijksmuseum with Context Travel. An art historian leads guests through 

the most famous (Rembrandt’s The Night Watch) and less-trafficked cor-

ners of the Dutch institution (the furniture collections, for example). Fam-

ished art appreciators can follow the tour with a feast at the museum’s 

Michelin-starred Rijks restaurant. Private tour for up to six, $363.

Dutch Masters
Art that feeds the soul and whets the appetite. 

Dutch Masters
Art that feeds the soul and whets the appetite. 

3.
WILLIAMS SONOMA

Dutch cheese collection, $60, 
williams-sonoma.com

4.
COLTELLERIE BERTI

Lucite cheese-knife set, $425, 
shophorne.com

2.
ONE KINGS LANE

15-inch ceramic Vine bowl, $185, 
onekingslane.com

1.
KARTELL

PMMA plastic Jellies glass, $20, 
barneys.com

NOVEMBER  |  DECEMBER 2018
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Clockwise from top left: Cabrito (baby goat) dim sum at Maido, 
Larcomar shopping center and the Miraflores waterfront, handmade 

textiles at Qala, a rose-infused gin and tonic at El Bodegón,  
and sustainably produced goods at Ayni Design Lab.

A Taste of Lima

GO FOR Travelers have long  

viewed Lima as a gateway to 

other popular Peruvian destina-

tions, but those who settle in 

for a bit will find that the coastal 

capital – which has enjoyed  

steady economic growth over 

the last decade – is one of South 

America’s most sophisticated 

outposts. It’s also one of the 

world’s most exciting dining  

destinations: This year, it’s 

the only city with two top-ten 

outlets on The World’s 50 Best 

Restaurants list. No. 7, Maido, is 

in affluent Miraflores, a seaside 

neighborhood five miles south 

of the city center that’s home 

to contemporary architecture, 

vibrant public parks, and many 

of the city’s most sought-after 

restaurants and retailers. 

EAT Latin America’s Japanese  

diaspora gave rise to Nikkei 

cuisine (the word refers to 

Japanese immigrants and their 

descendants). The best place 

in Lima – if not all of Peru and 

South America – to experience 

the fusion of Peruvian and Japa-

nese flavors is at chef Mitsuharu 

“Micha” Tsumura’s restaurant, 

Maido (Calle San Martin 399). 

Make reservations well in ad-

vance to indulge in an exquisite 

multicourse tasting menu, order 

à la carte, or sit at the sushi 

counter to watch chefs assemble 

dishes with artful precision.  

Opened last July, superstar 

Peruvian chef Gastón Acurio’s 

newest restaurant, El Bodegón 

(Avenida Tarapacá 197), offers 

rustic, eat-straight-from-the-

skillet dishes in a traditional 

taberna-style interior. The con-

stantly evolving menu features 

some 50 dishes inspired by Acu-

rio’s family recipes, which often 

include Peruvian staples such as 

beans, rice, and yucca. A recent 

highlight: a rocoto relleno (Peru-

vian stuffed peppers) stew.

A five-minute drive west, Acurio’s 

other Miraflores restaurant,  

In Peru’s capital, acclaimed restaurants 

help the Miraflores district shine.

BY LINDSAY LAMBERT DAY  PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA

City to Go



Customizing the Travel Experience
For over 30 years, Swain Destinations has been creating indulgent adventures to the 

world's most delicious destinations. Whether you prefer to sip wine on the water in New 

Zealand, taste your way through Australia or dine with wildlife in Africa, our travel experts 

ensure you not only visit a destination, but truly experience it.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor and start planning your getaway today!

Destination Experts

Our team is made up of passionate 

specialists that have lived, worked and 

studied in the countries to where they 

tailor travel experiences.

Family-Run Business

Swain Destinations is family owned and 

operated. Our family values remain at 

the core of every aspect throughout the 

travel planning process.

Customized Itineraries

We customize one-of-a-kind travel 

experiences that immerse you 

into our exotic destinations in 

unforgettable ways.

Madikwe Game Reserve, South Africa
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a shopping center beloved by 

Limeños for its sweeping ocean 

views and variety of restau-

rants and shops. Browse Qala 

for authentic Peruvian art and 

handicrafts, and Ilaria for men’s 

and women’s jewelry made from 

silver and semiprecious stones.

SEE Standing in stark contrast to 

Mirafl ores’ modern high-rises is 

Huaca Pucllana (Calle General 

Borgoño, Block 8), an adobe-

and-clay pyramid built around 

700 to 400 BC by members of 

an indigenous pre-Inca coastal 

civilization known as the Lima. 

Cap off your visit with a meal 

at the highly regarded on-site 

restaurant – snag a table on the 

patio for striking pyramid views.

STAY The 89-suite oceanfront 

Belmond Mirafl ores Park 

cossets its guests in colonial-

inspired rooms with fl oor-to-

ceiling windows, though some 

of the best views are upstairs 

at the rooftop pool. Treatments 

at its Zest Spa employ the skin-

softening, energizing benefi ts of 

organic, plant-based ingredi-

ents such as chocolate, coffee, 

and rose petals. Doubles from 

$320, including breakfast daily 

and a $100 spa credit. 

Built in 1927 in Lima’s residential 

San Isidro neighborhood, the 

83-room Country Club Lima 

Hotel is home to 300 historic 

Peruvian objetos de arte from 

the Museo Pedro de Osma. The 

hotel’s Bar Inglés is the place 

to go for a pisco sour, while 

upstairs, a newly unveiled Dom 

Pérignon Suite caters to high 

rollers with spacious, gilded ac-

commodations; caviar on arrival; 

and nightly bottle deliveries of 

the Champagne. Doubles from 

$220, including breakfast daily 

and one complimentary lunch or 

dinner for two.  

DRINK If a pick-me-up is in order, 

make it a coffee or cappuccino 

from Pastelería San Antonio 

(Avenida Vasco Núñez de Balboa 

770). The traditional café has 

earned a loyal following for its 

baked goods, which range from 

creamy éclairs to dense squares 

of chocolate cake.

Peru’s national cocktail, the pisco 

sour, is a ubiquitous pour around 

town. At the bar inside Ámaz 

(Avenida La Paz 1079), pair one 

with Amazon-inspired bites such 

as plantains with chalaquita (a 

traditional Peruvian salsa made 

with peppers, onions, and cilan-

tro). Order round two and soak 

in the restaurant’s sultry vibe: 

turquoise walls, lush plants, and 

botanical-inspired pendant lights. 

SHOP Soft yet structured silhou-

ettes, baby-alpaca knits, and 

monochromatic handwoven 

macramé defi ne the dresses, 

separates, and accessories at 

Ayni Design Lab (Jirón Gonza-

les Prada 355, Ofi cina 204), an 

upscale boutique devoted to 

sustainable style and produc-

tion by certifi ed Peruvian knit-

ters and weavers. 

Built into a cliff along the 

Mirafl ores seawalk, Larcomar 

(Malecón de la Reserva 610) is 

La Mar (Avenida La Mar 770), 

showcases the dishes that have 

made him the ultimate author-

ity on ceviche. The menu at this 

casual, bamboo-bedecked cebi-

chería includes several takes on 

the country’s national dish, but 

for true Peruvian fl avor, order one 

made with pisco or leche de tigre 

(a spicy citrus marinade).

Clockwise from top: 
Drinks at Ámaz, Pastel-
ería San Antonio, jewelry 
from Ilaria, and La Mar.

TIP
“Visit Parque del Amor, whe re 

vendors sell everything from 

handmade jewelry to street 

food. A local favorite for a 

casual lunch is La Lucha 

Sanguchería Criolla, a ten-

minute walk from the park. 

They have the best Peruvian 

tortas; order the jamón del 
país [country ham].” 

– Minerva Padilla, Virtuoso 
travel advisor, San Diego

City to Go



newzealand.com/luxury

Bay of Islands

Our luxury experiences cater to 

all tastes, set among a backdrop 

of breathtaking landscapes. 

From heli-picnics atop soaring 

mountains to personal chefs being 

helicoptered directly to your 

charter boat, or private tastings 

at New Zealand’s best wineries, 

return home knowing that you have 

just had a one-of-a-kind experience.
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Margaret had us on a walking 

tour to fight off jet lag. Brilliant 

idea. Look – it’s Evita’s mauso-

leum! And, oh, those gorgeous 

city parks. She told everyone it 

was our anniversary, so we got 

what felt like the best tables and 

the best room in the hotel. At a 

tango show, we were so close, 

the dancer used one of our 

chairs in the performance. 

DEV: Enjoy, absorb, eat, drink, 

relax, and be kind: That’s our 

motto in travel. We like to go 

and learn, but we also love good 

food and wine. It doesn’t have 

to be fine dining – street food is 

great. The most important thing 

is to savor the moment and be 

friendly and open. Interact-

ing with people, whether it’s 

servers or people at the next 

table, and hearing about their 

backgrounds – that’s what we 

love about visiting new places. 

says, “We went from being over-

whelmed with choices to feeling 

super excited and completely 

under control. I was like, why did 

we wait so long?” 

DEV: We were both raised to be 

practical, but then we saw the 

movie Up. It’s all about regret  

and what one couple didn’t get  

to do together. We said, “That 

can’t be us.” That’s our travel 

origin story. It’s what keeps us 

going and exploring. 

LINDA: Argentina was on our list 

for a while, and we wasted no 

time enjoying it. The second 

we landed in Buenos Aires, 

INDA AND DEV  
Shukla didn’t think 

people of their genera-

tion – they’re both 38 – 

used travel advisors. “It sounded 

old-fashioned to me,” Linda says. 

Then the couple started planning 

a trip to Argentina for their tenth 

wedding anniversary. “We were 

totally stumped and needed an 

expert,” she admits. The Seattle-

based Shuklas both work at 

Microsoft and, for planning their 

big adventure, wanted the same 

all-inclusive service that they love 

when taking cruises. After one 

30-minute call with Margaret 

Nichols, a Virtuoso travel advisor 

in Kansas City, Kansas, Linda 

Interview
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We prefer spending money on 

experiences and great meals. In 

Tokyo, we had a comfortable bed 

in a great location. But because 

it wasn’t the fanciest hotel, we 

could splurge at Narisawa, one 

of the world’s best restaurants. 

LINDA: Before our trip to New 

Zealand, Margaret sent us a 

photograph of Otahuna Lodge in 

Christchurch. It showed a beau-

tiful veranda facing a meadow 

with trees and a pond, and I was 

hoping we’d get to spend time in 

that exact spot. It turned out that 

was our private room. Because 

we were traveling off-peak, Mar-

garet was able to upgrade us. 

DEV: We heard the horror 

stories about cruising. Forced 

interaction with strangers. 

The conga lines. But then we 

discovered what Norwegian 

calls “Freestyle Cruising,” and 

L 

Why I Travel
Linda and Dev Shukla pursue the next great meal and adventure. 

INTERVIEWED BY DAVID HOCHMAN

Dev and Linda Shukla  
in Copenhagen.

Iceland’s Gullfoss  
waterfall and (right)  
Waiheke Island, New Zealand.



WHERE NEXT? 
DEV: The must-visit list starts with Thailand, 

because there’s a restaurant, Gaggan, that’s 

ranked among the best in Asia. Plus, Chiang 

Mai looks spectacular. Reading Kevin Kwan’s 

Crazy Rich Asians series makes us want to 

go to Singapore. After that: Portugal, Spain, 

Lake Como, Greece, and then India for my 

parents’ 50th anniversary.  

It’s like an open, resort feel. You eat when 

you want, sit where you want, and there’s 

no pressure to join the herd. On Norwegian 

Epic, there’s so much to do – Cirque du 

Soleil, Second City improv – it’s like a small 

city at sea. 

LINDA: We work in the tech industry. We love 

gadgets. But there’s nothing like a hand-

written journal for travel memories – it’s 

so much more personal than a file on your 

computer. And when you’re in China, where 

they block Facebook and Google, it’s the 

best place to be reflective.  

Gold leaf completely covers  
the top two floors of Kyoto’s 
Kinkakuji Temple.

Flanders, Belgium with its six beautifully preserved art cities

Antwerp, Bruges, Brussels, Ghent, Leuven and Mechelen and 132 Michelin star rated restaurants is closer than you think. 

We are in the heart of Europe and less than 2 hours away from Amsterdam, London, Paris and Cologne.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor today

The next culinary delight is closer than you think

Gold leaf completely covers  
the top two floors of Kyoto’s 
Kinkakuji Temple.Kinkakuji Temple.



Every Silversea voyage invites you to travel deeper, but our Wine Series Voyages and Ecole des Chefs Gourmet Cruises take your 

taste experience to a new level. Our Wine Voyages incorporate onboard lectures and tastings to shore-based excursions — and 

enable you to immerse yourself into an exceptional range of wines. We offer approximately 160 different wines, including the largest 

and broadest complimentary selection of any cruise line — roughly 70 varieties. Our Gourmet Voyages are curated with delicacy 

and care and expand on the in-depth local knowledge of every region you visit. Join our talented culinary team as they share their 

expertise through special menus, cooking demonstrations and dinners that highlight regional specialties.

Book your Silversea voyage today by contacting your Virtuoso travel advisor and receive exclusive Virtuoso voyages benefi ts.



LET US TAKE YOU CLOSER TO THE FINEST 

GOURMET CUISINE AROUND THE WORLD

WHET YOUR 

APPETITE

DATE VOYAGE DAYS FROM/TO SHIP FARES FROM

May 19, 2019 4910 14 London (Greenwich) to Barcelona Silver Whisper $7,500 

Jul 20, 2019 2921 11 London (Tower Bridge) to Reykjavik Silver Wind $8,200 

Sep 26, 2019 4925 15 London (Greenwich) to New York Silver Whisper $7,800 

Oct 30, 2019 1924 25 Lima (Callao) to Buenos Aires Silver Cloud Expedition $13,900 

Wine Series Voyages Ecole des Chefs Gourmet Cruises Hosted Virtuoso Sailing $300 Shipboard Credit per person

H

300

H

H

H 300

Virtuoso Voyages benefi ts can be combined with our Free Roundtrip Economy Air Offer and Early Booking Bonus. Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor for more information.
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Seat at the Bar

OR WINEMAKERS ON THE 

Île d’Orléans, the first bone-

chillingly cold day of winter 

is a cause for celebration. 

When the temperature sinks to mi-

nus 8 degrees Celsius on this small 

island ten miles northeast of Québec 

City, the Vandal Cliché grapes can of-

ficially be harvested, and the annual 

ice-wine production process begins.  

Small and rural, but well touristed, 

Île d’Orléans’ rolling hills – green in 

summer and blanketed with snow 

in winter – hold the same reputation 

as other urban-adjacent epicurean 

havens – New York’s Hudson Val-

ley, for instance. Maple syrup sugar 

shacks share the land with creamer-

ies, strawberry farms, the occasional 

simple outpost of a foie gras maker, 

F 

How to Turn
Winter into Wine 
A toast to the season’s first freeze  

on Québec’s Île d’Orléans. 

BY NAOMI TOMKY 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY CHRIS PLAVIDAL

STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS

The sweet result of  
Québec’s chilly winter.
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THRONES, 
SCONES, AND 
EVERYTHING ELSE
There’s nothing easy about planning a vacation, especially when visiting the less-

traversed areas of England, Scotland, and Wales. We handle the research, the 

reservations—even the driving on the “wrong” side of the road—so you don’t have to. 

NEW! BRITAIN UNCOVERED

12 Days from London to Edinburgh 

NEW! HIDDEN TREASURES 

OF SOUTHERN ENGLAND   

6 Days from London to London

BONNIE SCOTLAND    

7 Days from Glasgow to Edinburgh

RECEIVE FREE TRANSFERS ON SELECT 2019 

GLOBUS OR MONOGRAMS EUROPE VACATIONS.*

*Book a 2019 Globus (excluding Escapes by Globus and 2020 Oberammergau) or Monograms Europe vacation through a Virtuoso Advisor and receive free airport transfers in the destination city between airport and hotel. Offer is not applicable to extra night transfers. 

Booking must be made and under deposit between June 6, 2018 and December 31, 2019 for travel commencing by December 31, 2019. Valid with other offers, on FIT and Group bookings, and applies to new 2019 bookings only. Must mention code FREE19T. Offer reliant 

on space availability. Not applicable to custom tours. Discount will apply to individual members of groups adding a name and non-refundable per person deposit WITHIN the promo window. Not applicable on TBA space. Full cancellation penalties will apply. Additional 

restrictions may apply; see Travel Terms & Conditions for details. May be withdrawn at any time.
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Seat at the Bar

cider, produced the same way as ice wine, is 

endemic to Québec and enjoys IGP (indica-

tion géographique protégée) status – meaning 

that it can only be made here.

 Dessert wines typically have a saccharine 

reputation, but Québec’s ice wines and ciders 

are products of natural processes, with no 

added sugar. For travelers exploring the area 

in winter and fending off the cold with hearty 

servings of poutine, ice wine and cider repre-

sent the ways in which the freeze transforms 

fruit into a sweeter version of itself – just as 

winter does for the entire region.

THE BOTTLES

Ice wine and cider are best served chilled and 

poured into special ice-wine glasses similar 

to Champagne flutes. Regular white-wine 

glasses will also suffice.

Vignoble Isle de Bacchus Jardin de  

Givre, $26 Jardin de givre, meaning “frost 

garden,” is a good name for this ice wine, 

whose amber color and dried-apricot notes 

evoke a very different season from win-

ter. Try it with a mature blue cheese to cut 

through the long finish.

Cidrerie Verger Bilodeau Nectar de  

Glace, $17 Just a hint of apple tartness pulls 

through in this juicy cider, helping balance 

out the late-season sweetness. Pair it with 

rich desserts, especially chocolate.

Vignoble du Mitan le Verglas, $32 An 

intense ice wine with strong aromas of cara-

melized apples and just a hint of lemon for 

balance. It’s quite sweet, with a creaminess 

that matches a foie gras appetizer. 

stemming from vast amounts of snowfall 

covering the vines), leaving them to sweeten 

in the cold for another month or so, a part of 

the process unique to Québec. The grapes 

remain outside until they’re harvested and 

pressed at minus 8 degrees Celsius. Any 

colder than minus 10, and they become too 

hard; any warmer, and it’s not true ice wine, 

as delineated by the association that con-

trols the appellation. 

 “The wine is a gift,” says Robert Brulotte 

of Isle de Bacchus winery. “Like foie gras, 

it’s something special to celebrate.” Wine 

culture is new here, he explains, but Québé-

cois have begun to appreciate a daily glass, 

and their commitment to creating ice wine 

and cider is deepening. And while the wine 

is a tradition in other parts of the world – 

Germany and Austria, for example – ice  

and about half a dozen ice wineries and ci-

deries. The surrounding area was the birth-

place of Canadian agriculture some 400 

years ago, when local First Nations people 

taught early settlers how to hunt, farm, and 

use the frigid winter to create beauty and 

color from the dark and snowy landscape. 

Centuries later, the same fortitude – com-

bined with the region’s bountiful vineyards 

and orchards – has paved the way for the 

ice-wine and ice-cider industries, and these 

sweet post-dinner drinks offer a distinctly 

Québécois flavor.

As temperatures cool and the winter 

frosts arrive, Vandal Cliché grapes freeze 

and thaw, their juice thickening. When the 

leaves die, usually around mid-November, 

winemakers move the grapes onto nets 

(a method devised to help mitigate issues 

TIP
“Foodies will love all that  

Québec City and the Île 

d’Orléans have to offer at any 

time of the year. In the sum-

mer, when the seasonal bistro 

at Vignoble Isle de Bacchus is 

open, a cheese and charcuterie 

plate with a wine pairing is a 

wonderful way to end the day.”

 – Angie McDowell, Virtuoso 
travel advisor, Toronto

Île d’Orléans’ winter bounty.Île d’Orléans’ winter bounty.
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GO Most Île d’Orléans 

ice wines and ciders 

are small produc-

tion, and the bulk of 

the product stays 

right where it was 

made, sold only out 

of tasting rooms. 

While the harvest 

date varies each 

year (typically falling 

around early Decem-

ber), many tasting 

rooms remain open 

year-round. Your 

travel advisor can 

work with Cana-

dian Excursionist, 

a Virtuoso on-site 

tour connection, to 

arrange private wine-

tasting tours from 

Québec City. 

STAY The 95-room 

Auberge Saint-

Antoine occupies 

a trio of buildings 

overlooking the  

Saint Lawrence 

River in Québec City. 

Modern rooms with 

heated tile floors 

and brick walls are 

decorated with 

relics uncovered 

during construction. 

Doubles from $176, 

including breakfast 

daily and a $100  

dining credit. 

At the palatial, 611-

room Fairmont Le 

Château Frontenac, 

guests can sip local 

vintages in the 1608 

Wine & Cheese Bar, 

spring for the tasting 

menu at Champlain, 

or retreat to the 

sixth-floor indoor 

pool for views over-

looking Old Québec. 

Doubles from $199, 

including breakfast 

daily and a $100  

dining credit.  

Brave the chill and head  

straight to the source.

ICE, ICE BABY

Fairmont Le Château  
Frontenac, built in 1893.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for details.

NINE-TIME #1 WINNER World’s Best Safari Outfitter, Travel+Leisure

FIVE-TIME WINNER World Savers Award For Education and Doing It All

For every safari sold, we send a child to school.

A safari is unlike any other experience and 

Micato Safaris is unlike any other company.

Micato Safaris:
A world apart... 

¨

2017 VIRTUOSO
®

 

Destination & Experiences
Ambassador of the Year

WINNER

Most Engaged 
Community Partner

WINNER

®

2018 VIRTUOSO
®
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On the Table

Cup of Seoul
In the Korean capital, teahouses offer everything from peace to pop culture.

BY CAROL PUCCI  PHOTOGRAPHY BY LAURYN ISHAK

Tea service with a 
Buddhist monk.



FEEL FREE TO 

SAVOR EVERY MOMENT.SAVOR EVERY MOMENT.
Enjoy up to 27 dining options and up to 22 bars and  

lounges on board our award-winning ships. lounges on board our award-winning ships.

With so many different bars & lounges, you can toast to a wonderful day at the champagne bar, 

enjoy a mojito at Sugarcane or find your favorite Cabernet at the wine bar. Then take a stroll 

along The Waterfront at sunset before dining under the stars. When you cruise with Norwegian, 

you will have the freedom to blend your vacation any way you wish with North America’s 

Leading Cruise Line. 

©2018 NCL Corporation Ships’ Registry: BAHAMAS and USA.       36167 9/18

Freestyle Dining gives you the freedom to dine how 

you want, when you want and where your palate leads you.

The Cellars – A Michael Mondavi Family Wine Bar, is the 

perfect place for guests to discover a new Cabernet from 

Napa Valley or enhance their knowledge of wine.

Book now and receive up to $300 

in Onboard Credit per stateroom 

on select sailings. Plus enjoy all of 

Norwegian’s Free At Sea amenities 

when you book through your 

Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
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like an ideal place to start. Drinking tea is a 

form of meditation, intended to rejuvenate 

the mind as well as the body. “Every glass of 

tea is different,” Hyun says. “Just like life.”

South Koreans love coffee, but they turn 

to tea when they want to soothe the stom-

ach, relieve stress, or cure a cold. As impor-

tant as the teas – not just green and black 

teas brewed from loose leaves, but elixirs 

made with bouquets of boiled dates, ginger, 

pine needles, herbs, and flowers – are the in-

timate teahouses that serve them.

Decorated with low tables, heated floors, 

and windows looking out onto flowering 

gardens, these hideaways offer an escape in 

a busy city where peace and solitude can be 

hard to find. Whether you’re wandering the 

back alleys of older neighborhoods such as 

Insadong or exploring the shopping malls 

in trendy Gangnam, there’s a teahouse de-

signed to help you find your moment of Zen. 

Here are five Seoul spots worth a stop.

 

Mountain Retreat

CHA-TEUL 

In Bukchon Village, a traditional neigh-

borhood of low-slung hanoks (traditional 

Korean houses first built in the fourteenth 

century), boutiques, and art galleries, fam-

ily-owned Cha-teul stands on a tree-lined 

street where visiting Koreans sometimes 

pose for photos wearing traditional hanbok 

costumes. After a visit to Gyeongbokgung, 

the main royal palace of Korea’s Joseon 

dynasty, this is the spot to take in moun-

tain views while relaxing in the garden or 

on floor cushions in a century-old hanok. 

Signs in English apologizing for a possible 

wait, English-speaking waiters, and Eng-

lish menus make Cha-teul one of Seoul’s 

most tourist-friendly teahouses. Classical 

or traditional Korean music plays in the 

background, setting the mood for quiet con-

versation. No one is tapping on a laptop or  

talking on a cell phone.

WHAT’S POURING: A menu lists the health 

benefits of more than 40 teas, served hot 

or iced, depending on the season. There’s 

jujube tea, a thick, hot brew made by boil-

ing Korean-grown red dates, said to stimu-

late the appetite; a refreshing “Five Taste” 

tea (spicy, sweet, salty, bitter, and sour), 

made with dried omija berries, believed to 

encouraging me to lift a small ceramic cup 

to my nose, breathe in, take a sip, and feel 

how the liquid warms my throat and, finally, 

my whole being. 

With more time, I could sample delicate 

monastic cuisine in the center’s restaurant 

or arrange an overnight in a nearby temple. 

But it’s tea I came to Seoul to learn more 

about, and since Buddhist monks helped 

spread tea culture a few centuries after it 

was introduced to the country, this seems 

On the Table

EATED ON A PLATFORM BEHIND  
a curved wooden table, Neung Hyun, 

a Buddhist monk, welcomes me 

with a steaming pot of green tea. 

Black-rimmed glasses frame her eyes below 

her shaved head, and she smiles as I take off 

my shoes and sit cross-legged on a cushion 

for a tea ceremony at Seoul’s Templestay In-

formation Center, where visitors are invited 

to learn about traditional Korean culture. 

“Appreciating tea takes practice,” she says, 

S

Clockwise from top left: At Cha-teul teahouse, a woman in a hanbok, and a steamed pumpkin 
cake with buckwheat tea; and Ossuloc’s tea selection and flagship location exterior.



Acclaimed for its global influences and extraordinary cooking talent, Toronto has incredible  
culinary experiences for every taste. All flavours are welcome in Canada’s Downtown.

Discover our Food & Drink Guide at SeeTorontoNow.com

Acclaimed for its global influences and extraordinary cooking ta

culinary experiences for every taste. 

Discover our Food & Drink Guide at 
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Corner of Calm

SHIN OLD TEA HOUSE

Down the street from Osulloc, tucked in 

an alleyway in a hanok furnished with an-

tiques and polished wooden tables, Shin is 

one of Seoul’s oldest teahouses, run by the 

same family for several generations. Just a 

few steps from the neighborhood’s busiest 

shopping street, it’s the place to go to escape 

the crowds. Guests remove their shoes in a 

garden filled with chirping parakeets, then 

step up onto heated floors covered with col-

orful silk cushions.  

WHAT’S POURING: Cold punches offer re-

freshment in warmer months: mulberry; 

pear, cinnamon, and ginger; and quince and 

citron. A small snack menu includes rice 

cakes, red bean and pumpkin porridges in 

cool weather, and green tea and jujube bing-

su (a favorite Korean shaved-ice dessert) in 

summer. 47-8 Insadong-gil, Jongno-gu. 

Neighborhood Hideaway

TTEURAN

Shops selling mung bean pancakes, per-

fume, and roasted coffee beans draw visi-

tors to the narrow alleyways of Ikseondong, 

a community of historical hanoks that’s 

slowly gentrifying, but not yet as touristed 

as neighboring Insadong. There are no signs 

in English pointing the way to Tteuran, 

a neighborhood teahouse popular with  

with Osulloc’s premium green tea, grown 

on the South Korean island of Jeju. Espe-

cially popular among young Koreans are its 

green tea riffs on desserts and traditional 

coffee drinks – there’s a fresh citron tea 

slushy topped with citrus sherbet, a green 

tea caramel latte, and a tea infused with Jeju 

tangerines. 170 Kwanhun-dong, Jongno-gu; 

osulloc.com/kr/en.

On the Table

help with headaches and hangovers; and 

a house-made ssanghwa, an herbal tonic 

brewed overnight for 14 to 15 hours. Like 

most teahouses, Cha-teul serves snacks and 

desserts, artfully arranged in tiny bowls and 

on small plates. Its signature treat is a dense 

and chewy steamed pumpkin cake, shaped 

into a mound, topped with pumpkin seeds, 

and served with flat wooden spoons for 

sharing. 26 Bukchon-ro 11na-gil, Jongno-gu.  

Youth Stop

OSULLOC

Ask a Korean under 30 to recommend a 

teahouse and chances are he or she will 

point you to a chic and modern café run by 

Osulloc, a major exporter of organically 

grown green tea, started by the late founder 

of the Korean cosmetics company Amore-

Pacific. While the brand has multiple loca-

tions around Seoul, the company’s flagship 

store and teahouse is in Insadong, one of the 

city’s oldest neighborhoods and a popular 

tourist destination filled with hanoks hous-

ing cafés, art galleries, and antique shops. 

Attractively packaged teas line the shelves 

of this busy retail store, which serves tea 

and snacks upstairs in a modern, bi-level sa-

lon. Lines also form on the sidewalk, where 

clerks hand out samples to passersby.

WHAT’S POURING: Order anything made 

Pine blossom tea, red bean porridge, and dried persimmon rolls filled 
with walnuts at Tteuran and (right) the teahouse’s Zen interior.

Gardenside seating at Shin Old Tea House.



CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY!

Charting a Delectable 
New Course for Dining

A team of world-class celebrity chefs is inspiring 
exciting new dining experiences on our fleet.  

Explore delicious onboard restaurant options from 
the Pan-Asian flavors of Tamarind to luxurious 

dining at Pinnacle Grill with world-class wine and 
handcrafted cocktails.

Ships’ Registry: The Netherlands
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well-known Korean tea master Su Yeon 

Kim. Local potter Sun Mi Kim crafts The 

Lounge’s delicate tea-service ceramics. 

A menu of traditional sweets includes a 

black-rice-cake waff le topped with purple- 

sweet-potato ice cream, and a Gangnam-

style bingsu – an overf lowing bowl of 

shaved milk ice, topped with honeycomb, 

Chantilly cream, roasted apple puree, and 

pecans. 606 Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu.  

On the Table

Japanese visitors, who remember it as the 

location of the Korean-Japanese film Café 

Seoul. Owner Kim Aeran makes all the tra-

ditional snacks and teas herself. Customers  

sit at tables or on a heated floor overlook-

ing her flower and herb garden. Tea arrives 

in bowls set on wooden saucers, along with 

house-made sweets such as dried persim-

mon rolls filled with walnuts.

WHAT’S POURING: Tteuran’s tea menu is 

organized into categories – fermented, 

wild leaf, flower, and medicinal herbal 

blends – with photos and descriptions of 

the health benefits of each. I sipped a mild 

brew made from the roasted leaves of the 

aromatic mugwort plant, believed to boost 

the immune system. Crunchy mugwort rice 

cakes turned up in a bowl of Kim’s home-

made sweet red bean porridge, found on 

most teahouse menus in cooler weather. 

In warmer months, she adds bingsu. 17-35  

Supyo-ro 28-gil, Jongno-gu.

Gangnam Style

THE LOUNGE, PARK HYATT HOTEL

Located in Gangnam, the city’s upscale fi-

nancial and business district, The Lounge 

is a modern Korean teahouse on the 24th 

f loor, with panoramic views of the city 

lights at night. 

WHAT’S POURING: Soft jazz and comfort-

able couches invite relaxing with a pot 

of the Park Hyatt’s signature green tea, 

f lavored with bergamot and blended by  

GO  Seoul’s teahouses are 

especially cozy during 

the chilly fall and winter 

seasons. Most teahouses 

and many restaurants 

offer English menus with 

explanations for why you 

might choose one bever-

age or snack over another 

(Koreans attach health 

benefits to what they eat 

and drink). Your travel ad-

visor can organize visits 

to the Templestay Infor-

mation Center through 

the Jogye Order of 

Korean Buddhism, which 

offers cultural programs 

for guests, including the 

opportunity to have tea 

with a monk. 

STAY  Floor-to-ceiling 

windows open up city 

views from 185 rooms at 

the Park Hyatt Seoul in 

Gangnam, across from 

the Coex underground 

mall. Bathrooms in 

sculpted stone feature 

soaking tubs and rain 

showers. Relax in the 

heated infinity pool on 

the 24th floor or sip 

sake by candlelight as a 

DJ spins records in the 

cozy Timber House vinyl 

music bar. Doubles from 

$465, including break-

fast daily, a $50 dining 

credit, and a bottle of red 

wine in room.

The Conrad Seoul, 

located in a glass tower 

in the Yeouido business 

district, looks out on the 

Han River. Most of its 434 

rooms have river views, 

as does the 37th-floor 37 

Grill & Bar. Doubles from 

$270, including break-

fast daily and a $100 

hotel credit. 

Looking for the next cup in Seoul.

TEATIME TOURTIP
“I love Seoul’s big-city vibe,  

but for a quieter outing,  

I recommend an urban  

hike – especially really early in 

the morning. Seoul is relatively 

hilly, with lots of green space if 

you leave the center of the city. 

Even within the center, there 

are a few mountains and places 

to hike, including Namsan (san 

means “mountain” in Korean). 

There’s also Gwanaksan, near 

Seoul National University, and 

Bukhansan, a national park 

located inside the city limits.”

–Jeanie Colclough,  
Virtuoso travel advisor,  

Saratoga, California

The Lounge at Park Hyatt Seoul and (right) its honey bingsu with Warak Mountain honey-
comb, Chantilly cream, roasted apple puree, and pecans.
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Local Culture

From left: Knife shopping at 
Tsukiji Fish Market’s Aritsugu 

and a vendor’s salmon.

Prime 
Cuts 
Knife shopping in Tokyo will make kitchen 

ninjas out of us all.

BY MICHAEL FRANK 

PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI

HEN IT COMES TO CUISINE, JAPANESE CHEFS ARE KNOWN  

to be perfectionists, from prep work to plating. It’s a quality 

I witnessed daily while living in Tokyo years ago, and one 

reconfirmed on every subsequent visit. On my most recent 

trip, I asked a longtime Japanese friend if he would like to join me on a 

knife-shopping mission in Kappabashi, Tokyo’s “Kitchen Town,” and at 

some of the city’s other noteworthy knife dealers. Kappabashi isn’t on 

your typical tourist map; the district lacks the verve of Shibuya’s neon 

lights and glowing, youthful faces, and the cachet of Ginza and Aoya-

ma’s designer boutiques. Visually, it’s a tangle of telephone wires and  

W
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apartment buildings, but when it comes 

to culinary accessories, Kappabashi daz-

zles. Its astonishing assortment of shops 

ranges from restaurant-supply emporiums 

to holes-in-the-wall carrying nothing but 

chopsticks or the fake-food models that 

adorn sushi and noodle restaurant window 

displays. It’s a fascinating warren of curi-

osities, even for merely casual cooks, so of 

course my friend was game.

Among the storefronts’ specialized goods, 

none are more refined than the knives: 

There’s a bewildering specificity for just the 

edge bevels, let alone the handles and blade 

shapes. Some shapes are solely for slicing 

through cooked beef – or raw beef, or eel. Or 

just vegetables. Or only cucumbers. How 

far down the rabbit hole do you want to go? 

If you need a knife designed specifically to 

break down rabbit or just to dice carrots, 

this is the place. And, naturally, there’s a 

niche online culture devoted to shopping 

for knives in the city – blogs dedicate en-

tire articles to kibitzing over which knife 

is “best.”  

For as little as a hundred dollars – or as 

much as a few thousand – you can come 

home with one or several of the most finely 

 JAPANESE VS. WESTERN: Japanese 

knives traditionally have only one bev-

eled edge, which makes for a sharper, 

more steeply angled blade than 

double-beveled knives. They also have 

a concave back to “release” the edge 

from food for quicker slicing. (Western 

knives are frequently scalloped to help 

release the blade from what you’re 

cutting.) The downside: Single-bevel 

knives are very specific to cutting 

tasks and must be tailored to left-  

or right-handed use. If you’re set on  

a Western-style, double-beveled knife, 

all of the shops in this story sell those 

as well. 

 STEEL COMPOSITION: Japanese 

knives mostly use carbon steel, rather  

than stainless steel, which means  

that you’ll need to hand-wash and -dry  

them to prevent rusting. Steel is 

graded on a hardness scale: The 

harder the steel, the longer it will hold 

an edge, but it’s also more brittle than 

softer steels. And though softer steel 

dulls more quickly, it makes better 

general-purpose knives for cutting a 

range of foods. You might hear terms 

like “blue super steel” or “white steel,” 

but focus more on the knife’s intended 

application – harder isn’t better and 

softer isn’t worse; each has its place. 

Damascus steel is beautiful, with a 

wood-grain-like look that shows the 

layering that strengthens the blade.

 CUSTOMIZATION: Tokyo knife deal-

ers offer a variety of handle shapes 

for many of their knives. Your guiding 

principle: Buy based on comfort. Most 

shops won’t finish sharpening the blade 

until you’re ready to purchase, at which 

time they can also engrave it for you.

 KEYS TO THE KITCHEN: The traditional 

do-it-all Japanese chef’s knife is the 

santoku, but the gyuto also serves 

this use. Try both to see what fits your 

hand and your cooking needs.

Key terminology and features for  
your next kitchen staple.

KNIFE KNOWING YOU

honed blades ever to touch a cutting board. 

Personalization ranges from engraving to 

custom handles and preferred edge bevels. 

And while it’s possible to purchase some 

models online, with knives – just like be-

spoke suits or shoes – perfect fit is a matter 

of touch and feel, something you’ll never 

know if you don’t “try it on” in person. Plus, 

as with all travel souvenirs, especially those 

you use daily, their sentimental value in-

creases exponentially with the thrill of the 

hunt. When it comes to the knife shops be-

low, explain to the staff what cuisine you 

prepare regularly and the holes in your pres-

ent cutlery kit, and they’ll steer you wisely. 

Let’s get cooking.

Sharp Idea

TSUBAYA 

Tsubaya’s founder, Hiroshi Saito, launched 

his business in 1981 after traveling the 

globe, meeting many chefs, and realizing 

how respected Japanese knives were. Upon 

his return, he branched out from his fam-

ily’s general kitchenware store in Tokyo 

and set about building relationships with 

blacksmiths near Osaka. Tsubaya, one of 

Kappabashi’s first knife specialists, is now 

From left: A shop- and restaurant-packed alley outside Tsukiji and traditional 
carbon-steel, single-bevel knifes at Tsubaya.
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(and $500) double-beveled blade to slice 

beef at his Michelin bib gourmand-winning 

restaurant in Hong Kong – one of many spe-

cialized tools he travels to Tokyo for. 1-6-5 

Azumabashi, Sumida.

Market Find 

ARITSUGU 

Much of Japan’s knife-craft dates to metal-

lurgy gleaned from making samurai swords 

in the 1500s, but only a few houses, Aritsugu 

among them, can actually claim a continu-

ous connection to that era. In fact, both its 

larger Kyoto store and its tiny stall at the 

outer edge of sprawling Tsukiji Fish Market 

still stock swords. If you want a great option 

that’s more convenient to the market, this is 

your spot. It carries a multitude of fish fil-

leting and scaling knives, naturally, but it’s 

also strong on knives for meat slicing and 

vegetable paring. Though you won’t find 

a lot of English spoken here, the staff are 

eager to ensure you get the knife you want. 

4-13-6 Chuo, Tsukiji.

equipment, and that’s still part of the busi-

ness today. The staff are used to tourists and 

patiently abide endless questions. Union 

now caters a bit more to home chefs, and, 

while it stocks specialty knives, it’s a great 

place to shop for a santoku with a Western 

bevel. One of the managers explained how 

stores like theirs work with blacksmiths 

around Japan to control quality, increase 

customization options, and create their 

own house brands. To get a feel for the va-

riety, ask to try similar knives with different 

handle shapes. 2-22-6 Nishi-Asakusa, Taito.

Chef Central 

MASAMOTO SOHONTEN 

About a 20-minute walk from the previous 

two shops, on the opposite side of the Sum-

ida River, is another legendary knife seller. 

This sixth-generation, more-than-150-year- 

old label is fairly exclusive: Buyers tend to 

be chefs or serious home cooks rather than 

bargain hunters. While it features a mas-

sive variety of both Western and Japanese 

shapes, the shop only sells its own brand 

of carbon-steel knives, which require more 

care to stave off rust. On our visit, we hap-

pened to bump into one of its many interna-

tional clients: a chef hunting for a specific 

helmed by Hiroshi’s son Akira and stocks 

more than 1,500 knives at any time from 

several dozen Japanese blacksmith brands. 

Akira, who speaks fairly fluent English, will 

explain how the different handle shapes –  

from a small vegetable cleaver with a  

rounded rosewood handle to a noodle cut-

ter with an ovoid magnolia-wood handle 

and a traditional paring knife with a hex- 

agonal handle – are intended to trigger  

muscle memory. “You want to grow used 

to the feel,” he says, so that you don’t 

have to think about what to cut with each 

knife, what that tool is for. Akira walked us 

through more than a dozen knife models, 

including some made just for butchering 

raw beef, others for carving cooked beef, 

and still more specifically for working with 

pork. As with the shops below, it’s more than 

a knife store; it’s a lesson in process and pur-

pose as well. 3-7-2 Nishi-Asakusa, Taito.

Neighborhood Namesake

UNION COMMERCE (AKA KAPPABASHI) 

Across a side street from Tsubaya, Union 

Commerce (which, confusingly, also goes 

by the name Kappabashi), began life as a 

kitchen-goods store specializing in grind-

ers, roasters, and other commercial coffee 

Local Culture

From left: Custom engraving at Ma-
samoto Sohonten, Aritsugu manager 
Hiroshi Miyanohara examines an edge, 
and a knife at Union Commerce.



GO  Virtuoso travel advisors can work with 

Exo Travel to craft custom tours through-

out Japan. One example for gourmets and 

home chefs: a half-day, privately guided 

tour of Tokyo that takes in Tsukiji Fish  

Market’s traditional shops and sushi res-

taurants (the market’s inner wholesale area 

recently moved to a less central location) 

and visits up to three knife shops. Depar-

tures: Any day through 2019; from $425  

for two.

STAY  Adjoining Tokyo Station, the 57-room 

Four Seasons Hotel Tokyo at Marunouchi 

channels a boutique-hotel vibe in the heart 

of the Japanese megacity and is noted for 

its restaurant, Motif, which fuses French and 

Japanese cuisine with ingredients over-

nighted from the country’s wildest island, 

Hokkaido. Doubles from $620, including 

breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.

 

Andaz Tokyo Toranomon Hills’ 164 guest 

rooms, pool, and popular rooftop bar occupy 

the top floors of a 52-story skyscraper. Aus-

tralian chef Shaun Keenan recently made 

a splash with The Tavern – Grill & Lounge’s 

new menu, which features choice cuts aged in 

a yukimuro (snow cellar) for more tender-

ness and flavor than traditional dry-aging. 

Doubles from $500, including breakfast 

daily and a $100 dining credit. 

The Mandarin Oriental, Tokyo’s 179 rooms  

in the Nihonbashi Mitsui Tower provide quiet 

respite from the street bustle, with command-

ing views in every direction. Of the hotel’s 11 

restaurants, the standout is the eight-seat 

Tapas Molecular Bar, which spins a tasting 

menu into a two-hour performance where ev-

ery dish is a piece of edible artwork. Doubles 

from $485, including breakfast daily and a 

$100 hotel credit.  

Key ingredients for knife shopping – or any specialty trip – in the city.

TAPPED INTO TOKYO

Andaz Tokyo.

If you’re one of those people who’s always looking 

for new foodie experiences, you’ll find the ideal 

itinerary in Madrid’s markets. Not only are they 

the perfect place to buy the freshest ingredients 

and gourmet foods, they’re also a great place 

to enjoy delightful traditional tapas or even a 

delicious set menu. Eating at markets is all the 

rage in Madrid, and some of them are home to the 

city’s hottest restaurants. It’s an experience you 

won’t want to miss.

Not only is wandering from market to market one 

of the finest gastronomic experiences in Madrid, 

it’s also a fun way to get to know the city. You’ll 

find historic markets that have been transformed 

into gourmet wonderlands, such as San Miguel 

and Tirso de Molina, as well as markets that have 

been around forever like La Paz, Antón Martín and 

Vallerhermoso, which feature some innovative 

offerings but remain true to their roots with 

traditional market stalls.  

On your route map you’ll also find a host of other 

options. Design enthusiasts will want to stop at 

Barceló Market, located in a modern building 

which is a wonderful example of the 19th century 

food market. If you’re a fan of street markets, 

don’t miss San Ildefonso Market. And, if you’re 

in the mood for a whole slew of surprises, head 

to San Antón Market, located in the heart of the 

neighborhood of Chueca.

save it to your favorites
If you want to sample Madrid’s gastronomy, don’t 

miss Gastrofestival at the end of January. During 

the event, restaurants, cooking schools, gourmet 

shops, clothing stores, art galleries and museums 

organize activities that combine gastronomy with 

disciplines such as culture, fashion and health. 

MADRID MARKETS:  

the best foodie route

Mercado de San Miguel
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Well Traveled

ET’S RAISE A GLASS OF CITRUS-
infused, custom-carbonated temper- 

ance to the recent proliferation of 

fancy spirit-free cocktails – and the 

bartenders who are championing them. 

First things first: These drinks won’t help 

you lose weight and aren’t necessarily low in 

calories, but they do eliminate alcohol and its  

harmful effects (not to mention hangovers). 

This growing desire to drink but not “drink” 

comes as no big surprise, given the widespread 

interest in clean living and wellness. 

According to food writer Julia Bainbridge, 

whose book on nonalcoholic cocktails will be 

published by Ten Speed Press in 2020, “Even 

those who aren’t sober are becoming more 

L

Pure

Enjoyment
Toasting the new genera-

tion of virgin cocktails.  

BY BROOKE PORTER KATZ

Refreshing and spirit-free: The Skull 
by Le Bar at Hôtel Plaza Athénée.
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Well Traveled

it easier for bartenders to concoct great-

tasting options that far surpass a sad soda 

water and lime. And let’s not forget Seedlip –  

the first distilled nonalcoholic spirit to hit 

the market – which comes in three flavors 

(Spice 94, Garden 108, and Grove 42) and 

may trick you into thinking you’re drink-

ing the real thing. Below, find six places that 

make it easy to say, “Hold the vodka.”

Simply the Best

AMERICAN BAR AT THE SAVOY, LONDON

It doesn’t get more classic than this art deco 

spot, known as London’s oldest surviving 

cocktail bar. It’s set inside the city’s first-

ever luxury hotel, which opened in 1889. 

Named the World’s Best Bar in 2017 and 

2018, the American Bar recently welcomed 

to its white-jacketed ranks wunderkind 

Maxim Schulte as head bartender – only 

the 11th person in the hotel’s history to hold  

the title. 

What to order: The Afternoon Reviver – 

made with Seedlip’s Garden 108, cold-brew 

coffee, grapefruit juice, tonic, and mint – or 

the Safer Cider, whose ingredients include 

cinnamon syrup, cloudy apple juice, and a 

smoky ginger ale. 

High-Design Hangout

LE BAR AT HÔTEL PLAZA ATHÉNÉE, PARIS

A transparent U-shaped bar, moody blue 

lighting, and a showstopping ceiling instal-

lation made of thick folds of blue fabric set 

the stage for sipping cocktails at the flashy 

yet intimate Le Bar, located in an iconic 1913 

hotel just steps from the Champs-Élysées. 

Prices are steep – alcohol-free cocktails go 

for 20 euros – but the experience is about 

more than what you’re drinking. 

What to order: The Skull, a mix of fresh 

mint, Granny Smith apple, aloe vera, ginger 

ale, lime, and elderflower syrup.

Eastern Orientation

KUMIKO, CHICAGO

In October, star bartender Julia Momose –  

who has run the cocktail program at Noah 

Sandoval’s acclaimed Oriole restaurant 

since 2017 – helped open this intimate West 

Loop spot named for a type of delicate 

Japanese woodworking. Drawing from her  

childhood spent in Japan, she created a res-

ervation-only, omakase-inspired experience 

mindful drinkers and are unashamed to or-

der something nonalcoholic – and demand 

that it not be an afterthought.” What’s 

more, the explosion of ingredients such as 

shrubs and glycerin-based bitters is making  

Clockwise from top left: 
Fundamental DTLA’s 

Alphonso Mango, Le Bar 
at the Plaza Athénée, a 
Serendipity at Existing 

Conditions in NYC, 
and nonalcoholic spirit 

Seedlip Garden 108.
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doesn’t relegate NA drinks to the bot-

tom of the menu, though. Rather, they’re 

mixed right in with the rest (including a 

fair share of low-alcohol-by-volume op-

tions) and organized by f lavor profile – 

think “bright and confident” and “elegant 

and timeless.”

What to order: The “fresh and lively” Al-

penglow, with bay leaf, f lor de Jamaica (hi-

biscus tea), and seltzer or the “light and 

playful” King Palm with kefir whey, coconut 

water, and cinnamon.  

Well Traveled

lots of clarification, for instance).  

What to order: The savory and tropical 

Serendipity, with clarified tomato and pas-

sionfruit. For something bubbly, request the 

Stingless, made with carbonated Melipona 

bee honey, clarified lemon, and vanilla.

Second Coming

DEATH & CO, DENVER

The famed NYC cocktail hot spot recent-

ly debuted an outpost in Denver’s buzzy 

RiNo neighborhood. The all-day lounge 

at the cozy eight-seat bar that pairs dishes 

by Sandoval with meticulously crafted 

cocktails based on the individual tastes of 

the drinkers. In a small yet open dining area, 

patrons can order from an à la carte menu of 

food, spirit-free drinks, and cocktails with a 

focus on sake and shochu.

What to order: Try a Pepperberry Tonic: 

Tasmanian pepperberry, sansho (a citrusy 

Asian peppercorn), angelica root, verjus 

rouge (the pressed juice of unripened red 

grapes), and Fever-Tree elderflower tonic.

Booze-Free Brunching

FUNDAMENTAL DTLA, LOS ANGELES

This stylish downtown L.A. restaurant’s 

nonalcoholic drinks are practically a given: 

Its cocktail menu is the brainchild of indus-

try vet Gaby Mlynarczyk, author of Clean + 

Dirty Drinking: 100+ Recipes for Making Deli-

cious Elixirs, with or without Booze. It’s open 

for all three meals, but weekend brunch is 

especially festive – and diners can pair dish-

es such as house-made cinnamon granola 

or chilaquiles with the opposite of a hair of  

the dog. 

What to order: The Alphonso Mango, a 

blend of tikka masala spices, coconut, and 

lime, or the refreshing Peas + Mint, with Eng-

lish peas, mint, yuzu, and Kimino yuzu soda.

Liquid Laboratory

EXISTING CONDITIONS, NEW YORK CITY

Representatives from food-science devel-

opment company Booker and Dax, PDT bar, 

and the barware shop Cocktail Kingdom 

came together to launch this white, brick-

walled watering hole in Greenwich Village. 

Every drink on the menu costs $15 and is 

driven by science: There’s a custom carbon-

ation system and painstaking ingredient 

prep (fat washing, pressure cooking, and 

The growing desire 

to drink but not 

“drink” comes as 

no surprise, given 

the widespread 

interest in  

clean living.

Maxim Schulte, the 
new head bartender at 
The Savoy’s American 
Bar and (left) Denver’s 
Death & Co.
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In My Bag

My Travel Essentials
Of course Maximilian Riedel travels with his own wineglass. 

PORTRAIT BY STEFAN HOBMAIER

T
HE 11TH-GENERATION CEO 

and president of Riedel Crystal 

credits the continued boom of 

his family business in part to 

restlessness. “I believe that one of the 

reasons the Riedel brand is success-

ful is because not one of the last three 

generations was able to sit still,” says 

the Kufstein, Austria-based 41-year-old 

father. His own father traveled weekly 

for business when he was a child. “I re-

alize now that he and I get inspired for 

new creations due in part to our intense 

travel throughout the world,” Riedel 

says. During a typical year, he circles 

the globe on business, but for per-

sonal travel with his family – his “most 

prized travel” – he turns to their favorite 

places: Alto Adige, Venice, the South of 

France, Florida, and New York City. 

I DON’T LEAVE HOME WITHOUT: 

1. My Louis Vuitton 

roller duffel has trav-

eled with me around the 

world. Due to its size, I’ve 

gotten some mean eyes 

on occasion in the U.S. 

when I bring it on board. 

2. A Riedel polishing 

cloth. It’s big enough 

to be worn as a ban-

danna, and, at the same 

time, it polishes crystal 

glassware better than 

any other.

3. A cashmere sweater 

from Loro Piana, which 

I bought on sale in Saint-

Moritz 15 years ago. 

4. B&O Beoplay 

headphones.

5. A Riedel O to Go 

wineglass, which I pull 

out at every occasion 

and on all my fl ights.

6. A Louis Vuitton 

passport cover. It’s a bit 

aggravating, as I must 

take it out of its cover at 

every security line, but 

it’s a special gift from 

my wife. 

7. My Lufthansa Sena-

tor card has opened 

many doors.

8. A sonogram image 

 of my son before he was 

born, as a lucky charm.  

Riedel in his office in 
Kufstein, Austria.

5.

4.

3.

4.

5.
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71ABOVE

Chef Vartan Abgaryan is making sure that the cuisine is every bit as elevated  
as the view at 950 feet above ground level on the 71st floor of the US Bank 
Building in Downtown L.A. There’s a two-course prix fixe for lunch and three 
courses for dinner, including dishes like salt-roasted gold beets with pistachio 
flan; poached oysters with sea urchin and caviar; and rib-eye steak with broccolini, 
black garlic, and puffed wild rice. You can also enjoy the sweeping vistas with 
small plates at the bar.  
➤ 633 West 5th Street, Los Angeles

CASSIA

Come with a crowd to this bustling Southeast Asian brasserie to sample the 
wide-ranging menu that roams from raw seafood towers and charcuterie platters 
to green papaya salad, grilled pig’s tail, Vietnamese pot-au-feu, and pork belly 
vermicelli. And in the spirit of the cocktail named If It Makes You Happy, which 
mixes lotus root Aperol with Meyer lemon vodka, don’t deny yourself the kaffir 
lime custard or chocolate sesame profiterole for dessert.  
➤ 1314 7th Street, Santa Monica

SAMPLE THE CITY’S RED-HOT RESTAURANT SCENE AT THESE TREND SETTING ESTABLISHMENTSSAMPLE THE CITY’S RED-HOT RESTAURANT SCENE AT THESE TREND SETTING ESTABLISHMENTS

The haute cuisine of a James Beard Award-winning chef. Special-occasion splurges. The flavors and traditions of every 

corner of the globe combined with superb seasonal ingredients and chefs of astounding creativity. All of this diversity, 

vibrancy, and skill make the city of Los Angeles—with nearly 9,000 restaurants—one of the greatest eating cities in the world.

CASSIA
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HERE’S LOOKING AT YOU

HLAY, as the Koreatown bistro is known for short, has been celebrated by review-
ers in everything from The Hollywood Reporter to Condé Nast Traveler as one of 
the best new restaurants of the year. The food, by former Animal chef Jonathan 
Whitener, is a mash-up of L.A.’s global culinary influences. The ever-changing 
menu might offer frog legs accompanied by a smoky salsa negra or pork belly 
with the Thai namjim sauce. Adventurous eaters only. Modifications and 
substitutes are “politely declined.”  
➤ 3901 West 6th Street, Los Angeles

MOZZAPLEX

The intersection of Highland and Melrose is arguably the tastiest corner in all 
of Los Angeles. Here, the Italian-cuisine complex is made up of three eateries 
from the stellar team of Joe Bastianich and Nancy Silverton. Pizzeria Mozza 
has perfected the art of the chewy but charred crust. Osteria Mozza features a 
mozzarella bar and traditional, refined fare like house-made pastas, grilled or 
pan-roasted fish, and chops. Chi Spacca, which translates as “he who cleaves,” 
is paleo paradise, embracing a nose-to-tail philosophy in a menu that includes 
veal tongue, bone marrow pie, short ribs, lamb shoulder, pork loin, and a massive 
50-ounce Black Angus porterhouse.
➤ venue, Los Angeles

➤ Osteria, 6602 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles

➤ Chi Spacca, 6610 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles

PROVIDENCE

You don’t need a special occasion to dine at this Michelin two-star seafood 
restaurant. Dinner here is a special occasion. Chef Michael Cimarusti is fierce 
about treating stellar sustainable seafood with reverence and creativity, the 
decor is opulent, the service formal but warm. One of the few fine-dining rooms 
remaining in L.A., Providence offers a sumptuous but not stuffy experience. The 
playfulness begins with the amuse-bouches, like a soft egg that’s served in an 
eggshell and topped with uni and tiny brioche croutons. 
 ➤ 5955 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles

ROSSOBLU 

Chef Steve Samson describes his new restaurant as “an ode to family, tradition, 
and craftsmanship” and he says it tells the story of the two places he considers 
home: Los Angeles and Bologna, Italy. Located in Downtown L.A. on the site of 
the city’s original wholesale produce market, the sprawling Rossoblu has a menu 
that ranges from coal-roasted veggies and grilled Santa Barbara spot prawns to 
salumi out of its in-house butchery program, milk-braised pork shoulder, and 
Nonna’s unforgettable Bolognese.  
➤ 1124 San Julian Street, Los Angeles

TSUBAKI

This Echo Park newcomer calls itself a modern izakaya, or informal Japanese tavern. 
And, as its website points out, the literal translation of izakaya is “stay sake place.” 
So, minuscule as Tsubaki is, its sake list is extensive, offering small-batch sake and 
shochu you won’t find anywhere else in L.A. That would be reason enough for a 
visit. But it’s not the only reason: Every one of the two dozen or so items on the 
menu gets it right, from the kanpachi sashimi to the miso-braised pork ribs.  
➤ 1356 Allison Avenue, Echo Park

discoverlosangeles.com

ADVERTISEMENT

HLAYROSSOBLU

TSUBAKI

MOZZAPLEX

dineL.A. EVENTS

Anytime is a good time to be a restaurant-goer in Los Angeles, but  
never more so than during the twice-annual dineL.A. events sponsored 
by American Express. For 15 days in winter (January 11-25, 2019) and 
again in summer (July 12-26, 2019), dineL.A. showcases the city as a  
premier dining destination. If you’re looking for a superior experience, 
the dineL.A. Exclusive Series offers a select group of restaurants where 
chefs create experiential menus unique to the series.



TEQUILA SUNRISE
IN THE MEXICAN SPIRIT’S BIRTHPLACE, A WARM WELCOME FOR TRAVELERS. 
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Blue agave fields in Amatitán, 
Jalisco. Opposite: Recently harvested 
agave at Fortaleza distillery.

IN THE MEXICAN SPIRIT’S BIRTHPLACE, A WARM WELCOME FOR TRAVELERS. 
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left the cobbled lanes and low-slung build-

ings in the town of Tequila for a day trip 

into the Mexican countryside. Fields of 

blue-green agave plants, their spiky leaves 

stretching toward the morning light, 

flanked mountain roads in the shadow of a 

dormant volcano. With Clayton Szczech, a 

Spanish-speaking, American-born tequila 

expert as our guide, we were exploring La 

Ruta del Tequila, not a prescribed route so 

much as a meandering drive through lush 

valleys lined with family-owned distilleries, 

elegant haciendas, and roadside cantinas 

dedicated to the production and consump-

tion of the country’s signature spirit.  

Here, in the state of Jalisco, about an 

hour’s drive from the capital, Guadalajara, 

lava from the Tequila volcano left mineral-

rich soil that’s ideal for growing blue agave, 

a resilient succulent first harvested by the 

area’s indigenous people as food and later 

for a fermented drink they called pulque. 

Like cognac, a brandy that can only be called 

cognac if it comes from grapes grown in the 

Charente region of France, tequila can only 

be called tequila if it comes from blue agave 

cultivated in just five of Mexico’s 31 states, 

the main one being Jalisco. Anything else is 

just an “agave spirit.” 

A focus on craft – slow food, farmers’ mar-

kets, craft cocktails, and, as Szczech puts 

it, “in general caring about how things are 

made and where they come from” by U.S. 

consumers, who account for half of all te-

quila sales – means microdistillers here are 

reviving old-world techniques to produce 

small-batch, premium brands. The area’s 

biggest distilleries, who rely on more mod-

ern methods to meet mass-market demands, 

offer public tours and tastings, but with  

Szczech leading us on an outing through  

Virtuoso on-site connection Journey Mexi-

co, my husband and I were able to go behind 

the scenes. We met with several smaller, 

boutique producers during our three-day 

visit to this less-explored spot, which defi-

nitely merits a stop for travelers looking to 

deepen their understanding of tequila. 

An outgoing former California punk rock-

er, Szczech has earned national recognition 

for his tequila knowledge. Working his in-

dustry connections, he arranged private, 

by-appointment-only visits and a gourmet 

IT WAS JUST PAST 9 AM

AND ALREADY THE SUN

WAS BEATING DOWN AS WE
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Clockwise from left: Sun-
rise over Tequila’s town 
square, Clayton Szczech, 
local transport, and the 
Tequila volcano behind 
fields of blue agave.
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spirit made from the juice of the blue agave.

Then, as they do today, skilled farmers 

called jimadores wielded long-handled, flat-

bladed knives to harvest pineapple-shaped 

hearts from plants that take five to nine years 

to mature. Tossed like footballs into a wood-

fired, earthen pit oven lined with volcanic 

rocks, the “piñas” would cook for days before 

being hand-crushed with mallets to release a 

sweet syrup that was fermented in wooden 

vats, distilled in copper pots, then rested in 

containers covered in corncobs.

On the flip side, back in Tequila, La 

Rojeña – the distillery of the biggest and 

best-known tequila brand, Jose Cuervo –  

dominates the town of 40,000, the most 

popular stop in an area designated a UNES-

CO World Heritage site in 2006 for its 

distilling heritage. Most visitors arrive in  

Tequila by bus or tourist train, tour La Ro-

jeña, buy a few bottles of tequila and maybe 

a hat woven from agave leaves sold by street 

vendors, then leave by late afternoon, miss-

ing out on the delights of a small, safe Mexi-

can pueblo without the crowds. 

“It’s an area of Mexico that a lot of people 

don’t know exists,” says Adel, Iowa-based 

Virtuoso travel advisor Whitney Shinde-

lar. And if you’re like me – a tequila novice 

drawn here more for the novelty of explor-

ing a town that shares a name with the fa-

mous drink – she says don’t be shy. “For 

people who don’t think they like tequila, I 

would challenge them to go there and try 

it anyway. When you sit down to sip it or 

sample the different cocktails that are diffi-

cult to find in the U.S., I think a lot of people 

could be swayed.”

Best advice: Do as many affluent Mexicans 

do, and spend a night or two at the elegant, 

colonial-style Hotel Solar de las Ánimas, built 

to resemble a typical Mexican house in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, with 

stone pillars and tiled floors. Settle in at the 

rooftop Sky Bar overlooking the town plaza; 

order the fresh tuna tostadas and a Smoky 

Margarita, made with tequila, agave syrup, 

lemon juice, and a sprig of flaming rose-

mary; and take in the views of the volcano  

picnic lunch of fajitas and chicken mole 

cooked by local women on the grounds of 

Casa Herradura, a historic hacienda owned 

by the Tequila Herradura distillery, as well 

as a tour of the Cascahuín distillery. 

Members of the Rosales family, whose an-

cestors began making tequila 114 years ago, 

waited for us on the sidewalk outside Casca-

huín in the town of El Arenal. At 32, tequila 

maker Salvador Rosales holds a master’s de-

gree in tequila production, but it’s past genera-

tions he looks to for inspiration as he guides 

the family business in the twenty-first centu-

ry. His grandfather didn’t finish high school, 

but he knew a little something about making 

what was called vino de mezcal, a high-octane 

Tequila maker Salvador 
Rosales at his family’s 

distillery, Cascahuín. Op-
posite, clockwise from top 

left: Cascahuín’s tequila 
and ovens; fermentation 
barrels at Fortaleza dis-

tillery; a Smoky Margarita 
and tuna tostadas at Sky 

Bar, Bar Chucho Reyes, 
and a guest room at Hotel 

Solar de las Ánimas; a 
jimador harvesting an 

agave piña; and a local 
tequila taster. 
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emitting a faint smell of sweet potatoes, then 

is transferred to a circular pit to be crushed 

by a two-ton stone wheel pulled by a small 

tractor (in times past, a mule did the work). 

Men in white rubber boots follow behind, 

working the mash with hoes and pitchforks 

before hosing it down, pressing the water out 

by hand, and pumping the juice into wooden 

fermentation tanks – a labor-intensive pro-

cess akin to making a sauce with a mortar and 

pestle instead of a food processor.

Inside a candlelit cave, Szczech leads us 

through a tasting, pouring from bottles 

lined up next to a row of Champagne-style 

and Sierra Madre mountains. Designated a 

Pueblo Mágico (Magic Town), Tequila lives 

up to the reputation, welcoming visitors by 

day with colorful shops, tasting rooms, and 

museums, and revealing a lively local scene 

by night, when the plaza fills with strolling 

mariachis and push-cart vendors hawking 

roasted corn and tequila drinks. 

AS WE SAT AT A LONG TABLE NEXT TO 

his outdoor bar in El Arenal, Salvador Ro-

sales poured from a bottle of Siembra Valles 

Ancestral, a 100-proof blanco (white) tequila 

produced for the U.S. market using his grand-

father’s old-school methods. With virtually 

all new agave plants reproduced by cloning 

rather than from seed, the family is experi-

menting with letting bats naturally pollinate 

the flowers. Akin to the Rainforest Alliance’s 

work with coffee farmers, the bat project 

aims to help growers cut back on chemicals 

and produce healthier, more sustainable 

agave that’s better able to fight diseases that 

nearly decimated the crops a few years ago.  

Tasting from a cup made from the shell 

of a local tree fruit, I pick up notes of smoke 

and pineapple in my first smooth swallow. 

Certified “bat friendly” and retailing for 

around $100 a bottle, this is a drink meant 

to be sipped and savored. 

“The first thing you want to look for on 

a bottle is ‘100 percent agave’ ” – meaning 

the plant is the sole source of sugar used 

to make the alcohol, as opposed to harsher 

“hangover” blends mixed with cane sugar 

or corn syrup – Szczech told us on a visit to 

Tequila Fortaleza, a microdistillery owned 

by fifth-generation producer Guillermo E. 

Sauza. After the family business was sold (it 

now operates as Tequila Sauza, one of Mexi-

co’s biggest distillers), Sauza returned to his 

ancestors’ hillside hacienda in Tequila and 

revived an old-time distillery that had been 

converted into a museum.

Here, the agave steams in brick ovens, 

Clockwise from left: A 
mariachi band in Tequila, 

cooked agave, a cantarito, 
and traditional methods 

of crushing and extracting 
agave juice at Fortaleza.
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glasses. There is an unaged blanco, bottled 

soon after distillation; a reposado, aged in oak 

barrels for seven months; and an añejo, aged 

for two years. “The question I always ask is, 

are you tasting or drinking?” Szczech says. 

“There is a right way to taste. When it comes 

to drinking, do it however you like.” He pours 

the tequila into the stemmed glasses, telling 

us that “the glasses really do matter” when 

it comes to sensing the different aromas. We 

look for hints of citrus and sweet agave in the 

blanco, caramel notes in the reposado, and va-

nilla and butterscotch in the añejo. 

For me, acquiring a taste for drinking te-

quila straight will take more practice. But 

Whitney Shindelar is right about the cock-

tails. Solar de las Ánimas draws on its large 

collection of premium spirits to come up 

with creative specialty drinks, such as a fi-

ery mango-and-habanero margarita, and 

riffs on standbys, like its Bloody Maria, a 

mix of tequila and lemon, strawberry, to-

mato, and clam juices. 

On our last evening, we joined the locals 

on the plaza, strolling and listening to ma-

riachi music while sipping cantaritos, drinks 

street vendors make with tequila, grape-

fruit soda, lime, and salt, served in little 

clay cups. Accordion music mixed with the 

clang of church bells as women in bright 

dresses and men in suits gathered for a wed-

ding. Kids climbed on big letters spelling 

out TEQUILA in the plaza. The tour buses 

were gone, the tasting rooms were closed, 

but it seemed as if the party was just getting 

started. The air filled with the scent of agave 

cooking at the Cuervo distillery, reminding 

us again that this was no ordinary Mexican 

town. It was magical.  

GO Tequila is a 

popular destina-

tion for day-

trippers from 

Guadalajara. 

Virtuoso travel 

advisors can 

get travelers 

exclusive access 

to local distill-

eries and tasting 

rooms through 

Virtuoso’s 

on-site connec-

tion, Journey 

Mexico. Our two 

days of touring 

included a visit 

to the La Cata 

tasting room in 

town, stocked 

with 200 tequilas 

from 48 distillers. 

A homemade 

lunch cooked 

by local women 

and served 

alfresco amid 

citrus groves 

highlighted a 

private tasting 

and tour at Te-

quila Herradura, 

one of Mexico’s 

oldest and larg-

est producers, 

operating on 

the grounds 

of a historic 

hacienda and 

factory, closed 

in the 1960s but 

maintained now 

as a museum. 

Departures: Any 

day through 

2019; from 

$2,400 for two 

people, including 

privately guided 

distillery and 

tasting room 

tours and  

two lunches.  

STAY Colonial-

style Hotel 

Solar de las 

Ánimas over-

looks the main 

plaza and the 

eighteenth-cen-

tury church of 

Saint James the 

Apostle in the 

heart of Tequila. 

Two pools, one 

at ground level 

and the other on 

the rooftop, of-

fer respite from 

the afternoon 

heat. Garden 

areas with tile 

floors and stone 

pillars surround 

93 contem-

porary rooms 

and suites. At 

Sky Bar, try the 

strawberry basil 

margarita or the 

Smoky Margar-

ita, served with 

a sprig of flam-

ing rosemary. 

Doubles from 

$130, including 

breakfast daily 

and a visit to the 

agave fields.  

Drink in the region’s best. 

ONE, TWO, TEQUILA
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Beyond its iconic holy sites, ancient 

ruins, trendy nightclubs, award-

winning restaurants, and chic 

seaside resorts, Israel is an ideal 

destination for adventure. Discover 

everything from Mediterranean pine 

forests and snowcapped peaks to 

desert canyons and an amazing 116 

miles of coastline.

Float in the serene Dead Sea, 

snorkel and swim with dolphins in 

Eilat, or take a cable car ride down 

the cliff face of Rosh Hanikra, a 

geological creation of grottoes and 

caves in Western Galilee. More-

rugged excursions include hiking 

the Snake Path at Masada, visiting 

King Herod’s fortress overlooking 

the Dead Sea, or rappelling 

down cliffs in the Judean Desert. 

Nighttime safaris into the sands of 

the Negev reveal a dazzling blanket 

of stars and desert wildlife. The lush 

green oasis of the Ein Gedi is ideal 

for witnessing David’s Waterfall.

More must-see sights include  

the golden stretches of beach in  

Tel Aviv, whose surfing, sailing,  

and thriving nightlife has earned 

the name “The Mediterranean 

Capital of Cool” by the New York 

Times. For an immersive experience 

in Jerusalem’s emerging food scene,  

visit the Machane Yehuda Market –  

a feast for the senses. This hip, 

open-air marketplace is a street-art  

gallery by day and a trendy hangout 

with live music at night. 

Israel is an adventure for all. 

Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor  

to plan your journey.

Come explore Israel. Adventures are waiting.
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COOKING 
FROM THE HEART

Small wonder: Row 7 Seeds’ Honeynut squash.

From feeding disaster victims to breeding a new generation 
of earth-friendly vegetables, chefs are stepping out of the kitchen 

to make a difference in ingenious ways.  BY ADAM ERACE
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Sustainability
Report

Small wonder: Row 7 Seeds’ Honeynut squash.
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CHARITABLE IMPACT
José Andrés shows the world how to feed people in need.

The Daily Special:

N MAY, JOSÉ ANDRÉS TOOK THE 

stage – and shook the stage – at the 

James Beard Awards to accept the 

foundation’s Humanitarian of the 

Year award. “People in need, they 

don’t want our pity,” he said, wav-

ing a tuxedoed and French-cuffed 

arm. “They only want our respect, and 

sometimes a plate of food is all the respect 

they need.”

Andrés is the head of ThinkFoodGroup, 

an empire of 31 restaurants that includes 

outposts in SLS Hotels in Miami and 

Beverly Hills, and The Cosmopolitan of 

Las Vegas. Over the last few years, he has 

emerged as a leading advocate in the restau-

rant community for disaster relief through 

food. “I am a cook who has been trained to 

feed people,” he explains, “and I could take 

the same skills that I use to feed the few at 

my restaurants and apply them to feed the 

many, those in need after disaster.”

He channels this mission through 

his foundation, World Central Kitchen, 

which he founded after Haiti’s devastating 

earthquake in 2010. When the disaster hit, 

Andrés was on vacation with his family in 

the Cayman Islands. “I knew I had to go 

and help out. I knew I wanted to stay in-

volved with Haiti, so we established World 

Central Kitchen. What we have to offer the 

world are smart, chef-driven solutions; we 

have people, networks, and knowledge, all 

of which can be deployed for long-term de-

velopment projects or short-term disaster 

relief, and everything in between.”  » 

I

OR MANY CHEFS, celebrity status is great for selling cookbooks, packing the house at food-and-wine festivals, and 

launching dishware spin-offs at Target, but more than ever, some prominent restaurant-industry figures have another 

goal in mind: using their platforms to effect positive change in their communities and in the world. “Stick to cooking,”  

say critics who want to keep politics out of food, but food – and by proxy, those who make the food – has always been political, 

tied intrinsically to issues of race, class, culture, and the environment. Here are four food folks who have stepped up with  

initiatives to care for the earth and those around them. Stick to cooking? Not a chance.

F
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PARIS Thierry Marx, executive 
chef of the Mandarin Oriental, 

Paris, partners with the Too 

Good to Go app to combat food 
waste. Every Friday, for about $5, 
hotel guests can purchase an un-
sold basket of breakfast pastries, 
and the hotel will donate the 
profits to a nearby organization 
that feeds the city’s homeless 
population. Doubles from $1,220, 

including breakfast daily and a 

$100 dining credit.

TENNESSEE Over the years, 
Blackberry Farm resort, in the 
foothills of the Great Smoky 
Mountains, has contributed $1.5 
million to local charities and or-
ganizations such as Boys & Girls 
Clubs and the Edible Schoolyard 

Project through its Blackberry 
Farm Foundation, which raises 
money through food-and-wine 
events featuring chefs such as 
Ashley Christensen and Daniel 
Humm. In 2016, it added the 
Sam Beall Fellows Program, 
which sponsors two hospitality 
professionals in honor of the 
farm’s owner, who passed away 
unexpectedly at the age of 39. 
Doubles from $695, including all 

meals and a $100 spa credit.

   

LAS VEGAS In 2016, Aria  
resort started a pilot program  
to donate unserved food to 
Three Square, a southern 
Nevada food bank. The effort 
has been so successful, it’s been 
expanded to Bellagio, MGM 

Grand, and other MGM resorts, 
and now includes minibar and 
warehouse food, bringing the 
total to more than half a million 
pounds of donations to feed 
locals in need. 

DISH IT OUT
Thinking beyond the host stand to 
nourish those most in need.

Clockwise from opposite page: 
José Andrés, serving meals in a 
cafeteria built by World Central 
Kitchen in Haiti, and preparing 
sancocho in Puerto Rico.

Blackberry Farm sous 
chef Lindsay Fitzgerald.
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World Central Kitchen played a pivotal 

role in getting people fed in the aftermath 

of Hurricane Maria last year. Andrés ar-

rived following the storm to find Puerto 

Rico with very little … anything. Power, 

gas, and prepared food were in short sup-

ply. Andrés connected with Jose Enrique, 

perhaps the most famous chef in San Juan, 

and just started cooking outside Enrique’s 

eponymous restaurant in the capital’s 

Santurce neighborhood – simple, home-

cooked, comforting food. Within weeks, a 

few pans of rice and sancocho, a Caribbean 

meat stew, grew into an islandwide effort 

that touched every coast and ran point 

on hunger relief for federal agencies and 

global aid organizations. “The operation 

grew so big that at one point you couldn’t 

find any sliced cheese in all of Puerto Rico,” 

the New York Times reported. “The team 

had bought it all up for sandwiches.”

Shortly after the Beard Awards, World 

Central Kitchen was back on the front 

lines, this time in California feeding 

emergency workers during last summer’s 

vicious wildfires. “[The wildfires and 

Hurricane Maria] are both very different 

and very much the same,” Andrés says.  

“At the end of the day, people in disaster 

situations need to be fed, and everyone 

loves the comfort of a hot meal, so our 

mission is the same.”

Within weeks, a few pans of rice  

and sancocho, a Caribbean meat stew, 

grew into an islandwide effort that 

touched every coast and ran point on 

hunger relief for federal agencies and 

global aid organizations.

Andrés delivering meals in Maria’s 
aftermath and (top left) the differ-

ence comfort food can make.



Half Moon
All-Inclusive Available 

from 
$1329

1

Ocean View.
Includes complimentary roundtrip 
airport transfers PLUS Kids 12 & 

younger stay FREE! 

GoldenEye
All-Inclusive Available  
from 

$1357
1

One Bedroom Beach Hut. 
Includes full breakfast daily, 

non-motorized watersports, fl ask of 
Blackwell rum, complimentary 15 minutes 

added to any spa treatment booked 
within 24 hours of arrival and Wi-Fi.

Round Hill Hotel and Villas         
Meal Plan Available  
from 

$1382
2

Ocean View Room. 
Includes non-motorized water sports,

nightly entertainment, Wi-Fi and more. 

                     
JAMAICA

–where Caribbean vacations 
are done right.

VACATIONS INCLUDE: 5 nightsÕ accommodation and taxes.

Ask about 2019 Virtuoso amenities and complete vacation packages including roundtrip airfare, memorable activities, travel protection coverage and more.

1Rate is per person, based on double occupancy, for check-in on 5/5/19, in room category shown. 
2Rate is per person, based on double occupancy, for check-in on 5/7/19, Ocean View Room. 

Unless otherwise indicated: rates quoted are accurate at time of publication, & are per person, based on double occupancy. Airfare, taxes, surcharges, gratuities, transfers & excursions are additional. Advertised rates do not include any applicable daily resort or facility 

fees payable directly to the hotel at check-out; such fee amounts will be advised at the time of booking. Rates, terms, conditions, availability, itinerary, government taxes, surcharges, deposit, payment, cancellation terms/conditions & policies subject to change without 

notice at any time. Cruise rates capacity controlled. Other restrictions may apply, including, but not limited to baggage limitations & fees, standby policies & fees, non-refundable tickets & change fees with pre-fl ight notifi cation deadlines, & blackout dates. Fees & policies 

vary among airlines. Contact airline directly for any details or questions. Not responsible for errors or omissions. Pleasant Holidays acts only as an agent for cruise & tour providers listed. CST# 1007939-10. Copyright©2018 Pleasant Holidays, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR TODAY!
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ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT

BOUT TWO OUT OF 

the ten pairs of hands 

answering phones, 

shucking Sweetwater 

oysters, and mixing 

palomas and mezcal 

margaritas at Cala in 

San Francisco once wore cuffs. Hiring the 

formerly incarcerated has been a company 

endeavor since 2015, when the celebrated 

Mexican chef Gabriela Cámara opened 

Cala, her first American restaurant, with 

managing partner Emma Rosenbush.

“Our justice system is broken,” Rosen-

bush says. “The idea that you serve your 

time and you’re done … that’s not how it 

works. It’s something you carry with you 

forever and is so specifically oppressive to 

poor people and people of color. It’s just 

such a blaring injustice.”

Before meeting Cámara in Mexico City, 

where the chef owns the famed Contramar, 

and signing on to manage Cala, Rosenbush 

worked with an educational program for ju-

venile detention camps outside Los Angeles 

and for the Prison Law Office in Berkeley. “I 

was really interested in reentry, specifically 

where that meets employment.” In the run-

up to opening Cala, she approached Cámara 

with an idea: Hire people transitioning 

from prison back into society.

Cámara had some previous experience at 

Contramar with several employees who had 

criminal backgrounds. When conceptualiz-

ing Cala, she had concerns that the hospital-

ity labor crisis in the Bay Area would hinder 

attracting dedicated staff who could pro-

vide the experience she wanted for guests. 

“Emma saw the opportunity and proposed 

it, and I gave her the green light,” Cámara 

says. When Cala opened, 70 percent of its 

staff had been previously incarcerated.

Cala partners with organizations in the 

Bay Area that work with the reentry com-

munity. The relationships are informal, with 

an open dialogue. Sometimes a group in the 

network will contact Cala about a candidate 

they think will make a great addition to the 

A

Gabriela Cámara and Emma Rosenbush fight inequality through creative and caring hiring practices.

“The idea that you serve 

your time and you’re done … 

that’s not how it works.  

It’s just such  

a blaring injustice.”

The Daily Special:
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Clockwise from top left: Gabriela  
Cámara and Emma Rosenbush review  

the menu; cocktails in the making; albacore 
ceviche with cucumber, daikon, and  

fig leaf oil; and Cala’s staff.

Clockwise from top left: Gabriela  
Cámara and Emma Rosenbush review  

the menu; cocktails in the making; albacore the menu; cocktails in the making; albacore 
ceviche with cucumber, daikon, and  ceviche with cucumber, daikon, and  

fig leaf oil; and Cala’s staff.fig leaf oil; and Cala’s staff.
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team. Sometimes Cala sends out requests for 

applicants. And while there are challenges –  

early on in the program, working with indi-

viduals in recovery from substance abuse in 

a restaurant environment was “the hardest 

thing we faced,” according to Rosenbush – 

the successes have greatly outweighed the 

setbacks. A back waiter, for instance, moved 

up to a server position, then became a shift 

supervisor on his way to management. For 

Cámara and Rosenbush, it’s about identify-

ing where these employees want to go within 

the company and saying, “Let’s make a path-

way to get you there,” Rosenbush explains. 

“It’s about creating opportunities and seeing 

restaurant work as a potential career.”

“Social responsibility should be a consid-

eration for all of us,” Cámara says, “but as a 

chef and restaurateur, you constantly make 

decisions that can be of great influence.” 

Cámara feels strongly that circumstances 

often make it difficult for some to “find 

their way” in the beginning, and she’s a big 

believer in second chances, in hard work, 

and in creating the right environment. 

“I want to work with people who are 

passionate about what they do,” she says. 

“I want that to be a shared value in my 

restaurants, and I’ve had extraordinary ex-

periences with people starting to care about 

things when someone cares about them. 

That’s what I work for every day: caring.”

CAPE TOWN Belmond Mount Nelson 

Hotel teams up with Harvest of Hope, a 
South African CSA program linking farmers 
with buyers, to green the hotel’s menus with 
local produce from growers such as “Mama” 
Kaba, whose farm (a formerly neglected plot 
of urban land) guests can visit. The cost of 
the tour includes a donation of compost or 
seedlings to Kaba’s garden. Doubles from 

$250, including breakfast daily and one 

afternoon or evening tea for two.

VANCOUVER, B.C. The guest count at  
the Fairmont Waterfront includes half a 
million honeybees housed in six hives  
on the hotel’s third-floor terrace garden.  
In addition to producing around 800 
pounds of honey a year, the bees are part 

of Hives for Humanity, a nonprofit that 
places “therapeutic apiaries” within local 
communities to help those in recovery from 
addiction, domestic violence, and home-
lessness. Doubles from $240, including 

breakfast daily and a $100 dining credit.

BAHIA, BRAZIL The Txai Fellows pro-

gram at Txai Resort Itacaré in eastern 
Brazil helps 23 local families generate 
sustainable income from the Atlantic Forest 
through work-qualification training, farming, 
and environmental education. The resort 
purchases products and handicrafts made 
in the fellows’ workshop, and farmers directly 
sell their surplus at Itacaré’s organic market. 
Doubles from $400, including breakfast daily 

and a 50-minute massage for two.

LOCAL CONNECTIONS  Building a better community, one ingredient at a time.

Clockwise from left: Cámara in 
Cala, its Peliroja (mezcal, Cynar, 
and fresh ginger and citrus), and 

the restaurant’s leafy interior.      

Fairmont’s 
Hives for 
Humanity.



Cretan food is pure and simple – drenched in extra-virgin 

olive oil and flavored with an abundance of herbs and a 

dash of citrus. Crete is the largest island in all of Greece, and 

its cuisine is celebrated – and emulated – the world over. 

Renowned for distinctive and Protected Designation of Origin 

(PDO) cheeses, including Graviera and Pichtogalo Chanion, 

as well as imaginative preparations of lamb, goat, and apaki, 

smoked pork, Cretan dishes are served with the freshest of 

vegetables and capped with delectable sweets.

As the frescoes adorning the legendary Minoan palace 

Knossos show, Crete’s culinary traditions date back over 

4,000 years. Recipes have been passed from generation 

to generation with few to no changes. As you explore 

archaeological treasures from Heraklion to Lasithi, or relax 

at beaches from Chania to Rethymno, be sure to try lamb 

fricassee, served with chicory or golden thistle, or dakos, an 

appetizer of barley rusk, tomato, and feta or mizithra cheese. 

Finish your meal with a shot of tsikoudia, a centuries-old 

alcoholic digestive drink, which will lift your spirits. Cretan 

hospitality welcomes all with generously set tables and 

delicious, aromatic wines. Follow one of the island’s wine 

routes to discover the oldest vineyard in Europe and treat 

your palate to the diverse and delectable varieties of  

Cretan wine.

Cretan cuisine is renowned as the foundation of the 

Mediterranean diet, a way of eating so beneficial it earned 

UNESCO designation in 2012 as an Intangible Cultural 

Heritage of Humanity. 

Contact your Virtuoso  

travel advisor to plan your  

trip to Greece. 

ADVERTISEMENT

THE CUISINE OF CRETE:
Ancient, with a Modern Twist

visitgreece.gr

Crete, Heraklioni, Skalani Vines ©GNTO/Y. Skoulas

Spinachpie@GNTO/Baltatzis
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ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP

AN BARBER HAD A  

beef with butternut 

squash: “All the hoops 

we have to jump 

through – all the butter 

and brown sugar we 

add – to make a butter-

nut delicious, not to mention the pain it is 

to chop,” says Barber, whose Blue Hill at 

Stone Barns in Pocantico Hills, New York, 

regularly tops lists of the best restaurants 

in the country. Around 2010, Barber was 

laying out his gripes against the popular 

vegetable to Michael Mazourek, a squash 

breeder and horticulture professor at 

Cornell, and jokingly challenged him, “If 

you’re so good at breeding squash, why 

don’t you shrink that thing down and 

make it taste good?”

Mazourek’s reply – “In all my years of 

making thousands of different varieties of 

plants, no one has ever asked me to breed 

for f lavor” – led to his creation of the 

personal-size, intensely sweet Honeynut 

squash. It’s an agricultural Cinderella story, 

going from the boutique fields of Blue Hill 

to the produce aisle at Whole Foods and 

Trader Joe’s within a decade. Mazourek 

and Barber are banking on repeating the 

Honeynut’s success with Row 7 Seeds, 

which debuted earlier this year. “If one 

palm-size squash could disrupt the indus-

try, why couldn’t one small seed company 

do the same?” Barber says. “For the most 

part, the seed industry is controlled by a 

few very powerful chemical companies. 

We’re hoping the Row 7 community kick-

starts a culture” – one in which chefs, 

farmers, and consumers will inf luence 

and change the agricultural complex. If 

that task sounds insurmountable, think of 

whether you could buy grass-fed milk or 

organic yogurt in Walmart 20 years ago.

Barber is one of the restaurant indus-

try’s foremost authorities on the local, 

organic food movement. At Blue Hill, set 

on Stone Barns Center for Food and Agri-

culture’s 80-acre farm, the tasting menu 

D

Dan Barber reforms the agricultural system one squash at a time. 

Taste makers: Dan Barber (left)
and Michael Mazourek plan to 
upend Big Ag, one seed at a time.

The Daily Special:
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FIJI On Austrian billionaire  
Dietrich Mateschitz’s private 
Laucala Island, all five res-
taurants and bars source 80 
percent of their food from the 
property’s farm, which grows 
some 40 vegetables and 15 tropi-
cal fruits, as well as vanilla, tea, 
and coffee. The resort also raises 

its own livestock, including Wa-
gyu cattle. Doubles from $4,800, 

including breakfast daily and one 

60-minute massage per person.

BANGKOK Not only does each 
Six Senses resort seek to mini-
mize its carbon footprint by buy-
ing local products and tending 
its own vegetable garden (one 
property’s spread even currently 
includes a chicken coop), but 
brand-wide, the Thailand-based 
group has eliminated the waste 
and energy nightmare of import-
ing bottled water. Each resort 
employs a reverse-osmosis plant 
to produce still and sparkling 
water, presented to guests in 
reusable glass bottles. 

CHINA Shangri-La Hotels & 

Resorts worked with the Marine 

Stewardship Council to certify 
that the seafood served at all 
of its 53 properties in mainland 
China and Hong Kong meet the 
standards of the independent 
sustainability watchdog (watch-
fish?) group.

SRI LANKA Chaminda 
Pathirana, executive chef at 
Anantara Peace Haven Tangalle 

Resort on Sri Lanka’s southern 
coast, sources the majority of 
the property’s raw ingredients 
from within a seven-mile radius 
(including its on-site garden). 
Guests can go deeper by booking 
a Spice Spoons cooking class, 
which begins with a market crawl 
by tuk-tuk, or the Harvest Table, 
a treehouse dinner experience 
featuring ingredients the guests 
help harvest. Doubles from $387, 

including breakfast daily and the 

Spice Spoons cooking class.

“If one palm-size squash could disrupt 

the industry, why couldn’t one small 

seed company do the same?” 

Row 7’s buttery Upstate  
Abundance potatoes and 

(above) Blue Hill’s “Corn Dog.” 

Vine-ripe at Laucala 
and (below right) a 
Six Senses garden.

SEEDS OF CHANGE
Delicious dining that serves the planet from the ground and ocean up.

Row 7’s buttery Upstate  
Abundance potatoes and Abundance potatoes and 

(above) Blue Hill’s “Corn Dog.” (above) Blue Hill’s “Corn Dog.” 

Vine-ripe at Laucala Vine-ripe at Laucala 
and (below right) a and (below right) a 
Six Senses garden.Six Senses garden.
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unfolds in a dozen graceful acts, starring 

f lora and fauna grown and raised on-site 

and on Hudson Valley farms. Though 

the chef grew up in the processed-foods 

heyday of the 1970s, summers spent on 

his grandmother’s farm in the Berkshires 

“provided a more powerful education, one 

that impressed upon me a responsibility 

to the land and an understanding that 

good food is inextricably linked to good 

agriculture,” he says.

Industrial agriculture breeds produce 

for endurance. Can this tomato withstand 

a long drive on a truck from Mexico to 

Boston or Bismarck or Biloxi? Can it hold 

up in cold storage at a supermarket? Can 

it live for a week on the shelf and still look 

good? To Big Ag, f lavor is a fair sacrifice 

for appearance and stability, which is  

why many chefs who are thoughtful 

about the environment and obsessed 

with taste have long sought alternative 

sources for produce, from buying at 

their local farmers’ markets to tending 

backyard container gardens. Barber took 

this approach to its logical conclusion: 

starting a seed company. 

What Row 7 does is known as partici-

patory plant breeding – in which chefs, 

breeders, and farmers work in tandem. 

It’s still a relatively new trend, according 

to Barber, and Row 7 is in the vanguard. 

“Our varieties are bred to be delicious, but 

they’re also bred to support organic grow-

ers by having improved disease resistance 

and resilience,” Barber says. A naturally 

strong plant helps negate the need for 

pesticides and insecticides that can infect 

the surrounding soil for years. “If a veg-

etable doesn’t perform well in the kitchen 

and the field, it doesn’t have a place in our 

catalogue,” he adds. 

There are seven varieties currently 

available on the Row 7 website, including 

the Upstate Abundance potato, a spud “so 

buttery it doesn’t need butter,” according 

to Barber; the 7082 cucumber, inspired 

by the ultra-fragrant breeds in the Middle 

East; and a thicker-skinned evolution of 

the Honeynut that started it all. More 

than 50 chefs in the U.S. (Renee Erickson 

in Seattle, Mashama Bailey in Savannah)  

and abroad (Yotam Ottolenghi in London, 

Ben Shewry in Melbourne) have part-

nered with farms in their regions to test 

Row 7 seeds – first in the fields, then on 

their menus.   

Hudson Valley highlight: 
Dan Barber’s Blue Hill at 

Stone Barns.

Hudson Valley highlight: 
Dan Barber’s Blue Hill at 

Stone Barns.Stone Barns.



One of the best ways to discover the 

authentic heart of any destination 

is to visit during the holidays. In 

the central European countries 

of the Czech Republic, Hungary, 

Poland, and Slovakia, Christmas 

reigns as one of the most ardently 

observed holidays. If you find yourself 

celebrating in this intriguing part of 

the world, you are sure to discover 

Christmas markets serving mulled 

wines and Christmas Eve feasts 

boasting as many as 12 dishes, 

featuring delicious presentations of 

potato salad, cabbage soup, and the 

everlasting favorites of gingerbread 

and poppyseed cake. While these 

tight-knit countries have many 

shared culinary traditions, each has 

its own specialties, too.

ADVERTISEMENT

A Feast of Traditions

CZECH REPUBLIC: The scent of freshly baked cookies – 

crescent vanilla moons, stars filled with fruit jam, and more 

– waft from homes and bakeries throughout the country. 

Traditional Christmas Eve dinner begins with a fish soup and 

ends with a dessert of vanocka, braided bread laced with raisins 

and almonds.

HUNGARY: Popular specialties include töltött káposzta, stuffed 

cabbage with sour cream (likely served with a dash of paprika), 

and kürtoskalács, a chimney cake dessert. Be sure to try the 

varietals of Hungary’s 22 wine-growing regions, especially  

Tokaji Aszú, a dessert wine that France’s Louis XV called the 

“King of Wines.” 

POLAND: The Wigilia Feast, or Christmas Eve supper, features 

not only the traditional carp and herring, but also pierogis 

filled with sauerkraut or cheese; uszka, dumplings stuffed with 

wild mushrooms; borscht, a beetroot soup; and the breaking of 

oplatek, a light wafer, for goodwill and happiness. 

SLOVAKIA: Savor delicious plum or pear brandies and prepare 

to feast on lokše, pancakes served with goose liver and apples, 

and kapustnica, a cabbage soup often flavored with sausage. 

Not to be missed is štedrák, a Christmas Eve cake layered with 

fillings of plum jam, poppy seeds, ground walnuts, and cheese.

Clockwise from top: Classic beetroot soup;  

freshly prepared vanocka; a traditional 

Christmas market; Christmas market shopping.
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The vintage  
vacation scores high 
with lively, fresh, and 

delightfully playful  
notes – and then 
there’s the wine.

BY DAVID HOCHMAN
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Echo, a cozy cave à manger (wine/tapas bar 
hybrid) in the heart of the city. Opposite:  

Château Smith Haut Lafitte’s vineyard.



at Château La Dominique in Saint-Émilion, you can see two Bor-

deaux – old and nouveau – as if in cinematic split screen. On the new 

side, La Terrasse Rouge draws a lively, fun-loving crowd as colorful 

and polished as its merlot-red, mirrored cellar walls by Jean Nouvel, 

who also designed the new Louvre Abu Dhabi. Even before noon, 

you feel like toasting to celebrate any number of things: the oysters 

plucked fresh from local waters, the “swimming pool” of glass 

grapes that’s an artful play on the annual wine crush, and whatever 

the pour du jour happens to be. 

It’s like tasting the future, frankly, which isn’t to deride part  

two of the view. Bordering La Dominique’s impressive 72 acres of 

VIRTUOSO LIFE118
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avant-garde oenophilia is the Bordeaux you were probably expect-

ing. The imposing grand cru houses, the best of the best in the 

world’s greatest wine region, stand like stone sentinels amid the 

vines. Don’t look for any welcome signs, but Château Cheval Blanc is 

immediately next door. The Pétrus estate lies behind wrought iron 

straight ahead. Neither is open to tipsy door knockers or bus tours. 

Bordeaux proper is like that too. The edgy and the venerable, the 

upstarts and the icons, the glitzy and the standoffish all coexist 

in an intoxicating swirl. When people in the port city talk about 

the “Bordeaux blend,” it’s not just about what happens inside that 

French oak. And something is definitely shifting in the mix. Twenty 

years ago, Bordeaux was a fading backwater with coal-black build-

ing facades, little to see or do, and an attitude toward visitors that 

basically sniffed, “Go someplace else.” Today, the area is booming 

with energy and openness. Freshly scrubbed neighborhoods, invit-

ing hotels and dining spots, spiffy new promenades, and engaging 

museums make it a French destination second only to Paris – and 

now there’s a high-speed train that whisks you from the capital in 

the span it takes to rewatch Chocolat. 

“We used to say Bordeaux was ‘the sleeping beauty,’ but now it’s 

quite awake,” says Florent Maillet of Chocolatine, one of Virtuoso’s 

on-site tour connections in France. He credits the city’s 2007 UNESCO 

designation as a World Heritage site with driving the turnaround. 

“Over the past decade, Bordeaux reinvented itself in a way that makes 

it friendlier and prettier – and the food scene is better too.” 

 To appreciate what’s new, be-

gin with the ancient. It’s the first 

visit to the region for my wife, 

teenage son, and me, and our 

aristocratic base for a few days is 

the InterContinental Bordeaux, 

known locally as Le Grand Hotel, 

built where the Roman forum once stood. The hotel is an unapolo-

getic throwback, with its Empire furnishings and tasseled ruff les, 

but there’s plenty to hashtag, including a two-Michelin-starred 

Gordon Ramsay restaurant, a rooftop “night beach” bar, and a 

stunning two-story indoor pool done up in black tiles with soaring 

red columns. 

The eighteenth century was the beginning of Bordeaux’s 

golden age, and Baron Haussmann, a local prefect, used the city’s 

neoclassical look and open spaces as a guide when Napoléon III 

asked him to remake Paris into a modern capital. On a walking 

tour one cloudless morning, our guide, Hela Soula, leads us 

across the cobbled square from Le Grand to the magnificent 

Corinthian colonnades of the 1780s Grand-Théâtre de Bordeaux, 

now home to the Bordeaux National Opera and Ballet. “This 

building three times served as French Parliament, but it was 

also a hospice – and, for a time, a place of leisure and gambling,” 

she says. “As with everything in Bordeaux, you can’t always tell 

what’s happening by the face.” 

City standouts: The InterContinental Bordeaux’s pool and (right)  
Pâtisserie Micheline & Paulette. Opposite, from left: The hotel’s  
rooftop bar and La Terrasse Rouge at Château La Dominique.

“We used to say 

Bordeaux was 

‘the sleeping 

beauty,’ but now 

it’s quite awake.”



That bears out everywhere we go. Along rue Notre-Dame in the 

villagelike Chartrons quarter, honey-colored row houses where 

international wine merchants once haggled today contain digital 

art galleries, pop-up design shops, and organic juiciers. A World War 

II bunker in the concrete submarine pen at Bassins à flot is now – 

mon dieu! – the Moon Harbour whiskey distillery (true, it’s not red 

wine, but the corn and barley do come from nearby Gironde). On the 

reborn Garonne River waterfront, miserable dock warehouses –  

“You wouldn’t have walked around 

here in the 1990s, night or day,” 

Soula says – are giving way to 

industrial-hip havens such as Les 

Halles de Bacalan, an airy glass-

and-steel food hall as ingredi-

ent- and provenance-focused as 

anything you’d discover in Copen-

hagen or Brooklyn. The scoopers at 

the chocolate mousse counter will 

talk you back to the cacao bean’s 

origin if you let them. 

The prime symbol of Bordeaux’s 

resurgence rises across the street 

from Les Halles. La Cité du Vin 

is, guaranteed, the headiest wine 

experience you’ll ever have with-

out actually drinking any. The 

eight-story, iridescent-aluminum 

discovery center – think of it as an 

inebriated answer to Bilbao’s Gug-

genheim Museum – took three years 

to construct and hovers over the 

city like an alien spacecraft from a 

planet with very good grapes. Even 

if wine talk bores you (personally, 

I’d rather sip the stuff than have 

someone mansplain it to me), the 

immersive exhibits here will have 

you riveted. Glass bell jars filled 

with licorice, leather, and musty old 

books let you sense what good – and 

tainted – wine smells like. In a circu-

lar, pillowed lounge called Bacchus 

and Venus, you (if you’re 18 or older, 

that is) peer through peepholes at 

displays on wine as an element of se-

duction. The museum’s wine shop, 

Latitude20, has more than 14,000 

bottles from as far away as Peru 

and Tahiti, but it’s the old-school 

Bordeaux lineup under lock and key 

at the center that has customers 

reverently whispering names as if 

they were deities: Margaux, Latour, 

Haut-Brion, Mouton Rothschild.
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When people in the port city 

talk about the “Bordeaux 

blend,” it’s not just about what 

happens inside that French oak.
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Clockwise from bottom left: 
La Cité du Vin’s Bacchus and 
Venus lounge, the Grand-
Théâtre, touring the wine 
museum, and Les Halles  
de Bacalan.
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Clockwise from top: Sunset aperitifs on  
Arcachon Bay, Cap Ferret’s Sail Fish Café, and  

the seafood platter at La Co(o)rniche.
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THE CLASSIC WAY TO VISIT BORDEAUX WAS  
typically to transit through town as quickly as possible on the way to 

somewhere better – Biarritz, maybe, or Spain’s Basque region – unless 

you happened to be trading in barrels. Now Bordeaux is like a vintage 

cabernet: The more time you give it, the more you’re rewarded. 

At Maillet’s recommendation (OK, he gracefully demanded we do 

it), we extend our Bordeaux sojourn to include outlying parts of the 

greater Aquitaine region. An hour’s drive due west of the city, Cap 

Ferret occupies a narrow 11-mile tail of sand in Arcachon Bay. Do 

not confuse this with Cap Ferrat, the blingier Côte d’Azur hideaway 

favored by the likes of Picasso and Beyoncé. Cap Ferret is moneyed 

without being showy, and its unfussy beaches are the point. Picture 

Martha’s Vineyard with better brioche. My son, who’s learning 

French, says it’s where the Bordelais go to “sea and piscine.” 

For our day trip, Maillet arranges a driver and a private cruise 

aboard a skippered wooden pinasse, the traditional open-air vessel 

that’s emblematic of the area. We spend the better part of the morn-

ing lazily gliding past Victorian-style, three-story brick “cottages” 

on the water and watching fishermen work the offshore oyster 

farms. The whole peninsula has a dreamy, tucked-away feel – even 

the main attraction, Dune du Pilat, the highest sand dune in Europe, 

is peopled mostly with Bordeaux locals in termite-on-a-hill mode. 

The one jet-set spot is La Co(o)rniche, where apparently even the 

vowels get VIP treatment. Designer Philippe Starck transformed 

a dowdy 1930s clifftop hunting lodge into a glamorous aerie where 

everybody feels like a somebody, even us. Shaded beneath parasols 

at the poolside restaurant, we lunch on platters of fresh langous-

tines, oysters, and mussels as a staff “paparazzo” snaps professional 

portraits from afar that are the best family pictures of our trip.  

Les Sources de Caudalie, closer to the city, is another inspired 

Bordeaux turnaround story and our address for the rest of the vaca-

tion. In 1990, Daniel and Florence Cathiard, who met on the French 

ski team in the Jean-Claude Killy era and later built a French sports-

supply empire, bought Château Smith Haut Lafitte, a vineyard 20 

minutes south of town. It wasn’t easy, but they have since picked, 

pressed, and aged their way to the top of the wine world. 

The vineyard is spectacular, in part because the Cathiards have 

an exquisite eye for large-scale modern sculpture by artists such 

as Jim Dine and Anthony Caro. But it’s the next generation where 

things get really interesting. Daughter Mathilde Cathiard-Thomas 

founded the Caudalie cosmetics brand, an international cult 

favorite, and her younger sister, Alice, along with Alice’s husband, 

Jérôme, manages the hotel and spa the family created next door.  

Les Sources de Caudalie is modeled after Aquitaine farmhouses, 

with 61 rooms and suites tucked across eight different ivy-shrouded 

maisons with freestanding tubs, lofty peaked ceilings, and sundecks 

looking out to the vines and a two-Michelin-starred restaurant.

The spa itself takes a decidedly natural approach to self-care: 

Products are guaranteed free of phenoxyethanol, phthalates, 

and other multisyllabic impurities, and wet treatments use water 

pumped from a hot spring hundreds of feet beneath the massage 



tables. A “Pulp Friction” scrub incorporates chilled grapes to soften 

and soothe. 

My family and I find our Zen outside under giant oaks. I’d been 

reading with great interest for months about the Japanese practice 

of shinrin-yoku, or “forest bathing,” and was delighted to see a sign 

at reception for a two-hour self-guided tour at Caudalie’s recep-

tion. The idea is to immerse yourself in nature, usually on culti-

vated paths with meditative points along the way, as an antidote to 

big-city stress. No surprise, the Cathiards outdid themselves with a 

magical trail straight out of Le Petit 

Prince. A stream “sings” through 

copper amplifiers. A tiny island 

clinks with wooden chimes. A dove-

cote is repurposed as a cool rest 

spot. We emerge from the “bath” 

like rejuvenated gnomes. 

An afternoon walk can make a 

traveler thirsty, and Bordeaux helps 

you find relief just about anywhere 

you go. It’s less than an hour’s drive 

from Caudalie to Saint-Émilion, 

where old Bordeaux meets what’s 

to come, and both are exceptionally 

delicious. True connoisseurs secure 

tastings and splurge at the grand 

cru houses, but I’m more interested 

in sampling whatever’s emerging. 

That ruby-red architectural 

standout, Château La Dominique, 

turns a stainless-steel barrel room 

into an impressive contemporary 

art gallery in the off months, and 

last year it launched a blind-tasting 

program in a darkened private 

cellar, where guests concentrate 

on aromas and flavors without any 

visual cues about color, varietal, 

or year. It’s indicative of a region 

awakening the senses in ways that 

are somehow vintage yet fresh. At 

lunch on the terrace, looking out 

to that panoramic view, I give up 

fussing over past versus future Bor-

deaux. Sometimes, you just have to 

drink to both sides. 
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“Miles Restaurant, a five-minute walk from the Inter- 

Continental Bordeaux, offers a perfect combination of fine 

dining and an intimate, casual atmosphere. There’s no printed 

menu – you trust the whim of the chef – but every course on 

our tasting menu was exquisite. Reserve a seat at the bar to 

witness the kitchen’s energy firsthand.”

– Ioana Brooks, Virtuoso travel advisor, San Diego

Les Sources de Caudalie’s 
wild blue lobster with  
sweet tomatoes and Lillet. 
Opposite, clockwise from 
top left: The resort’s pool, 
cannelés (a welcome gift), 
vineyard, and Grande Suite 
modeled on Arcachon Bay 
fishermen’s cabins.
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GO  Auto Europe sources the best 

rates from trusted car suppliers 

ranging from elite sports-car 

brokers to Hertz and Budget, with 

the advantage of no-fee drop-offs 

for one-way rentals, free cancella-

tion up to 48 hours before pickup, 

and a 24/7 hotline for English-

speaking assistance before, dur-

ing, and after your trip. 

Virtuoso travel advisors work 

with Chocolatine to customize 

exclusive tours throughout France 

(typically with private driver-guide 

services so you can sip your way 

through the sud-ouest safely and 

in style). A proposed four-day 

itinerary for Bordeaux and nearby 

highlights: a walking tour of the 

city, followed by lunch at Les 

Sources de Caudalie and a tasting 

at Château Smith Haut Lafitte; 

Médoc for big-deal estates such 

as Château Margaux and Mouton 

Rothschild, and smaller gems only 

locals know about; Saint-Émilion, 

with a tasting at an esteemed wine 

shop as a warm-up to hang time 

with vintners; and a skippered 

wooden pinasse cruise through 

Arcachon Bay, which might in-

clude lunch in an old fishing village 

or oysters and chilled rosé on a 

sandbank in the bay. Departures: 

Any day through 2019; from 

$6,040 for two people, not includ-

ing accommodations.

STAY A refurbished icon in the cen-

ter of Bordeaux’s historic Golden 

Triangle district, the InterCon-

tinental Bordeaux – Le Grand 

Travel essentials for your  

trip to the region.

Uncorking 
Bordeaux

 
Downtown Bordeaux’s Horace café and (opposite) place de la Bourse.



is overtly lavish, with 130 rooms 

featuring marble bathrooms, 

damask wallpaper, views of the 

the Grand-Théâtre, and a wine 

concierge on call to arrange tast-

ings and vineyard visits. Doubles 

from $325, including breakfast 

daily and a $100 spa credit. 

A vine-covered oasis 20 minutes 

from town on the grounds of 

Château Smith Haut Lafitte, Les 

Sources de Caudalie lets guests 

live out the “French paradox” – 

a concept inspired by a study 

concluding that French cuisine 

and lifestyle improve health 

and well-being. Who’s to argue? 

Contemporary buildings use re-

cycled local materials across eight 

upscale farmhouses with 61 guest 

rooms and a spa you’ll never want 

to leave. Doubles from $350, 

including breakfast daily and a 

sommelier-led winetasting.  

Travel with Tauck along the scenic Yellow Roads of Europe and become part of the places you’re invited to discover. Explore the Louvre, the Vatican and 

Versailles on exclusive insider experiences for Tauck guests only. Make yourself at home in royal castles, restored convents, country châteaux, Spanish paradors, 

chic Alpine resorts, grand hotels and charming inns. Meet chefs, artists, dancers, equestrians and royalty who inspire you with their passion and perspectives. 

Wine and dine with the locals in their homes, palaces, pubs and vineyards. And return home with a real sense of what life is like wherever you travel with Tauck. 

GO WHERE THE LOCALS KNOW

For more details on our 2019 Europe departures, please contact your preferred Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
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First Person

PLACE SETTING
UNDERSTANDING A DESTINATION BEGINS AT MEALTIME.   

BY ROBERT DRAPER

HEN I FIRST BEHELD FAIRBANKS, ALASKA, WHILE 

visiting my future in-laws this past summer, the place 

struck me as – and I say this without any judgment – 

completely incomprehensible. Neither old nor young, 

big nor small, grandiose nor quaint, bustling nor somnolent, Fair-

banks (pop. 33,000) exists as a land in between, a midway random 

stopover that somehow becomes a destination. 

And did anyone come to Fairbanks for the food? It seemed 

unlikely, especially when I asked my future brother-in-law, Matt 

Powers, where his favorite local dining spots were. Matt replied 

with a raspy grunt. Then he said, “We’ll mainly eat in.”

W
I spent the next nine days in Matt’s house, which sits on the banks 

of the city’s Chena River, where we traveled by kayak on an early 

morning, gliding past beavers as trout snapped at the insects skim-

ming the water’s surface. Matt is a schoolteacher by trade but an 

outdoorsman by cultural disposition. He had just returned from a 

fishing trip on the Copper River, four and a half hours south of Fair-

banks. What he caught was what we ate: almost fluorescently hued 

red and king salmon, grilled simply, silky and as uncorrupted as 

the water he’d pulled it from. But that was not all. A friend of Matt’s 

dropped by with a bounty from his hunting trip up north: steaks of 

caribou and moose. Evenings we sat on Matt’s riverside patio under 
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bats, I drew a bright line at lemur soup. The same goes for rodents, 

including nutria, which may or may not light up a Cajun gumbo – feel 

free to let me know.

But, you eat and you learn, and then you learn and you eat. This 

brings me back to Fairbanks: You do not come to the Last Frontier 

and ask for a wine list. Instead – and in recognition of the fact that 

Fairbanks is a college town – you gravitate to the Alaska-made  

microbrews. (I quickly adopted the sweet and hoppy Matanuska 

Brewing Company’s Pack Raft Red IPA, made just outside Wasilla.) 

The other beverage of choice in a cold-weather state is, of course, 

coffee. Here again, Fairbanks excels, with the Alaska Coffee Roast-

ing Co. offering carefully sourced beans from estates in Rwanda, 

Guatemala, Antigua, and Panama that are then roasted on the 

premises – and, if you prefer, accompanied by a pastry stuffed  

with reindeer meat. 

I returned to the Lower 48 with a bag of Congo-sourced coffee 

beans, as well as a six-pack of Matanuska’s IPA. My future brother-

in-law also saw to it that my suitcase had room for frozen fillets of 

king salmon, moose loin, and caribou backstrap. It now transpires 

in the nation’s capital, where my fiancée and I reside, that I start and 

conclude the better of my days with aromas and flavors that have 

become as unmistakable to me as the Tex-Mex cuisine of my birth-

place in Houston. I know Fairbanks and am far the better for it.   

AMERICA’S CURRENT  

STATE OF NATIONALIZED 

 TRIBALISM WOULD SEEM  

TO GIVE THE LIE  

TO FORMER SPEAKER  

OF THE HOUSE TIP  

O’NEILL’S ADAGE, “ALL  

POLITICS IS LOCAL.”  

BUT THE PREMISE STILL 

HOLDS WHEN IT COMES  

TO FOOD. ALMOST WITHOUT  

FAIL, MY SURRENDER TO  

THE ONSLAUGHT OF A  

FOREIGN CULTURE BEGINS  

AT MEALTIME.
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the long northern sunlight, the penetrating game flavors leavened 

by kale and tomatoes from his garden. Every day was a feast.

Along the way, I got the message: Fairbanks may be incorporated, 

but its ethos is owned wholly by Alaska, a wilderness state. By the 

usual foodie metric – the quality of a locale’s restaurant scene – 

this midsize city with its Middle America palate falls considerably 

short of memorable. But that’s an inadequate standard for a place 

whose identity is shaped by the frontier enveloping it. To under-

stand Fairbanks is to eat what is killed, and vice versa.

America’s current state of nationalized tribalism would seem to 

give the lie to former Speaker of the House Tip O’Neill’s adage, “All 

politics is local.” But the premise still holds when it comes to food. 

Almost without fail, my surrender to the onslaught of a foreign cul-

ture begins at mealtime. 

My favorite destination in the world is Italy’s northeastern region 

known as Friuli-Venezia Giulia. It is bordered by Austria to the north 

and Slovenia to the east. Friuli’s proper names are a confound-

ing goulash of Italian, Slavic, and Germanic; the locals have their 

mother tongue, Friulian, of Latin derivation. What the hell to make  

of the mongrel Friuli? Well, drink this Malvasia Istriana, with its 

stony undertones and its briny homage to the neighboring Adriatic. 

Now you know that the Friulani are peasant folk of the mountains 

and sea. And you also learn that they are undisputed geniuses when 

it comes to making white wine.

During my 30-year career as a journalist, the troubled places I’ve 

been to on assignments have tended to feel less so when my mind 

and mouth are as open as my eyes. Yemen makes honey so lush and 

complex that it’s considered an aphrodisiac. While spending a month 

on boats going up and down the thoroughly unpoliced Congo River, I 

came to rely on the region’s citrusy, fingerling bananas accompanied 

by local peanuts – not only for sustenance, but as a daily reminder 

of the Congo’s untapped potential as a breadbasket for the African 

continent. And in Mogadishu, as gunfire splintered the evening 

silence, the magnificent grilled kingfish I chewed on would connect 

me to outdoorsmen as skilled as Matt Powers: Somali fishermen who 

wished only to cast their nets into the brilliant Indian Ocean and not 

get shot on the way to and from the market.

Now, to state the obvious: Seeking to divine the soul of a place sim-

ply by eating and drinking one’s way through it is a flimsily disguised 

glutton’s errand. Just as there’s more to Rome than its spaghetti 

carbonara, the idea that Afghanistan’s tormented history can some-

how be understood through, say, its peerless Badakhshan cumin 

doesn’t withstand serious argument. And in any event, one’s palate 

trespasses only so far. During a week in Somaliland, I soon begged off 

the fare frequently served to honored guests: camel hump, which is 

exactly as rubbery as you would expect. (Camel liver, by contrast, is 

quite flavorful when sautéed and served with scrambled eggs.) Once 

was enough for the “pre-Columbian” delicacies of ants and grasshop-

pers I sampled in a Mexico City restaurant. In Madagascar, where 

zebu steak is magnificent and carrots grow to the size of baseball 
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Point of View

I’M ONE OF THOSE PEOPLE WHO WOULD 

rather have bare walls and a lack of 

furnishings but lots of plane tickets in my 

back pocket. My first experience traveling 

somewhere really exotic was Indonesia 

when I was 15. It was the first time I’d ever 

eaten street food. The smells of the street, 

the sounds of Southeast Asia – the music, 

the voices, the constant car horns. You sat 

on these tiny little stools on the side of the 

road eating incredible food. 

I’m a chemist by trade, but before I went 

to university to study chemistry, I spent 

four years working full-time in the hospi-

tality industry – front of house and as a 

bartender in hotels. I got the travel bug: 

I’d work a season in a hotel, pick up my 

end-of-season bonus, and go backpacking. 

That’s when I really started to get inter-

ested in spirits – serving them to people 

and starting to see lots of different brands, 

rather than the ones my parents had at 

home. When I finished university, I really 

wanted to have a career that brought the 

two different aspects of my life together. 

Distilling does that. 

LOCAL FLAVOR
MUSINGS ON THE INTERSECTION OF FOOD, TRAVEL, AND MEMORIES.

INTERVIEWS BY MARIKA CAIN

Anne Brock, PhD
Master distiller, 

Bombay Sapphire Gin

Bea Tollman
Founder and president,  

Red Carnation Hotels

When you’re coming up with the idea 

for a gin, it’s a creative process. You need 

inspiration; you need to look at what’s 

around you. If you look at the way gins have 

developed across the world, particularly 

in this burgeoning craze where gin is just 

so popular, you’re starting to see different 

styles come out of different parts of the 

world. People are using their local flavors 

to influence their gin, but also, it’s the at-

mosphere. If you’re in a baking-hot country, 

you’re probably thinking about a refreshing, 

light, bright drink. If you come from some-

where icy, you’re going to want something 

a bit spicier, a bit warming, something 

potentially that you could drink neat by a 

fire in the winter.

Last year I got involved in making gin 

in Goa. I got to hang out in the local area 

with the guys who own the distillery – who, 

although they’re Indian, they didn’t come 

from Goa either, so we were all exploring it 

as tourists. I was helping them get up and 

running. The first gin they wanted to create 

was a very classic London dry gin, so we 

imported the juniper from Tuscany. The 

second one they were trying to make with 

only botanicals grown and sourced from In-

dia: Himalayan juniper was a key ingredient. 

We used dried mango; we used turmeric. I 

was using botanicals I wouldn’t have gotten 

to use otherwise. 

Smell is so incredibly powerful. It can 

link you back to a time – the smell of a cake 

or bread baking can take me back home 

to when my mum used to make cakes. 

Now the smell of certain chilies and fresh 

coriander can take me back to Vietnam or 

Mexico. India was curries and rotis. It’s an 

extra level of memory. You don’t realize it at 

the time, but the smells and tastes you’re 

experiencing when you’re out there help to 

bank memories. 

MY HUSBAND AND I STARTED OUR 

first hotel in Johannesburg when we were 

first married, a sort of crummy hotel that 

was just rebuilt at a brewery. I didn’t know 

that much about food because I’m a nursery-

school teacher by profession. I said, “I’ll help 

you in the kitchen at the beginning, and then 

I’m going to go on to nursery-school teaching 

after that.” We then got our second restau-

rant, called the Colony Restaurant, which 

became famous around the world, in another 

hotel. I had two gourmet cookbooks – big, 

thick ones. I’d read a couple of recipes for the 

same dish and try to perfect them. I was in 

the kitchens every night from 7:30 until one 

in the morning, and then I used to go back the 

next morning to get prepared for the night. 

That’s how I was for about 15 years. 

Epicurean societies would come for dinners 

and say to my husband, “Can we please see 

the chef, because we would like to go over the 

menu with him.” With him. My husband would 

say, “Well, he’s not here at the moment. Tell 

me what you want to have, and I’ll see he gets 

the message.” After the dinners, they would 

say to my husband, “Can we see the chef?” 
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world of food. I come from three generations 

of restaurateurs: My parents, Annick and 

Francis, ran Le Relais restaurant in Ville-

neuve-de-Marsan, which was founded by my 

great-grandparents in 1895. 

The dish that truly brings back memories 

for me has to be the French chicken. It has to 

come from Landes, and it has to be roasted 

on a rotisserie, basted in duck fat, and served 

with fat chips. Every Sunday, my grandmother 

would roast chicken. It was always a fam-

ily affair where we would be 20 to 25 of us 

around a table as long as the room. Sharing 

a meal with the family is a simple yet sacred 

occasion – it’s an experience I value tremen-

dously, having grown up eating meals with my 

family every day. I’m always ordering the roast 

chicken if it’s on the menu. Le Coq Rico in NYC 

does a delicious roast chicken.

Food is a powerful way to experience a 

new culture. I’m always flooded with memo-

ries when I eat tapas. We used to holiday in 

Spain when I was a child, and I loved the big 

flavors, small portions, and the art of sharing 

around the table. Now, when I first land in a 

new country, I’m quick to make my way to the 

food markets. The suppliers are always so 

charming to share how best to prepare their 

ingredients for a meal.

I love Japanese food. You can often find me 

eating sashimi at Roka or Umu in Mayfair, but 

a few years ago I traveled to Japan with my 

daughters, and we fully immersed ourselves 

in the culinary culture. From the markets to 

the sushi bars, we were blown away by their 

precision. To become an itamae (sushi chef) 

takes years of training and apprenticeship. 

One of my most recent dining experi-

ences, which has firmly made its way up in 

my top-ten foodie memories, was at Pujol 

restaurant in Mexico City, run by chef En-

rique Olvera. Eating insects is a big part of 

the culinary culture in Mexico, and the chef 

created the most delectable ant mayon-

naise, paired with their signature baby corn. 

Other dishes that stood out were the lobster 

infladita, the chayote (a Mexican squash) 

with carpaccio, and pico de gallo with scal-

lops. And let’s not forget the churros! 

Recently someone said to me, “I remember 

dining at your restaurant in London a few 

years ago, and the beef Wellington was my 

favorite dish!” and that meant so much to me. 

To be able to create a foodie memory for 

someone is wonderful.  

I GREW UP IN THE KITCHEN IN LES  

Landes in southwestern France, and anytime 

I wasn’t at school, I was concentrating on the 

Hélène Darroze
Cuisinière, The Connaught, London, and 

the recently debuted Jòia, Paris 

and my husband would say, “I’m sorry, he’s 

gone home,” because nobody had ever heard 

of a woman in the kitchen. There were no 

women chefs in South Africa at that time.

I don’t like those dishes that are supposedly 

gourmet – I call it “dot, dot, dash” food. You 

look at the dish and you say, “Where is the 

such-and-such ingredient?” and they’ve got 

a dot of it and a dot of something else. People 

really seem to like more comfort food. 

I’ve got a wonderful curry recipe that an In-

dian chef taught me in our first hotel in Johan-

nesburg. They always used to make the curry 

for dinner. He said, “I’ll come to your house 

on a Sunday morning with my mother and my 

mother-in-law, and I’ll teach you.” It’s the most 

delicious curry, and it’s still called Arthur’s 

Curry. It’s in my cookbook, and we offer it in all 

our hotels. Another dish I started many years 

ago is honeycomb ice cream. That and my 

cheesecake are hot favorites everywhere. 

I take a great interest in our own hotels. 

We have six hotels in London, plus a bar, and 

hotels in Guernsey, Dorset, Ireland, Geneva, 

South Africa, and Palm Beach. I go to all of 

them to check on the food and taste it, so 

there’s not much time to go to any other 

restaurants. I work with all the chefs on the 

[Red Carnation sister company] Uniworld 

boats as well. They serve a lot of my food on 

the ships. People make comments about 

how much they love the food, and I always 

get a great thrill out of that.

Sophisticated. 

Serene. 

Simply Gansevoort. 

 Embrace The Villa Lifestyle  
Winter 2018

The Gansevoort Turks + Caicos Villas 

represent a new way to experience  

luxury island living. Each of the seven 

exquisite oceanfront residences features 

modern indoor-outdoor architecture,  

two private pools and an over the water  

swim platform, plus access to all of 

the resort’s signature amenities.

Contact your preferred Virtuoso Travel 

Advisor for additional details and to 

book your Gansevoort getaway.
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HOW

TO

TRAVEL

BETTER

WHERE WE’RE GOING

“My family and I are traveling to KENYA 

with Micato Safaris over Thanksgiving. 

Our itinerary includes Amboseli Na-

tional Park and the Maasai Mara, where 

we’ll stay in tented camps and see lots 

of wildlife. The highlight will be meeting 

the student whose education we spon-

sor through AmericaShare in Nairobi.” 

– Elaine Srnka, editorial director and 

vice president, content  

“How many museum strolls, cups 

of Viennese coffee, and slices of Sacher 

torte can I fit into my five-day trip to 

VIENNA? I’m aiming for dozens.” 

– Amy Cassell, associate editor

THE TRAVEL TIPS, 

INSIGHT, AND 

ESSENTIALS YOU 

NEED NOW.

●  RULES OF THE RIVER 

Viking River Cruises recently 

announced that it will no longer 

allow passengers under 18 on 

board (although kids are OK 

on existing bookings through 

2019), joining U by Uniworld 

as an adults-only line. River 

cruising tends to draw an older 

crowd, but families dreaming of 

a summer vacation on the Rhine 

shouldn’t shy away. “Uniworld 

and Tauck offer designated 

family sailings with special 

tours and programming,” says 

Samuel Spencer, a Calgary, 

Canada-based Virtuoso advisor. 

“On these sailings, parents can 

relax knowing there will be many 

other kids around.” He notes 

that Crystal River Cruises and 

AmaWaterways accommodate 

children year-round, but travel-

ers should know what they’re 

getting into: “There are no kids’ 

clubs,” Spencer says. “Children 

on these voyages should be 

well traveled and a little older, 

around 10 and up.”  

●  SPF MADE EASY Hold the 

frozen beverage and the chaise-

lounge snooze: Sunscreen is the 

essential first step at the pool. 

And there are really no excuses 

for skipping sun protection 

with one of the new sunscreen 

booths from SnappyScreen 

nearby. The sleek, open-sided 

booths have popped up pool-

side at several resorts in the 

U.S. and the Caribbean (includ-

ing Andaz Mayakoba in Mexico 

and the Hyatt Regency Aruba). 

Pool-goers stand on a rotating 

platform as jets mist them with 

a layer of reef-safe, paraben-

free sunscreen in SPF 15, 30, or 

40 in less than ten seconds – 

which means way more time for 

those daiquiris. 

●  MORE PASSPORTS, LESS 

HASSLE Little-known jet-setter 

fact: Many U.S. travelers are 

actually eligible for a second, 

duplicate passport. While one 

passport is abroad with you, 

the other remains stateside for 

visa processing related to future 

trips. The application process 

is similar to that of the primary 

passport, but travelers must 

also include a letter stating why 

they need a second document, 

for either frequent personal or 

business travel. Travel advisors 

can work with Virtuoso partner 

CIBTvisas on the logistics.

TRAVEL INTELLIGENCE

Step into the future 
at Andaz Mayakoba.

Need to Know



E
ven with its modern personality and 

 Western flair, it’s impossible to escape 

the rich 300-year heritage of Macao.  

The result is a dynamic foodie paradise 

that delivers a delicious mix of 

Cantonese, Portuguese, Indian, and 

even African flavors – a culinary scene 

so diverse it is a designated UNESCO 

Creative City of Gastronomy. 

M
acao’s flavor-bending fusion 

cuisine is headlined by the iconic 

Portuguese egg tart, a mouthwatering, 

crème brûleé-like custard wrapped 

in a flaky pastry, with the crispy pork 

chop bun taking a close second. Make 

sure to try the minchi, a national dish 

of minced beef, diced potatoes, and 

onions, as well as the African Chicken, 

juicy chicken covered in a peanut and 

chili sauce. From dim sum and egg rolls 

to almond biscuits and Chinese steamed 

milk pudding, prepare your palate for an 

experience in paradise.

O
n this tiny peninsula separated from 

mainland China by the Pearl River, 

just a 50-minute high-speed ferry ride 

from Hong Kong, you’ll find shimmering 

skyscrapers, Buddhist temples, 

Portuguese-tiled piazzas, and traditional 

Chinese gardens. Must-see landmarks 

include the iconic facade of the 

seventeenth-century ruins of Saint Paul’s 

and the soaring 1,10 -foot Macao Tower. 

The memories of exciting adventures in  

Macao will stay with you always, and the  

eclectic cuisine is one you’ll long to revisit.

ADVERTISEMENT

MACAO IS PARADISE
GLITZY, CULTURED, AND CULINARY
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Need to Know

BACKGROUND RESEARCH
IF YOU’RE GOING TO …

TEQUILA, MEXICO (“Tequila 

Sunrise,” page 94): Whip up a few 

recipes from Tacopedia, a colorful 

and fun deep dive into taco culture 

throughout Mexico.

BORDEAUX (“Bordeaux Opens 

Up,” page 116): Channel your inner 

Julia Child – and perfect that 

boeuf bourguignon – with the 

chef’s classic tome, Mastering the 

Art of French Cooking. 

TOKYO (“Prime Cuts,” page 78 ): 

Find beautifully photographed 

and approachable recipes for 

yakitori, gyoza dumplings, and 

other Japanese favorites in Tokyo 

Cult Recipes. 

“Tahoe is an awakening giant, 

thanks to its nightlife, the 

beautiful lake, and the Reno 

airport just a 30-minute drive 

away. Plus, it’s experiencing 

a luxury renaissance, with 

multimillion-dollar develop-

ment projects. Travelers 

enjoy hot spots such as Lake 

Tahoe AleWorX for beer 

and wine, and the Y neigh-

borhood, where a former 

factory outlet mall has given 

way to hip restaurants and 

bars.” – Vickie Love Green-

lee, Ridgeland, Mississippi 

“My clients love Switzerland 

for impeccable service, in-

credible food, and beautiful 

scenery – but most of all, the 

Swiss people. Andermatt, 

a lesser-known ski village, checks all the boxes for a luxury ski destination with its Chedi Andermatt hotel. 

Virtuoso tour operator Alpine Adventures ensures that your gear is taken care of – all you have to do is show 

up and hit the slopes.” – Stacy Hart, Boca Raton, Florida 

“Japan is a wonderful ski destination that not many Americans have discovered yet. I recently suggested it 

to travelers who are avid skiers, and we settled on Hakuba for the deep powder and Niseko for off-piste ski-

ing. Remote Lands, a Virtuoso tour operator, has a beautiful 13-day itinerary featuring both areas, plus other 

Japan highlights for touring on your off days.” – Vicki Upchurch, Basalt, Colorado

PACKING LIST
A STYLISH COLD-

WEATHER COMPANION.

For a wintry winetasting adventure 

to Île d’Orléans (page 66), Amy 

B. Nelson, a stylist at The Shops 

Buckhead Atlanta, loves Theory’s 

wool-cashmere rounded coat. “Its 

crisp, off-white color complements 

any cooler wardrobe palette, and 

you can wear it to a fine dinner 

or with jeans during the day,” she 

says. $825, Theory at The Shops 

Buckhead Atlanta.

The maximum fine – in 

euros – Florence officials 

can levy on people stand-

ing and eating on four of 

the Italian city’s busiest 

streets (Via de’ Neri, Piaz-

zale degli Uffizi, Piazza 

del Grano, and Via della 

Ninna) from noon to 3 PM 

and 6 PM to 10 PM. 

The new ordinance 

is a move to reduce 

congestion and 

decrease litter. 

500ASK THE ADVISORS
WHAT’S THE NEXT GREAT SKI DESTINATION? 

Winter wonderland: 
Hakuba, a ski village in 

the Japanese Alps.

SPECIAL 
COOKBOOK 

EDITION

PACKING LIST

SPECIAL 
COOKBOOK COOKBOOK 

EDITIONEDITION
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VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS

• STAY AND SAVE IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC 

In case you need another excuse to extend your stay in paradise, consider this generous gift 

from The Brando: room savings of up to 15 percent. The longer you stay, the more you save, 

so settle in and savor the treats of this all-inclusive, eco-friendly, carefree yet cutting-edge 

resort set within a biodiverse natural sanctuary. Situated on the private island of Tetiaroa, the 

one-of-a-kind property features 35 villas fronting white-sand beaches, and is committed to 

preserving the natural splendor of the island while supporting local culture, hospitality, 

and traditions. This approach extends to the dining, which highlights Polynesian-inspired 

dishes, East-West fusion, and quintessential French cuisine made with ingredients from the 

resort’s own gardens and orchards. Don’t miss the new teppanyaki restaurant, NAMI, 

showcasing dishes cooked on an iron griddle. Serving only eight guests at a time, the intimate 

dining venue offers a personalized experience with Japanese chef Kaito Nakamura. Exciting 

menu items include gyu tataki, quickly seared, thinly sliced meat with white onion, and the 

miso with yuzu red snapper, prawns, and flambéed scallops served with grilled vegetables. 

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available for travel January 11 through July 31, 2019. Virtuoso exclusive 
amenities include a EUR 100 resort credit; breakfast daily; a room upgrade, if available; and more. 

• BLISS IN THE BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS 

Primland is a haven of Southern hospitality, country pursuits, and classic refinement. Fish in  

a babbling brook, horseback ride through wildflowers, and glimpse white-tailed deer in the  

Blue Ridge Mountains of southwestern Virginia. This is a place where love of the land is top of 

mind, where the servers remember your children’s names and your favorite wine, and where 

you can spend the night in the elegant lodge, a charming cottage, or a storybook treehouse. 

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available throughout 2018. Virtuoso exclusive amenities include a 
$100 hotel credit; breakfast daily; a room upgrade, if available; and more. 

• TROPICAL HAUTE HIDEAWAY 

Reflecting both modern Italian design and Balinese tradition, Bvlgari Resort Bali is a lush 

wonderland. Take the exclusive cliffside elevator down to the unspoiled mile-long private 

beach and oceanfront club, then return to your spacious, gorgeously appointed villa, which 

features an open-air living room, plunge pool, and patio. Nearby lies Bali’s renowned  

Uluwatu Temple. 

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available throughout 2018. Virtuoso exclusive amenities include a 
$100-value dining credit; breakfast daily; a room upgrade, if available; and more. 

• AT HOME IN PARIS 

There’s a lovely residential feel to Esprit Saint Germain on the Left Bank in the heart of Paris. 

Your fourth night is complimentary, allowing more time to savor the stylish yet unpretentious 

ambience of this urban hideaway. Make sure to stop by the living room for a complimentary 

drink by the fireplace. 

Virtuoso rates from EUR 1,230 per room for four nights. Available until December 27, 2018. Virtuoso exclusive amenities 
include wine with assorted French cheeses, baguette, and crackers, once per stay; breakfast daily; a room upgrade, if 
available; Poilâne butter cookies upon departure; and more. 

• SUNSHINE ON SALE 

Head to Kauai with Classic Vacations and receive an airfare credit, every fifth night free, and 

breakfast for two daily at the graceful Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort and Spa. With championship 

golf, sparkling pools (including a quiet adults-only pool), a 150-foot waterslide, the rejuvenating 

Anara Spa, and award-winning dining, this Poipu Beach retreat is the ideal home base for 

exploring the Garden Isle, whether you’re visiting for a long-awaited romantic getaway or a 

multigenerational family gathering. 

Virtuoso rates from $1,689 per person. Available until December 13, 2019. 
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Souvenir

Charleston finds from Charleston 
City Market (sweetgrass basket), 
Mac & Murphy (art print), Candlefish 
(candle), and Cannonborough Collec-
tive (towel, pencils, and enamel pin). 

COME FOR THE GEORGIAN MANSIONS 

AND BISCUITS, STAY FOR THE CANDLE 

LIBRARY AND THIRD-WAVE COFFEE.

Charleston may be known for 
its antebellum-era plantations, 
venerable Spanish-moss-
draped live oaks, and homes 
with distinctive piazzas – but 
the city, founded in 1670, is 
much more than a time cap-
sule. Snap photos at Rain-

bow Row – 13 pastel-colored 
Georgian town houses built in 
the eighteenth century – be-
fore heading to the sprawling 
Charleston City Market with 
its 300-plus vendors. Watch 
Gullah artisans weave intricate 
sweetgrass baskets, a centuries-
old tradition, then pop into 
Callie’s Hot Little Biscuit for a 
fluffy, country-ham-flavored 
snack. For shopping, King Street 
reigns: My favorite was Candle-

fish and its candle library of 
100 fragrances (I am so No. 25). 
Swing by hip, minimalist Second 
State Coffee before exploring 
the Cannonborough neigh-
borhood, home to stationery 
shop Mac & Murphy, colorful 
Cannonborough Collective, 
and classic Lowcountry meals 
at Hominy Grill. – Veronica 

Rosalez, graphic designer 

TIP: As a bona fide Texan, I couldn’t end my trip without trying some Charleston barbecue – Rodney Scott’s BBQ 
and Lewis Barbecue did not disappoint.

CHARLESTON
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Your time matters, and you deserve the best. From weekend getaways to longer 
itineraries, thank you for entrusting us with your travel dreams.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one  
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

AREN’T YOU GLAD YOU HAVE  
A VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR?

Life is short.



The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso®.

Client-Only Perks

Only the best for Virtuoso clients. That’s why you can count 

on a Virtuoso travel advisor for extras such as hotel credits, 

complimentary upgrades, and personalized touches. Find one 

who’s right for you in the advisor catalog on virtuoso.com.


